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ABSTRACT

People of Myanmar. like all other people in the world, celebrate special

occasions and function according to the races and traditions they belong to. The

traditions and customs that come through the generations are of much importance in

those occasions and functions. Zaiwa (Azr) national also usually celebrates the

seasonal festivals which follow presently practiced customs of their national. The title

of this thesis is "Role and Functions of Rituals and Ceremonies of Zaiwa (AZl)

National. Waingmaw Township in Kaehin State:' The main purposes of this thesis is

to explore the roles and functions of rituals and ceremonies, espec ially in their socio

economic life of Zaiwa (Azl) national. The specific objectives are to describe

traditional ceremon ies of Zatwa (Azl) national, to elic it the significances of process in

rituals and ceremonies and to explore the interrelationships between socio-economic

life and rituals and ceremonies. The study was conducted with qualitative methods.

The study site is Warshaung village and Waingmaw (ward-J), Waingmaw Township

in Kachin State. Key informant interview, direct observation, indirected observation,

focus group discussion, and informal interview were conduct to collect data. A total

of 121 infonnants involved in this study. Zatwa (Az i) national annually celebrate

traditional ceremony, among them, Manau festival is the largest and the most

magnificent one. Study on their traditional ceremonies show that they are important

events for Zai wa (Azi) national' s socio-economic life, socio-cultural life and socio

political life. Therefore, it can be said that Manau festival, despite of being a religious

functions, are important for the people's socio-economic life and socio-political life.

In conclusion, spirit (nat) worship practice remains in the past while Christianity has

taken its place. This makes some changes in Zaiwa (Azi) national' s culture, customs,

belief, value standard, and ethnicity. Therefore, it is important that the heritage of

generations of Zaiwa (Azi) national should be maintained.

Key words: role, functions, ritual, ceremony
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CHAPTER (I)

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Backgrou nd

All people living In the world belong to different traditions and customs

especially beliefs, norms, and dressing styles as they are originated and practised in

different regions and belong to different races. They celebrate special occas ions and

functions according to the tradit ions and customs passed over the generations. These

actions also display a symbolic, expressive element through which beliefs, emotions,

and identities can be found and changed. This symbolic character, in addition to,
affecting individuals, also plays an important role in maintaining and reinforcing

social structures and incorporating individuals into a larger social entity (Trice,

Belasco, & Alutto, 1969).

Ritual contai ns a wealth of symbolic infonnation about the participants' social

and cultural worlds (Barfield, 1997). A ritual may best defined, perhaps, as a

prescribed way of performing religious acts, such as praying, singing sacred songs,

dancing to the gods, making sacrifices, or preparing offerings. A ceremony, on the

other hand, involves a number of interconnected and related rituals, performed at a

given time. At one extreme are those that center about individual life crises - rituals

and ceremonies that mark such occasions as birth, naming, puberty, marriage, illness,

and death. These are often called rite of passage. At the other extreme are so called

rite of intensificat ion that is, rituals and ceremonies that mark occasions or crises in

the life of the community as a whole, such as the need for rain, defense against an

epidemic or pestilence, preparations for planting, harvests, the initiation of communal

hunting or fishing activities, and the return of a successful war party (Beals & Hoijer,

1965).

Rituals are formal - stylized, repetitive, and stereotyped. People perform them

in special (sacred) places and at set times. Rituals are social act. Inevitably, some

participants are more committed than others are to the beliefs that lie behind the rites.

However, just by taking part in a joint public act, the performers signal that they

accept a common social and moral order, one that transcends their status as

individuals (Kottak. 2009).
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Ritual and ceremonies can be found in all societies. In these rituals,

participants relate to one another in complex ways. A ritual is composed of a series of

positions and each position is known as a status. The term status refers to a social

position, not to the relative placement of each position in the society. A person

performs appropriate behaviour, rights and obligations, and relationships with others

in tenus of he or she occupy status or position (R. L Stein & P. L Stein, 2011). Roles

are rooted in an individual' s status, which is often fixed and assigned. When the

individuals adopt and put into effect the rights and duties that constitute their status,

they are performing a role (Linton, 1936 & Parsons, 1951 a). Turner (1969) focused

on this notion of ritual as a way of negotiating between stability and change. In his

view, society has a need for some kind of structural differentiation (e. g. hierarchy) in

which different members hold separate roles. On the other hand, there is also a need

for individuals to acknowledge a fundamental bond between members, without which

no society would be possible. Turner termed this bond communi/as. Through ritual,

individuals can momentari ly forego social differences and reaffirm their sense of

communitas, or basic, shared social membership. Present studies focused on the facts

that Zatwa (Azi) national in Waingmaw and Washaung Village celebrate Manau

festivals, harvest festivals, and Christmas celebrat ions, and their purpose, stages

included in them, things necessary, and the roles and responsibilities of participants.

Studies are also made to highlight the fact that these festivals serve as a mean to

create unity among Zaiwa (Azi) national.

The purposes of rituals are varied with religious obligations or ideals,

satisfaction of spiritual or emotional needs of the practitioners, strengthening of social

bonds, social and moral education, demonstration of respect or submission, station

one's affiliation, obtaining social acceptance or approval for some event or,

somet imes.just for the pleasure of the ritual itself. Rituals of various kinds are almost

all known human societies, past or present. They include not only the various worship

rites and sacraments of organized religions and cults, but also the rites of passage of

certain societies, atonement and purification rites oaths of allegiance, dedication

ceremonies. coronations and presidential inaugurations, marriages and funerals,

school "rush" traditions and graduations, club meetings, sports events (Barnard &

Spencer, 1996).

According to Kertzer (I 988), ritual as "action wrapped in a web of

symbolism," this assumes that ritual has a communicative role. Thus, despite the idea
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that ritual denies the everyday relationship between an action and its purpose. it is

assumed that this denial is not gratuitous. Accounts vary as to the purpose, function

and meaning of ritual. As Kelly and Kaplan (1990) have pointed out, ritual is

habitually connected to "tradition," the sacred. to structures that have been imagined

in stasis. This has led to the synchronic pursuit of an inevitable and generalized ritual

form, generally seen ritual as either supporting social structure by directly

representing it, or legit imizing social authority by concealing it. The terms social

structure and social organization have long had slightly different implications,

although the distinction between them has not always been as clear-cut as some

commentators would have preferred. Social organization has tended to be used

loosely to refer to the sum total of activities performed in a given social context.

Social structure has usually been employed for the social context itself, or more

precisely for the set of social relations which link individuals in a society.

Radcliffe-Brown (1952) saw social structure as a network of real people in a

real society. Yet the definition of social structure varies according to the theoretical

perspective of the writer and the degree of precision required by his or her

perspective. Writers who are mainly concerned with social action tend to concentrate

on social organization, which defines the roles individuals play in relation to one

another. Those who are concerned more with the formal relations between people

tend to concentrate on social structure, which defines the statuses of actors performing

such roles. Thus, social organization is of greater interest and to some extent

processualists, notably Firth (1951).

According to Rosman (1995), the relations, connections and peculiar features

that express the characteristic of the group are called the social structure of the group.

The idea of social structure can be explained with the idea of social organization.

Structural description includes the description of the relation that exists among the

units. The work is linked to how the structure works, what it does, what it aims at and

what it means. The study of rituals ceremonies within an organization or group

exposes the nature of cultural integration.

In the North American Plains area including the Arapaho, Blackfeet, Crow,

Kiowa, Sioux, and Cheyenne, the sun dance is a major religious ritual practised by

many tribal groups. Each group has its own particular variations, but there are certain

elements common across the different cultures. The Sun Dance takes place near the

summer solstice and represents the theme of renewal. The Cheyenne' s name for the
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Sun Dance, oxheheom, means "New Life Lodge" or "Lodge of the Generator". The

ritual is closely tied to the creation of the earth and passages from the Cheyenne

origin story. One myth tells of a famine that was afflicting the Cheyenne. In response,

a culture hero named Tomsivsi (Erect Homs) took the beautiful wife of a tribal chief

with him on a journey to the Sacred Mountain. Inside the mountain, they were taught

the Sun Dance and were told that by performing the dance the world would be

renewed (R. L Stein & P. L Stein, 2011).

Ceremony is sometimes used as a loose equivalent of ritual. It is useful.

however, to retain a distinction between the two terms. A ceremony is a formalized or

stylized performance, often public and always involving more than one participant or

observer. characteristic of particular cultural tradition. The study of ceremony is thus

the study of these stylized performances and their cultural, social and ritual context.

The study of ritual itself is broader than the study of the ceremony which may

accompany it, and includes the study of its magic-religious and symbolic aspects.

There are many ceremonies which do not have a strong ritual component. in the sense

that they have little or no religious significance or symbolic ramification and by the

same time there are many ritual acts which are not ceremonies. in that they may be

informal , private or unceremonious but still be classed as ritual because of their

magic-religious and symbolic importance (Barfield, 1997).

The ceremony is pled ged by an individual who is making a commitment to

supernatural beings. This pledge may be made in hopes of healing a loved one, or a

man may himself may be sick and vow to do the dance if he recovers. The vow may

be made to avert danger in war or may be based on a dream. From the time the man

makes his pledge until the end of the ritual, there is a tabu on sexual activity. This

again references the myth in which Tomsivsi refused to have sex with his companion

until afte r he emerged from the Sacred Mountain.

The Sun Dance takes eight days to perform, with the first four days spent

building the dance lodge. The center pole for the dance lodge is cut down by a man

who interacts with the tree as a warrior interacts with an enemy and it is ritually

transported to the lodge by chiefs. Many ritual acts and offerings to the pole are

associated with the rais ing of the pole. During this time, secre t rites are also

conducted in the Lone Tipi which symbolizes the Sacred Mountain where Tomsivsi

learned the dance. Many acts symbolic of earth renewal are done at this time.
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The last four days are devoted to the actual public dance. which takes place in

the Sun Dance Lodge. The participants in the dance face the center pole and rise up

and down on their toes while standing in one place. As they rise they blow on eagle

wing bone whistles. The dancers do this almost cont inuously for the entire four-day

period. While there may be brief rest periods, the dancers are completely without food

or water.

The most dramatic part of the Cheyenne Sun Dance, and an element not

practiced by most other Plains groups, is an act of self-sacrifice known as "hanging

from the central pole." A man does this act this act with the help of a shaman who

himself has made the same sacrifice in the past. The shaman fastens a rope to the

central pole that will reach just to the chest of the man. Two holes are cut in the skin

of the man's chest, skewers are passed through, and the free ends of the rope are

attached to the skewers. The man dances, fastened to the pole, all night trying to break

free. If he has not done so by morning, the shaman cuts him free. Dancers who make

this additional sacrifice do so in hopes of gaining pity from the supernatural beings

and being rewarded with good fortune .' Dancers are also rewarded with public

approval and social prestige. The fasting, dancing and pain all help induce an altered

state of consciousness for the dancers. Participants often report having visions during

the rituals . Zaiwa (Azi) national in Waingmaw and Washaung Village work together

when they celebrate their tradi tion festivals such as Manau festivals, harvest festivals,

and Chris tmas celebrations. Their dances and songs depict their history. Present

studies are attempts to highlight the dressing style of participants in these festivals,

their role and funct ions. And these studies are made in comparison with the Sun

dance of Cheyenne people in the areas of North American Plains (R. L Stein & P. L

Stein, 201 1).

1.2 Rationale

Myarunar is an ethnically diverse nation with ove r hundred dist inct ethnic

groups officially recognized by the government. There are grouped into eight major

nationa l races in which the Kachin national belongs to six mino rity sub-groups:

Jinghpaw, Maru (Lauwaw), Rawang. Lashi (Lachit), Lisa and Zaiwa (Azi). Among

them, the majority of the Zaiwa (AzO are living in Myitkytna. Waingmaw, Sadon:

Mogaung, Moenyin, Tanaing, Bamaw. Momouk; and Northern Shan State, part of

Southwest Yunnan and adjacent areas of China. Among them, Zatwa (Azi) national in
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Waingmaw and Washaung Village work together when they celebrate their tradition

festivals such as Manau festivals, harvest festivals, and Christmas celebrations. Their

dances and songs depict their history. Present studies are attempts to highlight the

dressing style of participants in these festivals, their role and functions. And these

studies are made in comparison with the Sun-dance of Cheyenne people in the areas

of North American Plains.

13 Research Q uestions

The main question of this study is;

Why, when. where and how do they celebrate their trad itional ceremonies and

what causes can be affected on their socio-economic life?

1.4 Aim and Objectives

The aim of this thesis is to explore the roles and functions of rituals and

ceremonies. especially in their socio-economic life ofZaiwa (Azi') national.

The objectives of this thesis are as follow;

• to describe traditional ceremonies of Zaiwa (Azr) national;

• to elicit the significances of process in rituals and ceremonies; and

• to explore the interrelationships between socio-economic life and

rituals and ceremonies.
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1.S Conceptual Frame \Vork

Ritual & ceremony Role & Funct ions
Symbols, Prayers,

( )
Spirit medi um,

Songs, Offerings & audience (relatives,
sacrifices visitors, friend s,

neighbours)

1
Beliefs, norms, <,

values Socia -economic
Factors

1 Religion, Economy,
Politics. Planting,

Myths, folklore,
Harvesting, floods,

Death, Marriage
Ortal histo ry -, ./

Figure 1. Co ntextua l Fact ors of th e R ole a nd Function of

Rituals and Ceremonies

Ritual and ceremony composed of songs, dances, offerings and sacrifices

derived from beliefs, nonns and values. These elements again relate to myths,

folk lore, and oral history. Each ritual plays a number of important functions and these

functions are hold by spirit medium, and audience included in relatives, visitors,

neighbours and friends. Spirit mediums perform riutuals by leading the people in

worship whil e the people their roles as followers in the ceremonies. They celebrate

ritual and ceremony because they believe these rituals influence their socio-econmic

life and bind the members together. By celebrating ritual and ceremony, human

beings strive for greater control over themselves and their social and natural

environments.

1.6 Composition of Thesis

There are altogether six chapters in th is study. Chapter I includes an

introduction of the thesis including historical background, rational for the study,
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conceptual framework, aim and objectives of the study, conceptual framework and

composition of the study.

Chapter II is literature review collected from books. art icles, research papers.

dissertations related to ritual and ceremoni es in general.

Chapter III describes the study design. study site, research methods form, data

collection, ethnical consideration, and difficulties encountered in field study.

Chapter IV presents historical Background of Warshaung village. Waingmaw

Township, and Myitkyina District, and migration of Zaiwa (Azi) national.

In Chapter V. role and functions of ritual and ceremonies of Zaiwa (Azz)

national i.e., background history, procedura l functions.

In chapter VI, all findings are discussed with other studies stated by scholars.

Conclusion and recommendation are included in chapter VII.
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CHAPTER (2)

LITERATURA REVIEW

2.1 Anthropological Perspectives on Differences between Ritual and Ceremony

A ceremony involves a number of interconnected and related rituals,

performed at a given time. A ritual on the other hand. may best be defined, perhaps, as

a prescribed way ofperforming religious acts-that is, of praying, singing sacred songs,

dancing to the gods, making sacrifices, or preparing offerings. The Sunday morning

service at many of OUf Protestant churches exemplifies a ceremony, which may

include such rituals as reciting the Lord's Prayer, singing prescribed hymns, and

performing the sacrament of communion (Beals & Hoijer, 1965).

A more useful distinction may be drawn, however, in terms of the functions of

rituals and ceremonies. At one extreme are those that center about individual life

crises-rituals and ceremonies that mark such occasions as birth, naming, puberty.

marriage, illness, and death. These are often called rite of passage. At the other

extreme are so called rites of intensification-that is, rituals and ceremonies that mark

occasions or crises in the life of the community as a whole, such as the need for rain,

defense against an epidemic of pestilence, prepaeations for planting, harvests, the

intiation of communal hunting or fishing activities, and the return of a successful war

party. Some rituals and ceremonies may serve both functions (ibid).

Present studies focuses, as the mentioned scholars stated, on marriages and

funerals that are included in rituals and ceremonies, the functions of individual life

crises. Studies are made to find out how wedding ceremonies and funeral ceremonies

are related to rituals. Regarding community life crises, in this study, Manau festival,

First crop ceremony and Christmas were explored in detail.

According to Rathwell (2007), ceremony is a time and space consciously

intended to be apart from ordinary life, in which we create connection, to ourselves

and to the cycle of life. Every culture in the world has ceremonies that acknowledge

and incorporate the major life events of those within the community, whether it is

wedding vows, funeral rites, coming-of-age rituals, or anything else they culturally

value and consider important to make collectively.

Durkheim (1961) explored the creation of a mass social consensus through

religious ritual and ceremony. Although Durkheim (1964) argued that modem life
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was less able to establish such symbolic consensus through ritual than primitive

societies, his notion of ritual as a device for social organ izating has influenced many

contemporary approaches in the social sciences. Studies are also made on how

presently used Manau pole, the symbolic consensus of the festival s of Zaiwa (Azi)

national. is different from previously used one. Focuses are also drawn to the fact that

the dressing style of participants in Manau people who perform dances to Madai spirit

(nat) has changed.

2.2 Anth ropological Perspectives on Rituals.
Trice and Beyer (1984, 1988, & 1993) described rites and ceremonial as

discrete enactments that have a beginning and an end, and give expression to a

culture ' s values and beliefs. The terms rite and ritual are closely related (the Latin

noun ritus, of which the adjective fonn is ritualis), the latter being the general idea of

which the former constitutes the specific instance (Grimes, 1990). Accordingly, some

prominent scholars have used the terms somewhat interchangeably (Turner, 1969);

although this practice has been debated (Trice & Beyer, 1984). In addition, Trice and

Beyer (1984, 1993) use the term ceremonial to describe the contexts in which rites

occur. Thus, for example, a "rite of passage" (Gennep, 1960) is an instance of ritual,

which takes place within a ceremonial context (Moore & Myerhoff 1977). Studying

rituals therefore entails examining various ri tes and their expression in organizational

ceremonies.

Rituals offer important information because of their symbolic content;

however, several other elements of social organization also offer symbolic

information. Trice and Beyer (1984) identified 12 frequently studied studied cultural

forms: rite, ceremonial, ritual, myth, saga, legend, story, folktale, symbol, language,

gesture, physical setting, and artifact. Each of these forms holds potentially useful

information; however, to study many of these artifacts would require an in-depth,

long-term research commitment in order to provide a "true ethnograph" account of

their use and scope (Trice and Beyer, 1984).

Thus, a working definition of rituals may be constructed, based on its enacted.
nature, its symbolic content, and its discrete form. Riuals action, it is proposed, is a

form of social action in which a group's values and identity are publicly

demonstrated or enacted in a stylized manner, within the context of a specific

occasion or event. Examples of these phenomena might include a formal speech, a
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graduation ceremony. or a dinner for new employees. These examples are similar in

that they are conventionalized enactments, rather than spontaneous behaviors. and

contain clear-cut beginnings and ends (Islam et at . 2006) .

Anthropologists use "ritual" to denote any activity with a high degree of

formality and a non-utilitarianpurpose. This usage includes not only clearly religious

activities, but also such events as festivals, parades. initiations. games, and greetings.

In its broades t sense, ritual may refer not to any particular kind of event but to the

expressive aspect of all hwnan activity. Ritual provides anthropologists with one of

their richest sources of infonnation about cultures. In many cases, ritual explains and

dramatizes a culture' s mythology. Anthropologists have developed a number of

classifications of rituals, distinguishing between such phenomena as annual rituals,

life cycles rituals, civil ceremonies, rituals of rebellion, and many others. Much of the

anthropological study of ritual has dealt with its function, the extent to which ritual

sustains and reproduces the social order (Barfield, 1997).

Ritual is behavio r; it is "religion in act ion". It is personal and private behavior.

as it is social. A sick patient praying for strength to endure pain and the soldier

praying for protection while undergoing bombardment exemplify solitary ritual.

Ritual may involve sacred or secular symbols. It is "stereotyped communication.. ..

which reduces anxiety. prepares the organism to act, and (in social rituals) coordinates

the preparation for action among several organisms. . .." (Wallace, 1966).

Ritual generally requires a sacred context, says Lessa, although the prime

requisite is that it be attended by sentiments, values. and beliefs which transcend the

utilitarian. Behavior is ritualistic if it is habitual, socially sanctioned, symbolic and

without any practical consideration (Lessa, 1971).

Pedroza (2002) said that the different views of Rothenbuhler and Turner are

sharply with regard to their views of ritual. For Rcthe nbuhler, ritual is a general

characteristic of human behavior. In his view, events that have the appearance of

ritual in modem society have the same purpose as rituals in tribal societies. In

contrast, Turner, while agreeing that there is a relation between modem events and

tribal events, believes that events in modem society take on a different function than

those in tribal societies. This distinction turns out to be very important for the

understanding ofa particular event within a society.

In Rothenbuhler's view, the term "ritual" stands for a general human

mechanism through which people communicate at a fundamental level, thereby
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creating a sense of reality. He takes the position that ritual is a general mode of human

expression. According to Rothenbuhler, the most important characteristics that

emerge in discussions about ritual are action, performance, willingness and

consciousness, non-instrumentality, non-recreationally. ccllectiveness, expression of

social relations, subj unctive mode of action, effective symbo lism, aesthetic behavior,

customary behavior, recurring behavior. communication "without information," and

concern with the "serious life". He sums up his position by noting that "ritual is the

voluntary performance of appropriately patterned behavior to symbolically effect or

participate in the serious life." In his view, the stability and longevity of particular

rituals is affected by constant rearrangements in the fabric of political and social life.

According to him, ritual is in itself a mechanism of change, and it both

produces and fall victim to the fluctuations of society. Thus, his approach explains

rituals merely as volatile moments in the presumed evolution of society, that is, as

organized activities that come and go along with the changes in societies. His

approaches are relevant with the present study because this study was described

interrelationship between socio-economic life and traditional life (ibid).

Turner, on the other hand, separates the ritual mani festations of pre-industrial

societies from those of post-industrial societies, and associates the notion of change

with the values of modem societies only. Unlike Rothenbuhler, Turner is reluctant to

categorize the ceremonies and events of pre-industrial and post-industrial societies

under the same general term, that is, ritual. Especially in earlier writings, Turner

embraces the idea that a "rite of passage" in a pre-industrial African tribe is essentially

a differen t phenomenon than a "musical event" in a modem society. These differences

are not merely cultural or contextual ; the 'events differ in funct ion, in procedure, in

motivation, in seriousness, and in many other respects. Turner's approach, then,

directly confronts an event with its past, its present, and its future; his approach also

sheds light not only on the fonnat of the event itself, but on the prerogatives of the

society that perpetuates it, including its social and economic mechanisms, Thus, it can

support to know the question that how do they believe and celebrate about their

traditional ceremonies.
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2.3 Types of Ritual

R L. Stein and P L. Stein (2011) said that the term "ritual" can refer to any

repetitive sequence of activities. There are two rituals: pub lic ritual and small sca le

ritual. A public ritual also consists of actors (shamans and priests. for example), words

(perhaps a prayer. a spell, or a sermon), sets (such as altar), and props (such as

candles, religious books, or masks) and may conta in music and dance as well. Smaller

scale rituals, such as that performed by a shaman affecting a cure; also have many of

these elements. They exp lained that many rituals are public rituals in which an entire

community is invol ved to some degree. With the background of the studies made by

those scholars, present studies were made to explain what are the symbols included in

the festivals of Zaiwa (Azi) national in Waingm aw and Washaung Village, and

whether these symbols are sacred symbols or secular symbols. Morever, R L. Stein

and P L. Stein (2011) said that there are genera lly found in human societies: public

ritual and smaller scale ritual. However, in this study public rituals were emphasized.

And they descr ibe rituals by other terms; prescr iptive rituals and situational

rituals. Prescriptive rituals are rituals that are required to be performed by some

religious authority; for example, Sabbath day, Christmas day, and New Year day may

simply be based in tradition. Situational rituals are performed because of a particular

need of an individual or a community; for example, soldiers who are going off to war,

and the villagers who engaging in some dangero us activity. In the United States grave

rise to many situational rituals: some as simple as flying a flag, others more complex,

such as the setting up of informal altars where people laid flowers, lit candles, and left

photographs. Many churches and temples scheduled special situational rituals to

address the concerns of the community.

Another ways of describing rituals is to identi fy them as being performed on a

regular basis as part of a religious calendar or being performed when a particular need

crises, such as a marriage or a death. The former are called periodic rituals or

calendrical rituals; the latter are called occasional rituals. Thus a particular ceremony:

a Sunday morning church service, for example- is both prescribed and periodic.

Periodic rituals may be performed daily or several times a day, as in the daily

prayers (salaht) of Islam. Muslims pray at down, middle, midafternoon, sunset, and

nightfall, as commanded by the prophet Mohammad, which makes prayer a

prescribed ritual as well. It may be performed weekly, such as the Jewish ritual of the

lighting of cand les that occurs on every Friday evening to mark the start of the
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Sabbath or the celebrat ion of Sunday Mass in the Catholic Church. They also include

the annual celebrat ion of Easter, Passover. and Romandan. Another example of a

periodic ritual is Diwali, the Festival of l ights, one of the most important festivals in

India. It was originally a Hindu festival, but its observance has spread, and it is

celebrate as a public holiday throughout India. Diwali is celebrated on the darkest

night (the new moon) of Kartik. During the festival, oil lamps are lit, and firecrackers

are set off. The ritual is associated with several important mythical events. The lights

that are associated with this festival are said to symbolize the removal of spiritual

darkness. The celebration of Diwali was probably originally related to the harvest

season. Many periodic rituals are aligned with the phases of the agricultural cycle.

This is the basis of the timing of many religious rituals in the Jewish and Christian

religious calendars. The most important rituals are associated with the periods of

sowing and harvesting. For example, Passover is a Jewish commemoration of the

exodus of the Israelites from Egypt. This can be seen in many of the symbolic foods

associated with the Passover Seder, or ritual meal, such as parsley. Exactly seven

weeks after the Passover holiday is Shavuot. Shavuot is also known as Yom

Habikkurim, or the Day of the First Fruits, and commandments to Moses at Mount

Sinai (ibid).

Occasional rituals are rituals that are performed for a specific purpose when a

situation arises that requires the ritual to be performed. Many occasional rituals are

associated with nature and the impact of nature on the agricultural cycle. These

include rituals to control an infestation of insect pests or to bring rain, performed

when crops are threatened or when rain does not come. Occasional rituals are aso

associated with important events in the life of an individual. These include rituals

marking birth, marriage, and death (ibid).

Miller (20II ) said that many periodic rituals are performed annually to mark

a seasonal milestone such as planting or harvesting or to commemorate an important

event. For example, Buddha' s Day, an important periodic ritual in Buddhism,

commemorates the birth, enlightenment, and death of the Buddha (all on one day). On

this day, Buddhists gather at monasteries, hear sermons about the Buddha. and

perform rituals such as pouring water over images of the Buddha. Cylindrical events,

such as the shortest day of the year, the longest day, the new moon. and the full moon.

often shape ritual cycle. "Non-periodic rituals", in contrast, occur irregularly, at

unpredictable times, in response to and scheduled events, such as a drought or flood,
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or to mark events in a person' s life, such as illness, infertility, birth, marriage, or

death.

Likewise, Miller (2011) said a ritual is patterned, repeti tive behavior focused

on the supernatural realm . There are two types of rituals: sacred rituals and secular

rituals. Such sacred rituals are the enactment of beliefs expressed in myth and

doctrine. Sacred ritual s are distinct from secular ritua ls, such as sorority or fraternity

initiations, that have no connection to the supernatural realm. Some ritual events

combine sacred and secular elements.

A brief outline can be made on the statements of those scholars that members

of hurnan societies celebrate festivals with the purpose of the attainment of happiness

in life, and there are calendarial festivals or occasional festivals. According to the

above scholars, both prescriptive and periodic or sacret rituals and situational or

occasional or secular rituals were highlighted in this study.

2.4 Anthropological Perspectives on Rite of Passage

In the book of Haviland et al. (2011), anthropologsits have classified several

different types of ritual. These include rituals of purity, rites of passage, and rites of

intensification. Rituals of purity illustrate not only how members ofa social group are

bound together, but also how they reinforce the boundaries between the group and

oustsiers by means of cultural probitions known as taboo. Next come rituals for when

individuals change their social status within their group. And finally, they briefly

discussed rituals tht allow members of a social groups to strengthen their common

identity in times of crisis. Among them, rite of passage and rite of intensification

regarding Zatwa (Azi) national living in Waingmaw and Washaung village were

explored. Instead of separation, transition; and incorporation he divided ceremonies

for all of these status transitions or life crides into three phases: pre-liminary (of

separation. liminary (of miginality), and post-liminary (of admission). In

anthropology today. this scheme is presented as three stages: separation, transition.

and incorporation; the first begin ritual removal of the individual from everyday

society, followed by a period of isolation, and finally. formal return and readmission

back into society in his or her new status. They gave examples of male initiation

ceremony that belongs to the aborigines of Australians. Here, in this study. funeral

functions and wedd ing ceremonies of Zaiwa (Azi) national were studied analytically

in three chapters.
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R L. Stein and P L. Stein (2011) explained a familiar example of a rite of

passage is the wedding in the United States. It ac tually consists of a series of rituals

performed over a period of time. Although there is considerable variation among

various segments of U.S. society, there is a general pattern found in many weddings.

From this, they described the structure of a rite of passage of the wedding in the

United States. Their study identifies three phases in the typica l rite of passage.

The first phase is called separation. In this phase the individual is removed

from his or her former status. In some rituals this is an abrupt separation of the

indiv idual from the community; in others it may take place over a long period of time.

For wedd ing ceremony in the United State, the separation phase is actually a series of

events that take place over the period of time preceding the ceremony. A typical

wedding cycle might begin with an engagement party. Next follows a number of

planni ng and preparation act ivit ies, frequently involving wedding specialists.

Although these are usually thought of as prac tical, logistical activities, they often take

on the characteristics of ritual in that they consist of traditiona l act ivities. These

include the selection of a wedding dress, costum ing the wedding party, selecting and

mai ling invi tations, signing up with a gift registry, attending wedding showers, the

rehearsal, and the rehearsal dinner. The fin~l event in the separation phase is when the

bride walks down the aisle and bids farewell to her parents and, in some ceremonies,

is formally "giving away" by her father and/or mother or other close relative.

The seco nd step is the transition phase. During the transition phase, several

activities take place that bring about the change in status. In the Am erican wedding,

this phase, which is the act ual ceremony, lasts from only a few minutes to over an

hour. This is relatively short when compared with rites of passage found in other

societies, in which the transition phase can last month s or even yea rs.

In the incorporat ion phase, the person conduct ing the American wedding

ceremony often int roduces the newly married couple to the congregation as "Mr. and

Mrs". Thus beg ins the final phase, incorporation , during whi ch the couple reen ters

normal society, though in a new social relationship. This stage includes the reception

or pray celebrat ing the marriage . After the recepti on there is often a displ ay of gifts

and the wri ting of thank-you notes.

Wedding ceremonies still reflect traditional cultural definitions of women as

property. In traditional Chinese marriages, the procession was a rite of passage. The

wife was carried by sedan chair from her fathe r's household to the household of her
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husband's family. In this ritual. The bride was not only relocating to live with her

husband, psychologically and socially; she was also giving up her place. identity and

rights as a daughter in her father' s family and becoming a new person, a daughter-in

Jaw in the family of her husband (Engle. 1982). Their studies do not explain, as the

studies of R L. Stein and P L. Stein (20 11) do, detail stages in wedding ceremonies.

present study. reflecting on the studies of those scholars. will be focused on these

three stages and the activities included in them.

Kurihara (1997) examined in urbanization and changing funerals of Japan. He

stated that one of the main problems for this study is the process of urbanization in

Japanese society. Changes in social structure, social community and way of life

caused by urbani zation have tremendously influenced Japanese traditional fonn s of

funeral.

In a Japan Funeral, there are ' rites of passage' with three stages - separation,

transition, and reintegration. The first of the three stages include. watering in order to

moisten the lips of the deceased, washing the dead body, placing the body in a coffin,

reciting sutras by the side of the deceased. and "wake". A wake is a custom where a

watch over the deceased is kept all the night These are performed by the groups who

undertook all the jobs concerning the funeral.

In the second stage, cremation and burial are carried out. These are rituals for

sending the deceased to the afterwo rld. In the final service. an altar made of plain

wood is set in the front of the room with white chrysanthemums surrounding it.

Besides a picture of the deceased. a mortuary tablet on which a posthumous Buddhist

name written down by a priest is also placed on the altar. Monks recite sutras, while

people in dark mourning attire bum incense. As for the disposal of a corpse,

cremation is performed, a process introduced to Japan in the 71h century, after the

advent of Buddhi sm in the 61h century. Cremation of common people began in the

14th century. After the cremation, the bereaved family picks up the bones using

chopsticks according to the traditional way. The bones are put into an urn and buried

in a graveyard.. A tombstone is constructed there. It is well known that the Japanese

are very attached to the remains of the deceased.

The third stage continues up to 33 years after one's death. During this stage,

the bereaved family holds Buddhist mass services for the dead on the seventh day

after the death, on the forty-ninth day afterdeath, on the first anniversary of the death,

on the second anniversary of the death, and on the thirty-second annive rsary of the
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death. On memorial days. they visit the grave and set a wooden symbol of a Buddhist

stupa behind the tombstone of the deceased. It is considered that during this long

period. the individuality of the deceased gradually fades away. The deceased is then

reintegrated into the afterworld as an 'ancestor'. These services are usually held under

the watch of priests and temples. The family must donate a large sum of money to the

temples.

The major cause for such attempts is the urbanization of Japanese society.

Urbanization has caused many people to leave their birth places and village

communities to find employment. Because of the migration of people into cities and

the change of the industrial structure, the community and human relations have also

changed. Consequently, traditional ways of handling funerals are hard to inherit. The

problem of graveyards or cemeteries is also grounds for a change in traditional

funerals. Land allotted for graveyards are also insufficient in cities. In addi tion, new

plans to make graveyards ofte n meet with opposition because of environmental

reasons.

As the above state, the process of urbanization in Japanese society has had a

considerable impact on the handling of traditional funerals . The major causes are the

dissolution of a support system of Buddhist temples, the dis integration of the village

community, the co llapse of a tradi tional Japanese family system, and the problems of

graveyards or cemeteries. According to those scholars, traditional Japanese funeral

functions have changes due to urbanization, but present study will not pay attention to

this point. The main focus of present study on this point on ly dea ls with the

comparison between traditional Japanese funeral functions and those of Zaiwa (Azi)

national . Studies were made to find out the things that family members do at a

funeral function for the late one, how their reli gious belief has influence on the

activities of the funeral functions, and how these functions are related to the people's

economical and social matters.

Gannep (1960), in his key work, The Rite afpassage, contested the purpose of

these rites not simply as maintaining consensus among members of society, but as

structuring the transition of individuals from one social role to another. Thus, "life

crises," such as marriage, adolescence, and death, would be framed in term s of social

ritual s, to mark the end of one life period and the transition to the next. Thus a "rite of

passage" was composed of a pre-liminal phase, in which, the individual is removed

from his or her previous role, a transitional , or limi nal, phase, in which, he or she
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resides between roles and is temporarily devoid of a socially accepted identity. and a

post-liminial phase, in which he or she is incorporated into the new role.

Fundamentall y, he argued that the function of this ritual framing of transitions was to

rerstore equilibrium to the social order in the face of an ever-changing environment.

Those scholars explain the rite of passage in terms of separation, transition and

incorporation. On the other hand, Gannep divides the rite of passage as preliminary,

liminary, and post-liminary . Present studies also , like those scholars. explained three

parts of funeral functions and wedding ceremonies of Zaiwa (Azi} national in

Waingmaw and Was haung Village.

In Cohen' s perspective on death ritual (1993 ), in all soc ieties, when a person

dies, fami ly, friends, and neighbors respond in structured, patterned ways to the death.

Cultural guidel ines determine the treatment and disposal of the body and prescribe a

period of mourn ing for close relatives . Death ritual. like much of human behavior. is

an express ion of a cultural blueprint, of attitudes, values and ideals passed down by

parents; and their parents. which an individual learns as a member of soc iety. Present

studies are made to find out how Zaiwa (Azi) national in Waingmaw and Washaung

Village, when someone dies in a family, organized fune ral functions wit h the help of

relatives, friend s, and neighbou rs. and how they follow their tradi tiona lly practised

customs. Focuses of present studies were .made to answers the quest ions: "What do

Zaiwa (Azi) national do when someone dies in thei r fami lies?", "How they bury the

body?", and "What is the relationship between their religious belief and funeral

functions?" Their belief concern ing with the life after death wa s also paid attention in

the studies.

The analysis of mortuary practices provides rich data on the behavior of kin

and community. It leads to people's notions of god s, souls, witches , spirits and

afterworld. It prom ises access to their belief and value systems, to their conceptions of

the social and moral worlds. It informs that ritual has conseq uences for both the

individual and society.

Gennep (1966) sa id that rituals performed at death resemble those played out

during other critical periods in the life of the ind ividual, e.g., at birth, soc ial puberty,

or marriage. Rite is a journey, the individual a passenger. Along the way, the

individual confronts periodic challenges which he must manage ifhe is to move to the

next soc ial stat ion. To help the person cope with these crises, society has developed

ceremonial responses which Gennep labeled the "rites of passage."
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All rites of passage follow a standard pattern. A rite of separation is followed

by a rite of transition and concludes with a rite of incorporation. These themes of

separatio~ transition, and incorporation mark every life cycle ceremony. although

each is differentially emphasized depending upon the group and the occasion. Rites of

separation are important in death, transition in death, pregnancy. betrothal, and

initiation, and incorporation in marriage.

Separation means to relinquish a previous social status. a requisite for

movement into a new social position in the social structure. To be born is to move

from the world of the unborn to the society of the living. To die is to depart the world

of the living, and to enter the home of the ancestors. To mourn is to detach as a wife.

or husband. to become widow or widower.

Movement from one status to another is gradual. The person enters a

transitional or luminal period, a sacred and dangerous time, during which normal,

ordinary activities are interrupted. Now the individual is suspended between two

worlds, between the past and the future, between a former condition and a new social

destiny. In limen, one undergoes tramsformation, shedding an old social identity

while moldinga new social personality.

The passenger emerges from limen ready in a ritual and social sense to assume

the responsibilities of a new social existence. A rite of incorporation, which includes a

ceremonial meal, confirms the transformation of the individual. Each person eats of

food brought by others. "All are united to all, so that a complete and profound union

is affected among the members of the group".

Baum (1990) argued that in a highly fragmented and differentiated system of

social groupings, ritual works to negotiate differences within unequal status groups,

and that the modem corporation does not work in terms of unified consensus and

values. Present studies explain how the festivals of Zaiwa (Azi) national reconcile the

differences in their society, and how these festivals create unity among Zaiwa (Azi)

national and among all the tribes of Kachinpeople.

2.5 Relaionship between Rituals, Myth s, Beliefs and Symbols

Rituals are also performed to influence for the sake of human beings. It differs

from other sorts of behavior in three important ways: it is symbolically meaningful;

There are three main roles of ritual in religion: (1) to unite a community emotionally;

(2) to portray or act out important aspects' of a religion's myths and cosmology; and
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(3) to influence the spiritual world and thereby the natural world for hwnan beings or,

conversely. to help human beings adjust to the cond itions of the natural and spiritual

realms. Wal lace contends that ritual is performed to bring about or to prevent changes

in human beings or in nature (Crapo, 2002). Like Crapo did. present studies were

made to find out whether or not the festivals of Zatwa (Azi) national, especially

Manau festivals, express the history of their people. whether or not the unity of all the

Kachin tribe can be seen in Manau festivals, and whether or not they believe in Madai

spirit (nat) as a god who can grant them happiness and wealth.

R L. Stein and P L. Stein (2011) also informed that rituals are often based on

and are sanctioned in myths that articulate the underlying worldview of a culture, and

these tenets are embedded in the rituals that are performed by a society. Ritual

activities symbolize the particul ar beliefs and values of that community. A ritual is the

vehicle by which basic ideas , such as the defin ition of good and evil and the proper

nature of social relationships are imparted to the group. These rituals involve the

manipulation of religious symbols such as prayers, offerings, and readings of sacred

literature . They pointed out the audience participate an active role in religious ritual..
Ritual is a cultural phenomenon. Ritual can be found in all societies. It can be

defined as a set of acts that follow a sequence established by tradition. Throughout the

world, rituals reflects the fundamental cultural beliefs and values of society by giving

order to important activities and particular life crises like death and birth (Miner,

1956). Besides, present studies focus on whether or not the traditional festivals of

Zaiwa (Azi) national are formed with their standard of belief, value and

characteristics.

Pratt and Rafaeli (1997) said that symbols as objects which represent

organizations such as organizational dress. However, actions may also be considered

to have symbolic functions; behaviours sets of behaviours, and occasions for behavior

can act as symbols when they occur in the proper social contexts (Radcliffe-Brown,

1952 & Bandura, 1997). Islam et aI. (2006) said that rituals as a form of symbolic

expression that takes places in organizations.

The beliefs and rituals of a particular religion symbolically express the kinds

of stresses and anxieties that are common among the members of that society. A more

comprehensive, current defin ition says that religion consists of beliefs and behavior

related to supematurai beings and forces (Mill er, 2011).



Rituals are often performed in a repetitive, stereotyped, and predictable way;

and it has the intent of manipulation nature through the power of symbols rather than

by mechanical means (Crapo, 2002). Wallace contends that ritual is performed to

bring about or to prevent changes in human beings or in nature.

Studies are also made, as those of the mentioned scholars were made, to find

out how the festivals of Zaiwa (Azi) national, especially Manau festivals, harvest

festivals, Christmas celebrations, weddings, and funeral functions, are organized, and

how the activities in these celebrations and functions are related to symbols.

2.6 The Influence of Ritual on Solida rity withi n the Society

Ritual or ceremonial acts are not all religions in nature, but those that are play

a crucial role in religious activity. Religious activity is the means through which

people relate to the supernatural; it is religion in action. Ritual serves to relieve social

tensions and reinforce a group's collective bonds. More than this, it provides a means

of marking many important events and lessening the social disruption and individual

suffering of crises, such as death (Haviland et al., 2011).

According to Islam et al., (2006), rituals are structured to promote both

stability and change, and more specifically, to allow individuals or groups to

transisticn between organizational roles, to maintain organizational status, or to build

solidarity within the organization, depending on the specific ritual involved. These

outcomes are achieved with varying degrees of success, and are based on the ability to

construct social meanings, values and attitudes out of an otherwise ambiguous flux of

experiences with the organization. Like the studies of those scholars, present studies

were made to find out how Manau festivals, harvest festivals, and Christmas

celebrations of Zaiwa (Azi) national help them build up the unity among the members

oftheir society.

The purposes of such rituals - for instance, regaining health or avoiding

illness, protecting oneself in times of danger, bringing rain in times of drought,

winning at gambling, or winning someone' s love - are as diverse as are human needs.

The role of rituals may be perceived as only mildly influential or as powerfully

effective. By conducting the religious rituals of the society, the members of that

society express a sense of togetherness, unity, and belonging. This group aspect of

religious practice fosters deeper loyalty to one's society (Crapo, 2002).
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Gluckman emphasizes the social attributes of ritual and the importance of

supernatural sanction in enforcing conformity. Ritual ization refers to the performance

of prescribed actions with the expectation that the behavior will "express and amend

social relationships" and help to secure mystical "Blessing, purification, protection

and prosperity" (Gluckman, 1966).

Several features distinguish rituals from other kinds of behavior (Rappaport,

1974). Rituals are formal - stylized, repetitive, and stereotyped. People perform them

in special (sacred) places and at set times. Rituals include liturgical orders - sequences

of words and actions invented prior to the current performance of the ritual in which

they occur. These features link rituals to plays, but there are important differences.

Plays have audiences rather than participants. Actors merely portray something. but

ritual performers - who make up congregations - are in earnest. Rituals convey

information about the participants and their cultural traditions. Repeated year after

year, generation after generation, rituals 'translate enduring messages, values, and

sentiments into action. Rituals are social act. Inevitably, some participants are more

committed than others are to the beliefs that lie behind the rites. However. just by

taking part in a joint public act, the performers signal that they accept a conunon

social and moral order, one that transcends their status as individuals (Kanak, 2009).

The scholars' concepts were considered in this study. Zaiwa (Azi) national living in

Warshaung and Waimaw Township, in Kachin State.
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CHAPTER (3)

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Study Design

This study was conducted by ethnographic design, descriptive, comparative,

narrative study design.

3.2 Study Area

Zaiwa (Azi) national have already had their settlements in the regions in

North-west, North, and North-east of Myanmar. Chindwin, the upper portion of

Ayeyarwady, Northern Shan State. Bamaw and Katha (Scott, 1997). Amongthem, the

selected areas for this study are Warshaung village and Ward (3) situated in

Waingmaw Township, Myitkyina District. Kachin State. The reason is that this village

was founded about two hundred years ago and has greater Zaiwa (Azi) nationals than

other villages. Compared with other villages, these villages lie beside Myitkyina-Ledo

road-way yet they celebrate their traditional rituals and ceremonies. Almost all the

Zaiwa (Azi) national living in these villages understands Myanmar language more

than those in other villages.

3.3 Study Popul ation

The numbers of Zaiwa (Azi) national from Warshaung are about 221,8 and

ward (3) Waingmaw are about 155,3. Among them, the heads of two villages, the

persons who have much knowledge in rituals and ceremonies, the elders, and the
•

Christian priests were selected. They are from various posts with large extent of

knowledge concerning overall activities of that society. As inclusion criteria of

informant, the people who are willing to share their knowledge and experience were

selected. Total study populations were (121).

3.4 Study Per iod

This study was conducted from 2011 to 2015 (see in Appendix -1).

3.5 Data Collection Methods

For this thesis, the data were collected by using field research. Qualitative

method was used to interact within the community and to observe the behaviors of the
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study population. In collecting data direct obsevation (DO), indirect observation

(100 ). participant observat ion, key informant interview (KII), focus group discussion

(FGD) and inform al interview were used.

Manau fest ival. Christmas festival. Ne w Year fest ival, wedding ceremony and

house warming ceremony were observed by direct observation, indirect observation,

and participant observation methods.

Key informants interview were conducted because they constitute a significant

part of this thesis. To cover the general information and to get the core concept

regarding life history, the interview was started with key informatnt interview. Every

informant was not only being trustworthy and knowledgeable but also has influence

on them. Key informants were selected and interviewed to know about Zaiwa (Azi)' s

history. religious belief, lify style, how do they celebrate their traditional ceremonies.

6 key informants; one administrative person and two persons of the elderly Zaiwa

(Azl) males in Warshaung village, one persons of the leader of ward-3 in Waingmaw

town, and 3 persons of yeoman, journal selle r, and shop keeper were selected in

Myitkyina As a matter of fact cultural norms, soc iocultural patterns, socio

relationships, personal character, and historical condition were understood.

Participants in key informant interview numbered 12, who were asked individually.

For this study, FGD was empl oyed in each study village where group attitudes

were of greater relevance than individual ones. FGD was useful to confirm the data

got from the individuals and also to guess and interpre t the behaviors, facial

expression and speech in order to grasp the role and status of the members of the

society. Focus group discussions were conduc ted within 20 12 - 20 15. (7) FGD was

involved in this study. Each FGD included 5-8 persons were interviewed. At

Warshaung village, three groups (8 females and 11 males), at Waingmaw ward-S,

three groups (1 1 females and 9 males) and at Zaiwa (Azl) trad itional cultural group a

group (two females and 6 males) were interviewed for this study.

One person acted as a note take r in each FGD session. To serve as note taker

and take photographic records, this field work had to acquire the services of my uncle,

brother, and sister. Every focus group discussion was preceded by a training session

of the note taker in his prospective tasks.

Informal interviews were number of 56 persons (maidens, bachelors, married

men, and married women) who are coming from seve ral regions in Manau festival,
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Chrisunas festival. New Year festival. wedding ceremony and house warming

ceremony.

Weakness of th e Study

Every study trip was affected with the penni ssion of departmental heads,

Waingmaw Township so that a little inconvenience was experienced. Field areas

originally planned in Warshaung village ahd Gwe-yut-yan village. Most Zaiwa (Azl)

nationals were immigrated to several regions for economic and unquiet political

affairs, and interviews were conducted with difficulty as a few people only were left

in the village. Therefore, field areas were changed to Warshaung village and

Waingmaw ward-S. Not only FGD had to make with difficulties but also in the

interviewing of Zaiwa (Azi) national.
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3.6 Sampling Methods

Purposive sampling method was used in this study (see in figure-2).

Kachin State
(3) Districts

!IPurposive I
Myitkyina District
(3) Sub-Districts

11Purposive I
Myitkyina sub-district

(9) Townships

11Purposive I
WaigmawTownship

(32) Villages & (5) Wards

I Purposive I
J, -l-

Warshaung

I
Ward (3)

village

Figure 2. Sampling Procedure
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3.7 Ethical Co nsidera lion

Before conducting this study, an approval was obtained from Board of

Education. In addition, permission was sought from the respective authorities of

Warshaung village, Waingmaw Township, and then they were explained that the

description was published after obtaining approval only. All the informants were

explained clear information about aims, procedures and benefits to the study. And

then. all the respondents were explained that there were no affected from this study.

At the same time, the respondents was ensured that the right to participate voluntarily

and the right to withdrawal if they did not want to continue in the study. Participants

were respected for their culture and avoided sensitive issues.
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CHAPTER (4)

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In order to study the culture of Zaiwa (Azl) national from anthropological

point of view. the history of those national was described first in this chapter.

Especially, intends to illustrate a picture of culture practised by Zaiwa (Az;) national;

the focus is set on how the national had their origin, legends, and location.

4.1 Background History of Myintkyina

The capital of Kachin State is Myitkyina. In 1894-95. the group of land

surveying led by Me.E.e.S Gersh, Captain Harry and Area Officer made this

environment to clear together with Captain Tayler and Gorrahka /GnT'1e1: solders and

then systemically laid out city. The city was founded near Ayeyarwaddy River.

"Myitkyina" means near river ("Myit" means river, "kyi" is large and "na" is near).

There were four diffe rent reasons about what it called Myitkyina . Firstly, reason why

it is used to call as My itkyina was that it was constructed near by My itkyina fortress.

Secondly. Myitkyina derived from calling as Akeyna /::g CT.ll't~ : because the city was

established in paddy field of Akey Duwa /::ga:Ui o1. As a result. it called Myitkyina.

Thirdly, it called Myitkyina from Kyinna because it was located in place of Narrow

River. which was far away about a stone's throw or a short distance. Fourthly.

Myitkyina was derived from Kyinar which means that the Crows (kyl) used to take a

rest on tree stump by which boats and ships coming up from Bamaw dock in the

middle of river (Ministry of General administration, 20 12).

4.2 Historical Background of Research Area

Waingmaw is derived from a Shan Language word "Wein-maung 18;:~Ii?&".

"Wein" means "fence" and "maung" means "new." Thus it means "a new town" with

the fence around it. Waingmaw was first established at the time of Myanmar kings,

there were four towns - Khat-cho IQo§,~t, Maing-na ~~ : 't?:. Maing-maw ~~ :~Ii? and

Waing-maw tY~:~~ . Waingmaw had been a developed town of which beauty was

perfected with its pagodas and temples because inscriptions on gold and silver plates

were found at some ancient pagodas mentioned that not later than 900 ME. At

present, Maingmaw town does not exist any longer, and Khat-cho and Maing-na
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remain as the large villages. The place is not far from China and therefore people

travelled to China even before the Second Wor ld War, there were Chinese merchants

who came to Waing-maw to trade their goods with Myanmar products - cottons and

cotton cloths (M in Khaung 00. 1983).

The name of "Warshaung " was derived from the legend that a hunter by the

name of Madar Tu Naung IQ31 0'l:~ got to a hunt, in the forest, where a father and a

son were residing, to spend the night with them. The hunter told the hosts that he had

found a place with ferti le so il where cultivat ion might be good and easy. The father.

thinking that his son had grown up and one day he would be married. decided to move

there to have a better easy living. The name of the father bein g " War" and that of the

son "Shaung;" the name of the village became " Worshaung."

Figure J. Part ofWa rshaung Village
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4.2.1 Location

Waingmaw Township is located in Kachin State. The area is 33903 square

miles. The exact location is from 24" 3i to 21' 15 north latitude and from 96 ' to 98 ' 45

east longitude. It is ac ross the river from MyitJcyina Townsh ip (see in Appendix- 2) .

Warshung is a village located 10 miles away in the east of Waingmaw. It is on

the 25'23 north latitude and 97" 35" east longitudes. Which is about 30720 acres (48

square miles) wide (see in Appendix- 3). It is on the bank of Nan-myin stream

(chaung). The village shapes almost a rectangular. There are other villages around

Warshaung. Gwe-yot-yan Icg9~w; village exists in the east, Hwle-saw IvGJaqmf

village in the west, Way-ba I(;o~ village in the north . Caw-sat-yon /QOT(lcrloo;

village in the north-east, and Aung-ya I~'P village in the north-west. In the south

of Warshaung, there are paddy fie lds . reserved forest area, and lines of groves . The

main road of the village is lined with Kuklw (rain trees) on each side. The trees are

said to be about 125 years o ld. Warshaung village has ex isted for 200 years and

Warshaung dam was built in 1966-67 and is located in the east of the vill age (see in

figure-4) (Wunpaung-Zaiwa tradi tional cultura l group, 1983).

Figure 4. Wa rsh aung Dam
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4.2.2 Climate

It has tropical weather and has rain from May to October every year. The

heaviest rains usually fall from June to August. The monsoon comes from the south

west from April to September. The wind is the average of 18 miles per hour. From

October to February, the wind blows at 12 miles per hour. Sometimes the area has

storms and the wind is usually 40 miles per hour.

4.2.3 Population

According to the census collected in 2014, there are five quarters in

Waingmaw town. Among them, total population of Ward (3), a place of Zaiwa (Azi)

national is about 2630. The total numbe r of houses is 705 and there are 2149 families

living in that area. There are 625 families and the population is about 2218 in

Warshung village.

4.3 Historical Background of Zaiwa (Ad) Nationa l

Every community in the world has a story of the origin of the world: these

story traces how mankindcomes into being and the appearance of living things. Local

saga tellers the stories out of their collection and of preexisting material borrowed

from other communities. Traditions of origin are new accounts and they mayor may

not be consistent over a long period of time. Often, logical constructs are used, in

many cases turn into different kinds of genealogical categorization. The traditional

customs of Zaiwa (Azi) that belong to Kachin has existed for a long time. It is not a

new culture that arises at present time.

4.3.1 Migration

Zaiwa (Azi) national originated from Ka-ang-Shingra or Moj oi Shingra Bum

or Ulung Bum (a natural table-land situated between the Mali and N 'Maihkas which

have their sources on opposite sides ofthe mountain) place in Central Asia and they

migrated from Central Asia to South East Asia via Persia: Tashkent and Sarmak

(Southern Russian): Mongolia: Huhethot, Kansu; and Chinghai District Yolo Tsangpo

of Republic of China. Then they were back to the Chinghai District (China) and

landed to the place called Chengtu in China. Finally they migrated to the present

occupied land called the Kachin land. After migrating to their land, some of them

strayed away to India (Singphos). China (Jingpos or Jinghpos, most of them in China
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speak Zaiwa) and most the Zaiwa (Azi) migrated to the Kachins live in the present

land. They were explored and were moving along the river banks where they could

find fertile land (http://htoigintawng.over~btog.comlarticle·the kachin historical

background 23.7. 20 12).

In coll ecting the facts abo ut the Zatwa (Azz) ethnic gro up one has to rely on

the knowledge of the Zaiwa (Azi) ancestors from generation to generation. It is a

wonderful fact that they have so for preserved their ancestral history orally.

Regarding migrat ion pattern of Zaiwa (Az;). while there are different views

among the scholars, one of the versions is that these Zaiwa (Azi), before they got to

the present regions, had settled for many years at Assam and border region of

Myanmar and China; and again before that they had stayed in East Tibet and on

Mongo Plateau which is near Setchun border area. At first, the Zaiwa (Azi) national

founded towns and villages at the places called Ziga Il m7; and Wa-mo-say-dan-ga

mau IO~I;~Gu:)l3 ; :01 :G3 ;)) which is located in Se tchun border area. The names of

some of these towns and villages are Lazigwan-yanlan 1c\): lg ~ '1.; c\) '~G3 ;» ,

Shadandein-sagal~3 ; 8 ;;o?ol :G3;»Ma-kyan-dein-sago 1 "'CY.fJ;!; ;o?ol :C:;3;)), Mahtun

ga I"'DB ~01 1 C:; 3 ;)) . Mineyon-ga ~~ c:;tp; 01 1 C:; 3 ;» . Sadon Im~ : C:;3 ;)) etc . Then. moving

eastward across May-kha river. along the kolansigaung lo1cO: c.m1 ~ ; Mountain Ranges,

they settled at several places called Than-laung-bote I;» ; c:;~::q~ , Bote-wow I

~~c:;oT. Da-gaw-bote 13C:;OJ::qoS. Jahi l'lI I,1)' • Ja-phwi I'F§' war-haw-we-phone 1

olc:;OO?olcr;oo la-yaw Ic:;. c:;~. La-phine-waw-chan 1c\)~ ~I;OJ'\I~ ; ' Waw-chang-Laphine

I C:;OJ 'illl c\)~ ~ , Lu-myan-kaung 'CIf@; C:;C'I'Y.l~ I , Kyein taung-saga 1~; c:;an~mo1 u> Bum

wa I o-a~up. etc. (Wunpaung-Zaiwa traditional cultural group, 1983) . They crossed

the plain areas of Khanti to get to the May-kha valley and Triangle. The n they reached

the place called Nhik-lun-chying-hum mau4oSCi~rr.inl C:;O)cS C:; 3 ;» and Hpol-kyul-sang-se

mau lc:;lI'?tT.Ulm,~ c:;m C:; 3 ;» which was the Tibetan plateau. They settled at these places

for many years. According to the research made by scholars it is found that they were

at Hudung-hang-dan mau IO(l 'l.rS3cS C:;3;» which is now called Himalaya in A.D. 100;

Kyine-khu-taung/~l~ i l C:;oy')~ which was also called Sane-ling-fin maulo, c8 ; ClJ~: C:;3 ;»

in A.D.200; Khrankhu-taung 18 '1.h l C:;0'Y,)~ which was also called Phui-wol-nghou-du

rnau I ic:;oJGcTc:;CJ?? C:;3;)) in A D.300; Nein-ran-ga 1 ;; '1.; 01; which was also cal led
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Jin-Iun-py i-hpyil mau /'1I I!~~:(§§gG3 :» it in A.D.400. At last they got to the present

area in Northern Myanmar (Wunpaung-Zaiwa traditional cultural group, 1983)

(see in Appendix- 4).

It is still an unknown fact that exactly when Zaiwa (Azl) migrated into

Myanmar . However, Anthropologist Dr. Leach used the Chinese records that

belonged to the period between A.D·350 and A.D- IOOO to argue that Zaiwa (Azi)

have already settled down in the Kachin mountains by that time (Leach. 1954).

By 1850, Zaiwa (Azi) national have already had their settlements in the

regions in North-west, North. and North-east of Myanmar, Chindwin, the upper

portion of Ayeyarwady, Northern Shan State, Bamaw and Katha (Scott. 1997). The

scholars say that all the ethni c groups residing in Myanmar were the descendants of

the Mongoloids who had migrated in three main tribal groups called Mon-Khamer,

Tibet-Myanmar and Thai-Chinese into Myanmar terr itory since the time immemorial.

The Kachins were included in Tibet-Myanmar group. It is said that as it was

impossib le to cross the high icy mountain ranges, Kach ins wen t round them, moving

southward, to get to Assam first before entering Myanmar territory (Myanmar

Socialist Lanzin Prty (MSLP), 1968). Regarding the case, an 87-year-cld Zaiwa (Azi)

national of Waingmaw said;

"During those times. there was no difference between Zaiwa (Azi)

national. and kachin national who were also called Jinghpaws. But

later many sub-ethnic groups with their own traditions and customs

were fo rmed and these new groups moved to several places fo r better

living. So they had a tradition ofmaking fa rewell ceremony whenever

a group was about to leave a place. It is learnt that the very fi rst kind

of farewell ceremony was held by "Marip-wa-kun-Jamagun "/

1iI'l~ol~~ nlli1n~ (name of husband) at the place called Netn-ran-ga.

This ceremony is called Kwan-ran Manau /Oi~ : 'li lil c;;t? At Nein-ran

gaostill we can see the compound ofthe house where Marip-wa-kun

jamagun and his wife Masaw-inkhwa-wa /1iI c;;~:;g~ i ~ol (name of wife)

lived Similarly. the site of the very fi rst fa rewell ceremony called

"Manau Poi" still can be seen to this day with a stone pillar in

commemoration of it: the area of the compound is about J5 fee t and

the height ofthe p illar is JOfeet (see in figure-S).
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Figure S. l\Ia na u Pilla rs of First Farewell Ceremony

According to interv iew, after holding the first Manau ceremony, each ethnic

group left the place for finding a new one for berter living. The Zaiwa (Azi) national

got to Nein-ron-ga and after holding a farewell ceremony they moved southward.

Apart of this group wh ich wou ld later become Zaiwa (Azt) ethnic group settled on the

mountain ranges called Shan-ngaw-bum /~~GC1~: and in a region called Khakyan

bum /e~;:ra: which are situated in Kachin State. The region being a very peaceful

one, the people living there ca lled the people from peacefu l land as Sar-s i-gar-mashar

1.,: nl uffJ:' After that the word changed to Kasiga Im : :nl; and again Kasiga also

changed to AZigar-masherl»::nl :uw: . The word Azi I:»: : came from this word Azigar

masher . It is sa id that the term Azl became established in the year A.D.lOOO.

4.3.2 The Adoption of the Name Zaiwa for Azi

The name "Kachin " is a term that refers to some tribes such as Jinghpaw,

Maru (Lawngwaw), Rawang, Lashi (Lochit), Lisu and Zaiwa (Azi). This term was

started to use was still known. However the word "Kachtn" was used in Nunnanava

/t2?~tO inscription at Shwezikhon in Nyaung Do, dated ME 804, to denote the tribal

people of Kachin mountain ranges (Encyclopaedia., 2009) . Another early record

available about Kachin people was an article written in Protestant Magazine issued in

February 1838 by Dr. Kincaid, an American missionary priest, who visited Bamaw

and Moekaung in 1837 (Tegenfeldf, 1838) .
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It is said that the leon "Kachin " 1'Vas originally Chinese word "Yeren " and

started to use by Myanmar. This Chinese word "Yeren " means "barbarian". The

word "Kachin " does not belong to Kachin language. A Kachin man would feel

offended if he is called Kachin. Those people prefer to be cal led Jinghpaw. It means a

human being. In Assam State. Kachin people are called Sing-Hpo /;ol'4. the word

probably derived from Shan language. Siamese (Thai) people who lived in the south

of Myatt district use the word "Sat" to denote "people" . The word "Sat" can be found

in Shan dic tionaries that define the word with the sam e meaning. When Shan ruled

the northern part of M yarunar, they ca lled Kachin "Sat Chin". It means ..the race of

Chin", It is said that Myanmar pronounce the word "Sat Chin " as "Ka Chin" and thus

the word "Kachin " becomes familiar with Myanmar people {Carrapiett, 1929).

Ear lier spelling of the term "Kachin" varied grea tly (Ka Cheen, Ka-Khyen,

Kakyen), but by the middle of 1880s. Kachin was being used generally, and this

spelling has continued to the present. Dr. Ola Hanson and H.F.Hertz thought that the

name Kachin came from a combination of Shan and Chinese terms for wild men. On

the other hand, out of his earlier but more limited contacts with the Kachins, Josiah N.

Cushing wrote in 1880, the name Ka-Khyen is an appella tion of purely Myanmar

origin (Baptist Missionary Magazine, 1880; 296).

The Myanmar foun d the "Kachins" sweet to dea l with Ma Khin Mya, herself a

Myanmar. has proposed a theory wh ich would find the origin in a combinatio n of the

S amar words for ' dance' and 'desire; reflect ing a Myanmar view that the Kachins are

happy people who like to dance. The history of Myanmar Kachin ' s attitudes and

relations, however, hardly supports such theory (http: //htoigintawng.over

bolg.comlarticle-thekachin historical background 25.10.20 12).

Lahpai Zau Tu, a centenarian Kachin pastor and chief, believes that the name

arose when the foreigner asked the Kachin chief of the Ga-Hkyeng/n7u~ "l1 area near

Mogaung their name, and thro ugh a misunderstanding app lied a corruption of this

term to all Kachins it is not possib le to verify any theory completely. Whatever the

true explanation. there is no doubt that the Kachin nat ional considered Kachin as a

foreign term which was applied to them with a derogatory meaning. Only in very

recent years they have been willing to accept the term and use it when speaking in

Myanmar or English. However they refer to themselves Jinghpaw in their own tongue
•

(http://htoigintawng.over-bolg.comlarticlethekachinhistoricalbackground 25.10 .2012).
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While Azi nationals were living in the region of the mountain ranges called

ghan-ngaw-bum and Khkyan-bum, the spirits named Lep leo& Banum /O'J ' ~ and

Phaw-hton-lu /c;<rlOlCl? residing there robbed Azis national of their roasted or toasted

fish when they were seduced by the smell that came out from those fish while

preparing. That was why they had to roast it in bamboo tubes or by wrapp ing it up

with leaves. In carrying a child, they never put it on the back; it was always in one's

lap because they believed spirits could do harm to a baby on the back. In building a

house. the door was never made in the direction of the place where these spirits lived.

They believed the spirits, by assuming a woman' s or a man' s form. seduced the youth

of the village to get away with them but to give troubles to them only. They also

believed the spirits could understand the language used by Azis of those times.

At the time, at Warmaw-say-dum which was the name of Shan-gnaw-bum and

Khkyan-bum, one man called Rome-mille-gum /acSf~ocS who was the son of Dant

phan-tan /3i(JiO?i was ruling. He introduced many riddles in Azi language because

he thought the evil spirits understood the Conner Azi villagers. At that time, Azi were

living, thatch was abundantly grown and because of that the Azi got the name Zaiwa

also as the word Zai stands for th atch and the word IVa for vill ages . It was during

A.D. 1200 they first got the name Zaiwa. Therefore, Rome-mie-gum was named by

them the one who create Zaiwa language. Lar-lut-zaw-hi /~03<o~~ in Kachin

language.

At Warmaw-say-dum, under the leadership of Rome-mie-gum, the Zaiwa

population increased and the living conditions improved. To commemorate that

prosperity, Rome-mie-gum held a festival called Sut-Manau/~03Q<OfJ festival held by

them under the leadership of Rome-mie-gum was the very first Manau festival they

had ever held. When Rome-mie-gum died in old age, his daughter got married with

one man called Kyasin-gaung-naung-phone /ru ll)~ : <onl ~ <O';If; who succeeded the

former leader' s position to rule the land. When Kyasin-gaung-naung-phone died,

Duwa Laphine-a-wtm-ga-raung /oo~ ~~ocSnh~ and his youn ger brother Auratan I

atmif&mwe f who were formerly residing at Laphine-hton-made became leaders

(Duwa) of Warmaw-say-dum. Warmaw-say-dum was also called Zi-gal3:nl : or

Ziaran-Ian-ga 13:'1;00;01:.
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The changing of the name to Zaiwa from Azi can be seen officially on the

order dated the 3151 January 1981, letter no.25/46/Ah -hta (4) of Ministry of Home and

Religions Affa irs, Government of Union of Myanmar ( Wunpaung-Zaiwa traditi onal

cultural group, 1983).

4.3.3 Historical Beliefs of Zaiwa (Azi) Nat ional

Some Zaiwa (Azi) elders said that Zaiwa (Azi) national con sidered that history

is important for man and especially the history of Zaiwa (Azi) National is the most

important for them . According to Zaiwa (Azi). everything has their histories. Man has

their histories and every nation has their histories too. Zaiwa (Azi) National believed

that without a histo ry there is no nation or race . They made historical records neither

by writings nor inscribing on marble slabs. but by oral tradition. Their history is

recorded in poems. Zaiwa (Azi) national understands their history by legends handed

down thro ugh oral tradition. However, poetic historica l records may not be

understandable for everyone. Those who have thorough understanding of those poetic

historical records are Jaiwa, spiritual leaders. The tenninology used in those poem s is

not common in daily life. When Zaiwa (Azi) celebrate Manau. those spiritual leaders

chant those poem s. Chanting is said to be lasted for four nights if they are chanted

nonstop. Those poems record the detail events that began with the origin of the world

up to the life of Zaiwa (Azi) of pre sent days.

Those poems cover the events up to the time when Kachin State was

established . Since writings started just after the establishment of the State, the oral

tradition of poetic records ended at that time. Therefore, Zaiwa (Azi) nat ional recorded

their history in poems, legends and stories. Those records might not have strong facts,

but Zaiwa (Azi) National valued their records. They had memorized tho se words of

their forefather by heart.

4.3.3.1 Oral Tra dition

The knowledge of Zaiwa (Azi) 's origin depends on their own traditi ons, since

neither Myanmar nor Chinese records provides much help . The earliest Western

reference to Kachin is primarily from the English in Assam, begins from the first half

of the nineteenth century. At that time the Zaiwa (Azi) were already established their

present location with the exception of those who have migrated to the northern part of

the Shan state. The Zaiwa (Azi) 's accounts of their origin and movements, as well as
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other aspects of their folklore are contained in the oral tradition which a professional

storyteller recites of special festival. There are local variations at that time in the

details of this very involved tradition is not surprising. Rather. the general agreements

on major points and in most minor matter are remarkable (http://htoigintawng.over

bolg.comlarti cle-the kachin his torical background, 25 .10.2012).

According to the ancients, God. Karat Kasang /m~~ lmm; called Chyanun I

§:It';:, Woishun /ooS.s.; : created five times all organic and inorganic things. living

beings and animals. At first, Chyanun and Woishu n created the sky and ground. At the

same time, one creator who was able to do like Chyanun. Woishun called Hpan

Ningsang /tJ;'c!;;;o; , Chye-Ningchyang /c;;I§:,c!:co; created messes of air and water,

Nlung-hpung-dawng 13Ol!~ <t ; C;;31 ! and Nhtoi-gintawng 1~~ o?o~,","1 ~ , foods, a

female bird named Lamu Pyilan lro' 3oo , tree named Supshin-ma-jan ICliJ crl §~n; ,

water-creatures called Supnang-majan 1 ~crl,;~CJ; ' Secondly, after nine types

(mentioned above) had created female-bees, land-creatures, salts and also reptiles

again. Third ly the east and the west, day and night, Jiwalat sp irit (nat) lcio1rocrl, crl.

Jahtaung spirit (nat) l1Ioi,oS, Muk-hpungh-tingnu-dingnu spirit (nat) 1't~c; 08 ; " oS,

Sanu-sa-pawt spirit (nat) liO':)i lOO':::lIiOh~ • Darawng-wanu-waruwa-hka spirit (nat) 1

3 '"'Pc!0t3 iOt'~ or Matsa spirit (nat)/~;~,af. Naingdum-kanu-kingtsa-kahku

spirit (nat), c! ~ ;m'~ CI?Ot:'oS or Maraw-Matsa spirit (nat) I~; orl 'crl were created

and then at fourth time, seven males and eight females were created. Seven sons were

as follows:

1. Padang-Ru-Gam (Gam) !o3; i 0rS (orS)

2. Ju-Maraw(Naw) l'll••.p (.,;)
3. Hkala-Maraw (La) I. ... . .p (ec)

4. Ningdu-Ningda-Maraw (7'u) l, l U l •••.p (OJ')

5. Sinlai-Tang-Maraw( Tang) l.,l~l,CD;••.p (CD; )

6. Sinlai-Yaw-Maraw (Yaw) I.,l~l ,• .p••.p (•.p)
7. Sinlai-Hka-Maraw (Hka) 1;o~~~ lv1 1~Q~ (v1 :)

Eight females were:

1. Kawma-Yaw (Kaw)1. <D? •.p (000;»

2. Luma-Yaw (Lu) I"/••.p (,,/)
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3. Roimo-Yaw (Roj) la03w~~ (a<.0)

4. Htuma-Yaw {Htu) 1,,/• •1> (,,/)

5. Kaima-Yaw (Kai) Idlf.••1> ("If.)

6. Khama-Yaw (Kha)1."'.1> (.1,)

7. Prima-Yaw (Pri) lu~••1> (u~)

8. Yonma-Yaw (Yon) 1'1?; :QQ~ (~;:)

In naming their sons and daughters, Kachin nationality systematically names

them. Merely by heari ng name of a person, it is possible to know that he was first or

eldest son and so on (Mae Zar, 1967).

Some Azi national said that Htuma-Yaw (Htu) I~l,i r.o~ (Of) was clan' s name

and so someone can distinguish that she was fourth daughter by hearing word Htu.

When Chyanun, Woishun continued creating in this way, at fifth time, they created

oncemorethe following:

I. Ja-Mat-Lawn I~f. .="

2. Shadawn-Woi-Rawn 1~.31 f.oul .'1';

3. Mayaw-Sumdu IWQW?~~~

4. Shanu-Neng-Yan-Shawa-Nang l5Lt~ ;O) ; ~ol , ;

5. Lamum-Nang 1roh ;

6. Ning-Gawn-Wa-Magam /'~Qol c!ol QoiS

7. Shawn Hpung KumMaw l5lo1 ~<"6 ~QI:n~

Out of persons created at fifth time, Ning Gown Wa Magam was half God and

it said that Shawn Hpung Kum Maw was a leader who brought Kachin ethnic group

into Chyai Hku Mojo; state (Mae Zar, 1967). Out of that created at fifth time, Kachin

people assumed that Ning-Gawn-Wo-Magam was as great father of human beings and

also it said that Ning-Gawn-Wa-Magam was not ordinary man but half man and half.
god and he was one who had power to be able to penetrate everything which no

ordinary men was able to know or do.

Ning-Gawn-Wa-Magam had ten generations of human beings after marrying

female dragon called Baring Numyaw Ma Jarking. These ten generations were as

follows:

1. Mung kan Sumpawr ly;rot~~t;uT

2. Shingnan Lagaw 'M, t rot;nT
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3. Magaw Chyinghti 1",c;:nJofI; c8
4. MagawShapyil.""JIIEl

5. Magaw Wabaw Kobo fwc;o) oc;:::f.>'SCT.):7>')

6. Shing RA WaKumja 1~~'P0l "6 ~'1P

7. Kaang WaShing Ra /ro~o151.t'P

8. Mashang Wa Labrat 1", ~;roo1 rs~

9. Kadingnu Ning Awn Im3h,c!c;::P')c!

10. Kin So; Sha brang Im~ <Il~:~"~;

Out of the mentioned above, everyone gave births of many sons and

daughters. But it seemed that only eldest son in each generation was recorded and

described and also out of these, only names of males was mentioned but not names of

their wives because of unknown names of female god, getting married them,

according to oral history of Kachin nationality. It means that after Mung kan Sumpaw

had to get married female god, gave birth Shingnan Lagow and then Shingnan Lagow

got married female god and produced Magaw Chyinghti. Again Magaw Chyinghti got

married female. gave girth Magaw Shapyi. Fonnerly male human beings and female

gods get married but there was no any evidence to get married a human being by a

human being nonethe less as time passed for some passed for some time, male human

were getting corrupt a little by a little and committed evil deeds. Therefore. their
•

living standard was getting down too much to be comparable with female gods.

Consequently. it said that it got married only human female, without being unable to

get married female gods.

"Kin-Sai-Sha-brang", tenth generation of "Ning-Gawn-Wa-Magam" got

married "Hpung -Din- Kat -Nan" being human clan and they gave birth three sons.

Eldest son was Shan Htoi Gam with brown skin and elder son, Shan ChyangNaw had

black complexion and Shan Hkyeng La with red skin was youngest son. It said that

out of the mentioned above. it was Shan Htot Gam. eldest son who produced

Easterners and eldest son, Shan Chyang Naw from whom Africans descended as well

as Europeans were generation of Shan Hkyeng La, youngest son.

These three brothers lived in Caucasus highland for some time and then eldest

son, Shan Htot Gam went to Parrame highland, eldest son, Shan Chyang Naw to

South Africa, youngest son. Shan Hkyeng La to Europe respectively. Therefore,

Kachin Nationality assumed that Shan Htoi Gam was father of Asian and Shan
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ChyangNaw was father of African in addition Shan Hkyeng La was father of

guropean. There was no mention about those who were descendants from elder and

youngest sons. because there was no relationship with Kachin history. Dealing with

eldest son, Shan Htoi Gam, afte r leading to Asian, he bore six sons again. They were:

1. Mung-Hpan-Gam Ivo ; o~

2. Mung-Hkin-Naw I~ ..~ co';

3. Dabam-La 13 :n~ro

4. Mung-Lun-Tu lyC\J ' Ol '
5. Japan-Tang 1'110 , 0>,

6. Sumpaw-Yaw /~~Qol ~Q~

Out of those, it said that White Chinese were descended from Mung-Hpan

Gam 1~ (J; o4S plus Rad Chinese from Mung-Hkin-Naw I~ il c! "';. Shan Nationality from

Dabam-La 13 'J)~ro . ka-Tha from Mung-l un-Tu ly~;01:O) Japanese from Japan

Tang! ClIo; rot . and Kach in Nationality from Sumpaw-Yaw 1~~Qol t~ respectively.

As mention above, tribes of ancient Asian had arrived in plain mountain of India. In

the reign of Shan-Htoi-Gam's son, White Chinese (Mung-Hpan-Gam!~oto~ had

dispersed to Thiwone Island plus Red Chinese (Mung-Hlcin-Naw) !~ il ~ l;,.5 into central

China, Shans (Dabam-La) ! 3:n~00 to present plain mountain of Shan, ka-Tha (Mung·

Lun-Tu) 1~~tO(: to Assam State, Sumpaw-Yaw I~Z l;01 ~ l;oo-5 to the Himalaya

Mountain called Maj oi-Shinra-Bongagy l~rn~~~ 'f>:76 ZO') rli respectively, Zaiwa (AZI)

nationality used to call Parami Plain Mountain as Majoi-Shinra-Bum-Gabarl

~@~~~'f>:76 'O')on and The Himalaya Mount ain as Majoi-Shinra-Bongagyil
•

lol§a03~~'f>:76 ZO')rli (Wu npaung-Zaiwa traditional cultural group, 1983).

As a result of th is, it said Kachin Nationality were descended from Sumpaw

Yaw !<:Iil Z l;o1 ~ c;oo; who had six sons knows as Hkang GanIQZ:oZ, Lawang-Nawl

oooZe;.y.f. Nung-La 1; 00 , Lamun-Tu !ro CS ' O(:, Maru-Tang IWi oo; . Ting-Li-Ya wl

c8tc8~ . It said that out of these six sons, Ch in Nationality were descended from

Hkang-Gam lilZ:OZ plus Lawang /'loZ Nationality from Lawang-Naw /oooZe;';.

Nungl ; Nationality from Nung-La 1; 00, Lamun-Nung IrooZe;'; Nationality from

LamunTu. Maru Nationality from Maru-Tang !wi OOt and Jainghpaw l~t :c,,1

Nationality from Talng-Li-Yaw respectively. Ting-Li-Yaw, the first of Jinghpaw
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Nationality changed his name into Marip-Wa-Rum-Ja and got married Mast-Ma-Ja :

Nga and then gavebirth five sons. They were:

1. Marip-Wa-Kum-Ja-Gam (1) IW'l~o1 na ~C1Po~ (0)

2. Lahta-Naw-Lawn 1(\)~ml:~QC\Y.l'

3. Magawng-La Ifal o:n1 ~ ro

4. Nhkum-Tu or Matsa- Mahtum-Tu 1:;g~ 8 tO(: 1 :gt;~WCXiZO(;

5. Yaw-Pan-Tang 1c::~o,O),

Later on, out of them, Marip-Wa-Kum-Ja-Gam (1) had become father of

Marip people plus Lahtaw Naw Lawn that of Lahtaw people, Magawng La, that of

Magawng people. NhkumTu or Matsaw Mahlum Tu, that of Nhkum people and Yaw

Pan Tang. that ofMa Yan people respectively.

At the region of Marlp-Wa-Kum-Ja-Gam (1), Jainghpaw ethnic group had

been to Hkrang-Hku-Maj o! state . Once upon a time, Kachin people had gone and

settled in region of Malih-Hku-Majoi-Bum from where river originated through Majoi

-Shinyar-Bum-Kagyi called The Himalaya Mountain and from there changed into

region called Chyai-Hku-Majoi and located between Swan-Para-Bum and Putao and

again from this place, moved to a mounta in called the above mentioned Hkrang-Hku 

Majoi located in tr iangle region, leading by Marip-Wa-Kum-Ja-Gam (I) . When

arriving in Hkrang-Hku-Majoi region, Marip-Wa-Kum-Ja-Gam-(l) led Manau to

celebrate as a first time.

Marip-Wa-Kumja Gam (1) had a son named SW-Ma-Dll who constructed a

village beside the bank and celebrated the Manau festiva l as a second time. Up to

now, place celebra ted Manau festival used to be still called as Nauru-Yang. "Naura"

means Mana" plain and " Yang" was an even ground, plain in direct meaning of

Myanmar. Kachin national used to name properly village where they village in,

putt ing Yang at the end of village' s name, for examp le, Ken-Taw-Yang, Swam-Pyi

Yang, Gar-Yar-Yang, etc. SUI-Ma-Du W~o celebrated second Manau festival gave

birth Marip-Wa-Kum-Ja-Gam (2) from whom produced a son named as Wa-Hkyet

Wa and also he had a lot son because of getting married many woman. Start ing from

reign of his sons, it was getting confused relat ionship between kindred because at

their reign, even Marip alone caused different kinds of generation. Even though

Marip kindred must regard one another as brother and sister, it was getting into state
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of wedding each othe r. Out of sons of Wa Hkyet Wa /ol 'ijcrlol . the most famous ones

were:

1. Dlnhla-Sing-Gawng 1 8 ; CO?.8~l; &l1 ~

2. Maran-Dingnai-Naw 1.~; 8H~.';

3. Lahpai-Dingnai-La !c,,~~ 8H~'"

4. Jasen-Tu Il'lIo:ol! O(I

5. Lapyen-Tang Iroqj2°O;

6. Sumpra-Yaw /~ IS0 'Pc;ooS

7. Hka-Sha-Hka l.l 'W.l ,

In this way, a large number of sons of Wa-Hkyet-Wa lol lijr601 became

increased. For that reason, now it had been reaching into countless number of

generations for repeatedly they produced a great deal of people one after one.

Different kinds of Morip I~ q,~ lineages were descended from Dingla-Sing-Gawngl

8; C\Y.laS crll;&l1c! who was one of sons of Wa-Hkyet-Wa. They were Ting-mai-Shal

~H~w' from Maran-Ding-nai-Naw 1.~;8H~.'; , Lahpai I",~~ lineage from

Lahpai-Dingnal-La 1C\)~¢ 8nc!ro , Jasen IClJ O:O c! : lineage from Jasen-Tu 1'll ~t)(~ :O( : .

Pyen-Tang-Sa Iqj2~;;cn from La-pyen-Tang /COqj2°O;' Hka-Hku-Martp Ilil i IW'l~

f rom Sumpara-Yaw I..~0'l'"~' Hka-Sha-Marip l.l ,W'.~~ from Hka-Sha-Hkal

&l' :~~': and so on. Actually. they were Mari !w'l; clans. Only later on. they separately

came to exist. Therefore. it assumed that Taing-Li-Yaw 1d3 ; c8~ was a great father

of lineage of Jinghpaw 1~; : Q(j1. Mingyi I\~¢~ . Min/a IId~ ro? Zaiwa 't~ o1 : (Azi) ~&:,

and Gawn-ye IQo1 c~ (Wunpaung-Zaiwa traditional cultural group. 1983).
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CHAPTER V

PROCEDURAL FUNCfIONS OF RITUALS AND CEREMONIES

All ethnic groups in Myanmar have their traditions of seasonal festivals.

Zaiwa (Azi) national also usually celebrates the seasonal festivals which follow

presently practised customs of their national. Traditionally, they have Manau festival,

the ceremonies of eating the first crop, Christmas festival, house warming ceremony.

wedding ceremony and funeral ceremony. Among them, manau festival is the largest

and the most magnificent one.

In this chapter, regarding seasonal festivals when and why Zaiwa fAzE)

national celebrate these festivals; how they hold these rituals; what the significance of

these festivals is; what the relationships between rituals and socio-economic life were

explored.

Manau Fes tival (Zllmp·Gaw-Poi in Zaiwa (Azi) language)

Legend

In early years of the world, Manau festival was celebrated only by celestial

spirits such as Madai spirit (nat) and other of spirits (nats). At that time, human

beings were incapable of celebrating Manau dances. It has been said that Manau

festivals only can be celebrated by spirits (nats) . However. the generations of the son

in-law (Dama) of Madai spirit (nat) only had a chance to learn to celebrate Manau

festivals.

According to Zaiwa (Azi) national. in the beginning years of the world, there

was a creator whose name was Ning-Gawn-Chyanun and who were the source of man

and all other things, living or non-living. He had a son named Ning-Gawn-Magan.

Just before Ning-Gawn-Chyanun died, he called for his son and to organize a funeral

ceremony for his body. He also gave his son a detail instruction for the funeral.

Moreover. Ning-Gawn-Chyanun ordered that human beings, when they learn to live

in famil ies and their families start to live in settled places. must celebrate Manau

festivals that were meant to make offerings to Madai spirit (nat). and they have to

learn Manau dances imitating the behaviors of birds, butterflies. and fish (Min Naing,

1961 ).
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Manau festivals are dedicated to Moda l spirit (nat). The fifth son and the sixth

daughter of Ning-Gawn-Chyanun got married, and they had two children- a son and a

daughter. It was confus ing to say who the children were and name them. Thus mother

Ning-Gawn-Chyanun asked her son, Hpan-Ningsan-Chye-Ningchyang. who knew

everything and was good at giving names. He said that the son, who was born first,

should be named Lamu-Madai I sky spirit (master ofheaven nat ). and the daughter.

who was born later, should be named Shadip spirit (nat) or guardian spirit (nat) of the

earth. He also said that Lamu-Madai and Shodip spirit (na/) would be worsh iped to

rich by their wealth would increase, they would have good harvests, and they wou ld

be healthy, and the poor would also take refuge in them hoping that they could do

otTerings just like the rich were doing.

Madai spirit (nat) was the God who gave human beings life and wealth. For

that reason, Zaiwa (Azi) national worship Madai spirit (nar). As the mother Nlng

Gawn-Chyuan ordered, they ce lebrate Manau festivals dedicated to Madal spirit (na/).

As mentioned above, the Manau festival s and dances were inherited by human

beings from Modal spirit (na/), they did not know how to celebrate festivals, nor

could they dance. One day, a man called Mardln-yaun saw some birds enjoying the

ripe fruit on banyan tree (see in f igure-S).

Figure 6. Birds Enjoying the Ripe Fruit on Banyan T ree

He could imitate the move ments of the birds and created the technique of

Manau celebrations. Since then, it is sa id that, peop le have known how to celebrate
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Manau festivals. A man called Sut-madu, once suffered from having distended

stomach. He used the astrological method called Shabawad in Zaiwa (Azi) language

and came to know that he must organize a Manau festival.

In his Manau festival, Mar-dinyaun took the position of the sprit-medium.

Since then, it is said that. Zaiwa (Azi) national have celebrated Manau festival through

generations as their mother Ning-Gawn-Chyanun ordered them.

According to Carrapiett (1929), once upon a time a banyan tree grew from

seed in Maj oi Shingra Bum. and when it bore fruit, some Chingdum 1~~ 3 'l~ birds

happened to alight on the tree. They ate the fruit and found it so delicious that they

agreed to keep silence and tell no other birds about it. But the news leaked out to the

Wajere lo1~~ birds, which also came and inquired about the matter. The Chingdum

birds spoke of their discovery and the Wajere birds ate of the fruit with them. The

former, Chingdum /<U.! 3 ~ birds leave words to the latter Wajere birds not to give

abroad the good news. The Shing-nyi-nyet I~.!~~crl , the two fonner habitually flying

in one particular direction, inquired what they found to eat there. Promising to keep

the secre t. they flew with the former to the banyan tree and also ate of the fruit. Next,

the Hka-taw-nawng /QQCT.l?(O.p.! birds noticed the former flying in the one direction

and made inquiry. The three fanner denied that they went in that direction for any

special food. The Ka-taw-nawng, however, insisted that there was some special

reason and determined to follow the fanner. Thu s it was necessary to again disclose

the object of their flight and the Ka-taw-nawng were let into the secret.

After this the Sha-krai l~oo~8 birds, who noticed the above four flying in one

direction, approached them and said: "We have formerly eaten the flower of the

banyan but not its fruit. We suspect you fly to a banyan tree for its fruit. Do not

deceive us." The first four denied that such was the case. The Sha-krai followed the

first four and found their suspicions confirmed. They then disclosed the news to all

the other birds. As a result, all manner of birds flew to the tree and enjoyed the fruit.

Such of the fruit as fell to the ground was eaten by porcupines (Phyu t@t) and other

animals which could not climb. The Ting-tu /~;O? birds then said: "As the fruit of the

banyan is joyously eaten by both the air and the animals that cannot climb, let us give

a Manau to celebrate the discovery." The Ting-tu then looked around for a spirit

medium (Jaiwa /~l.!ol) and approached the Usyen l:J'lw; .The U-yen said their voices

were not suitable for the position ofJatwa but they would carry water for the manau.
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Therefore up to this day this bird has a black band round its neck to represent the rope

holding the basket (a kind of utensil) in which water is carried. Ting-tu then

approached the Wuj i-nawng birds, who agreed to join the manau but declined the

position ofJaiwa and undertook to pound the rice into flout (shadung) for the manau.

Therefore the Wuj u-nawng /~l1Il~f=lc! has a white patch on its crest to represent some

of the white flour which fell on it while pounding. The Wukrang /'ioo'lt also declined

the position of Jaiwa but undertook the position of master of ceremonies (Hpareng)

because the Wukrang is able to imitate other voices. The Chyabyeng-bye I~l~ 'P'l'~~

similarly declined to be Jatwa but agreed to be bard of minstrel (Ganghpoi IO; §Lc! ) at

the manau. Today therefore his tail wags prettily like the fans used by the minstrels

while singing and dancing.

The Wukala/~CTYX\.) bird on declining to be Jaiwa undertook to taste the

curries on the day of the manau and to see that they had relish. Therefore the call of

the Wukala represents a man smacking his lips when anything tasty is placed before

him. Gawngtawk lcon1~co~ also declined to be Jaiwa and undertook to be a person

who stir alcoho l (Hldnjawng) at the manau. His call is therefore a gurgle resembling

the stirring of liquor in a cauldron with a large ladle. The hom-bill (Hkung-rang I

co$l ~t'l; ) declined to be Jaiwa. Instead the bird offered one feather from its tail to be

placed on the Jaiwa' s hat and also its beak to be affixed to the peak of the hat. It is

said that the Jaiwa should pay respect to the giver of the Manau and towards the

Madai spirit (nat) alter with the beak on and thus ensure immunity from curses. The

Sinwa IqifOg; bird agreed that its voice was melodious but declined to be Jaiwa. It

undertook to give one of its tail feathers to be worn on the Jaiwa's hat. When the

pigeon (U-ra 131'1') was approached, it was all along agreeable to be Jaiwa but did not

suggest it while the other birds were being questioned. The U-ra's voice is melodious

and is such that it can be heard by all nats in sky and earth. Thus the Ll-ra became the

Jaiwa of the first manau. The Mang-Ning:nyiao lcooo~ ,~ :~~ bird who overheard the

above conversation came to Majoi Shingra Bum and reported to a man of riches (Sut

Wa-Madu I~~Q~ ) that the birds had held a manau. Sut-Wa-Madu was interested and

wanted to hold a manau of his own for human beings, but details were lacking. He

therefore sent Mang- Ning-nyiao-ba for further information.
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When the bird arrived at the banyan tree it found the earth worms (Gajinjai I

o1~~eN~) and crickets (ka-dawn /o lO:31c! ) holding Manau, in imitat ion of the birds, on

the ground under the tree. These were spiral piles of earth which the worms had raised

and which they explained were the shading posts of the dance. Below the surface of

the ground was the cleared circular space which the crickets said was the ground of

the dance. Mang-Ning-nyiao also ascertained that the evo lutions of the dance were the

same as those of a fish swimming. The bird flew back to Majoi-Shingra-Bum with the

information which it had gained and imparted it to the SUI-Wa-Madu, who was the

first man to hold a manau.

5.1.2 Oral history

Some Zaiwa (Azi) elders sa id that human beings learned the Manau dance

from the birds. The reason for such early learning was they sometimes took part in the

dancing group when the Manau Festivals were hold by Madai spirit (nat) and others.

One day, these birds discussed how to take ripe fruits of the banyan tree they were

living in. Then one bird called Npring-Pri sa id that it would be better to for all of

them to take all the ripe fruits at the same time by them. But one silly bird called

Nnyeng-Nyet gave an advice to take all the fruits while other birds were away. After

long discussion, finally, a king crow bird proposed tha t they all should hold a Mana u

festival and happily eat all the ripe fruits of the banyan tree because they had, at that

time, already learned about the Manau Festival. Agreed by all, they held it and the

king crow became the leader of the danc ing group.

With reference to this, all the leaders of the dancing groups for the festival

have worn hats with feathers of king crow and other birds to this day. In the Manau

Festival sponsored by birds, hom-bill (Ouk-chin) bird was the leader of the festival

and one bird called Bawk Hkyen labmufcif acted as the maste r of ceremony; and the

one who prepared foods for the spirits (nats) was one bird called Kaka-La or U-Kala

(eceeccc ~••"l'; ",moo» which had a long tail. Among the bird guests that were the

brothers of the birds took their place on the branches of the tree that were protrud ing

to the east and they ate the fruits. The dancing form was called Wasis-naud /Oqpfaemh

which per formed by the lineage of brothers-in-law (ca lled brothers 1~3OIi;o1 ~l:) '
,

Similarly, the lineage of the son-in-law (called Dame /:))Qcrl,4jl:) took the southern

branches as their place where they ate fruits happily and performed a dancing form
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called Phaw-set /co,,?:oo nS . The lineage of the parents-in-law (called MayulcoUY.X'JI4il:)

took the northern branches and happily ate the fruits and made a dancing called

Madan·ga-rin /~:3 ' n 'l.~ ;'

5.1.3 Kinds ofMtmau

According to the interview, among the seasonal, Manau festival is the most

popular and most grandly held one. Though musical instruments are similar to one

another, though based on the aim of holding such a festival, the names of the festivals

differ from one another. There are altogether eight kinds of Manau festival of the

Zaiwa (Azl) national. They are Sut Manau, Ju Manau. Padang Manau. Kumran

Manau. Shadip Hpaw Manau, Ninghtan Manau, Hlingram Manau and Hting Htang

Manau.

(1) Sn t Manau

It refers to the kind of festival it celebrated by Zaiwa (Azi) national become

wealthy and prosperous, and wishes to make donation to others. In other it intended to

words to obtain new friends and life partnars.

(2) In Manan

This is a kind of festival held after the funeral ceremonies for age-old Zaiwa

(Azi) and grand-parents. They believe by holding such a festival. all the rests who are

still alive will have long life until their hairs on heads tum white. Another aim for

holding this is for getting kids who will inherit them.

(3) Padang Manan

This is the kind of Manau festival held after defeating enemies to

commemorate that victory. In this festival, more number of spirits (nots) than in other

Manau festivals are invited to be paid worshipped and offered foods.

(4) Kum ra Mana u

This kind of Manau festival is held when one of the household members who

have traditionally worshipped Madoi spirit (nal) has left the family to have separate

living or to set up new village. This is meant to say by the holder that he is going to

pay worship these spirits (nols) as a separate family in future.
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(5) Shadip Hpaw Manau

This is the kind of Manau festival held after setting up new village and when

Modo; spirit (nat) and Shadip spirit (nat) have been invited to his new place to show

them the place and to plead with them for protection away all those evil spirits (nats).

(6) Ningluan Manau

This is the kind of Manou held at the time just about to wage a war, and so in

dancing, the participants must hold such weapons as swords, guns and others to

arouse the national spirit. This is called a -Manau festiva l to mobilize the force or to

declare war over the enemies .

(1) Ht ingram Mana u

This is the kind of Manau festival that is held when there is misunderstand ing

and hostile attitude towards each group between the lineage of brothers, son-in-law,

and parents-in-law. This fest ival is meant to be free from suspicion and to Conn a

good relationship between the two groups. Afte r this festival, there usually comes the

ceremony ofengagement for young man and woman of the two sides.

(8) Ht ing Htang Manau

This is Manau festival is significant in the durat ion of the festival. It usually

takes eight days to be completed while others take only four days each. Among the

Manau festivals mentioned above, Sut Manau, Ju Manau, Padang Manau. Kumran

Manau and ShadipPhaw Manau are the most important ones.

5.1.4 Preparations for a Manau Festiva l

According to the interview, traditional festivals and ceremonies of the Zalwa

(AZI) national such as wedding ceremony, house-warming ceremony and food

offering ceremony for trad itional spirits (nats) except Manau festival are only

concerned with a village or a household or a lineage or a group of relative and hence

they are private in nature. If a household celebrate a Manau festival, the holder is the

household head or the couple. But a village, the holder is the administrator I Duwa of

the village. The duration of each ceremony also does not exceed one to two days. But

a Manau festiva l is meant for all the people residing in the whole region and so it

takes four to eight days and is the most grandly held festival with an expe nse of a lot

of money.

To be grand and spectacular, preparations have to be made since many months

ago because many guests are coming from several places of the whole region and they
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have to be properly received and provided~ with accommodation and several kinds of

food such as cooked rice, liquor, intoxicating brew (khaung-ye) , etc.. Thus the holders

of this festival have to collect rice, fish, meat, oil, salt, chilly, vegetables, fruits etc

since months ago. The holders also build a shrine to stay Madai spi rit (nat ) and his

wife. The sacrificia l animals are usually buffalo , bull, chicken, pig etc. and they have

to collect them. To feed the guests and to offer the spi rtis (nats) liquors and khaung-ye

have to be made since one year ago. When these things have been collected, they have

to consult the spirit medium called Jaiwa (saga teller; a high-priest) and Dumsa (a

kind of priest) for choosing a date to ground plan at the site.

Choosing ground for Manau festiva l

Some Zaiwa (Azi) national said that according to the predictions mark by the

spirit medium, on the date day a pig and an animal that was to be included are

sacrificed to the guardian spirit (nat) and paid homage. The dancing gro und has to be

marked off by driving po inted sticks as stakes; the dancers on that day have to hold

these pointed sticks in their hands while dancing.

After the ausp icious day of the Manau festival has been chosen and fixed, the

holders choose good woo d without blemish or flaw to make pillars and to curve a big

drum called Manau drum. For pillars, they usually use a kind of tree called cedar

(Latsai! ro'~).

Liquor and kltaullg-ye

Liquor and khaung-ye have been the inevitable things in Zaiwa (Azi) society.

It is used to serve receiving guests coming to the Manau festival. These two , liquor

and khaung-ye, are called Chyanun-Chyu IO:U~ &: O:Ull; and it is according to the ir

trad itional belief, the milk of their mother Ning-Gawn-Chyamm who told her sons,

just before she died, that they should drink the se two when they missed her .

Manau festival is a kind of festival that calls for the use of these two more

than on any other occas ion. They have to prepare them in advance many months

before the festival comes. Another thing they have to make in advance and collect for

using these two during the festival is bamboo tubes and cups neatly made of bamboo

too. Every bamboo tube has two handles, one on each side made of then bamboo

strips, and it is covered with leaves of a plant called water lily IHpawgoi (Taung-zin),

tied with thin bamboo strips neatl (see in figure-r).
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Figure 7. KIJatmg·)'e Tube

There are two kinds of bamboo tube; one with lid and another is without lid.

The guests coming to the festival are treated with liquor and khaung-ye. Even the

most respectable person is given liquor or khaung-ye in this bamboo tube wrapped up

with water lily IHpawgoi (Tallng-zin) leave the edge of which is made to look like the

tail of a king crow. Along with khung-ye, some meat pit in a parcel is also given to be

taken as appetizer.

5.1.5 Holding Ceremony or Manau Festiva l

A Manau festival lasts only four days except the one called Ht ing-Htang

Manau which lasts eight days. If a Manau festiva l lasts only four days, the first two

days are devoted to the rituals of offering animals as sacrifice to the spirits (nats) (see

in figure-8).
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Figure 8. Sacrifice to the Spirits (/fats)

During the festival days of Manau, though Madai spirit (nal) is the main to be

propitiated, but other spirit (nat) believed by the Zaiwa (Azi) national, are worshipped.

It included all the spirits (nats) are:

1. Lamu Modal lro't..t ~ Ir;;~:m~i~ (na/)

2. Shadip /~3~'o; (oCD~co§r;;~,~)(nat)

3. Sin Lap spirit looc!ro8, oS(nal)

4. Mil Shi spirit Iy~,o! (nal)

5. MilNil spirit Iy" o! (nal)

6. Mu She spirit 'liS ., cS(nat)

7. Nbung spirit 1"'~ "'Iho! (nal)

8. Tingdawng spirit 1~;Q31h03 (nat)

9. Jan spirit 1'1J,h~ (nat)

10. Shata spirit l'fiO'Y.l,~(nat)

11. Chyage spirit l"1Jn,~(nal)

12. Gumgun Gumhpaispirit Ig~g'; :g ~ yc! ,~{nat)

13. Jahtung spirit l'1Iai , o! (nat)

14. Shwn spiritlQ;oo; ,~ (nat) •

15. Mahpung Dingnu spirit 1"'l;3 c! tt~ (nat)

16. Sap Pawt spirit lQ)cSQoH ,~ (nal)

17. Sa Nawngpawt spirit /;o&r;; ,t"~,mn,~ (nal)
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18. Shawa Nang Ningsum spirit l~o1 ,hc! "a ~ l' crl (nat)

19. Marso spiritlvCl1t crl (nat)

20. Maraw spirit Iv~~,r:rl (nat)

21. Chyanun Bai ICT.tIt ~ :~ ~ ., r:rl (nat)

22. Hpyi spirit 13, 05 (nat)

23. Jan hku Ningsum spirit l'lIh,~~~ :, r:rl (nat)

24. Dingsi spirit I. ~~,ol (nal)

25. Dingwa spirit 1111 ,*' 00 (nat)

26. Sawa spirit 1;001, 00 (nat)

27. Mung spirit 1\'';:,,00 (nat)

28. N-su spirit 1:g! ",,? , oS (nat)

29. Shinglin Shingtawn spirit Ifl~ C\)~ fl~ QooS; , OO (nal)

30. Gindu spirit Inc! 3c! H oo (nat)

31. Sinyaw spirit /;oc!~@,oo (nat)

32. Tsuwa spiritlt o1, oS (nat)

33. Du..Jan spirit li 'llh oo (nat)

34. Indan spirit I",~ . ;, ol (nal)

35. Gyu n-Gyan spirit '0;'lI;:' 00 (nat)

They have traditional belief that among all these spirits (nats) propitiated

during the days of the Manau festival, Lamu Modo; spirit (nat), Gyan spirit (nat),

Shalar spirit (nat), Sin/at spirit (nat), Mu spirit (nat), Mushi spirit (nat), Shin-lin 

shintawn spirit (nat), Gwan Gun Gun Phine spirit (nat) that are called celestial beings

of higher abodes can give them wealth and blessings. But they also include such

spirits (nats) as Gya hton, Saun, Sawa, Philamon. Kyaga, Maraw Masar, Gyun Gyan

to be propitiated on these days because they are evil spirits (nats) ; they believe unless

these spirits (nats) are propit iated they can make many hindrances.

All the Zaiwa (Azi) nationals worship these spirits (nats) because they regard

them as the most important spirits (nats) of all the sub-ethnic groups: Laphi, Lahraw,

Maran. Marip and Nkhum. These spirits (nats) are in reality concerned with the sub

ethnic group caIled Htin-gaw. When the festival begins first of all they otTer to the
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traditional spirit (nat), Gwan-gun-gun-phine as grandfather spirit, with chicken, pig

etc. as sacr ifices.

5.1.5.1 Propitiation of Medal Sp irit (nat)

Only after paying worship to the most impo rtant spirits (nals), they make

offering to Madai spirit (nal) who is believed to be the guardian spirit (nat) of the sky.

In inviting these Madai spirit (nat), the spirit medium of Ja iwa and his assistants

themselves have to take the leading role because they alone can speak the language

these spirits (nots) understand so that their spirit have to go to the celestial abode

where Madai spirit (nat) is living. The spirit medium called Ja iwa and his assistants

leave the Madai spirit (nat) at the banyan tree near the entrance to the village and they

alone come back to the house. When they get back, the holders of the Manau festival

slaughtered a big pig that has been castrated and wash it and carry it to the banyan

tree. They have to offer this pig to the Modoi spirit (nat) who is temporarily living

there.

In offering with the pig, the spirit medium Jaiwa has to mark on the two

halves of the dead body of pig. The right side halfis meant for the Modoi spirit (nat)

and the left side one is for his wife. In markings, the spirit medium use to mark the

powder of grain four times each on the t~o halves. The place for the Madai spirit

(nat) and his wife as the queen has been prepared at the house of the holder of the

Manou festival. The spirit medium asks those spirits (nots) in the banyan tree to stay

in the shrine where the house of the holder. He also asks these spirits (nats) to be,

from that time onwards, the holder of the Manau festival.

Then they offer liquor and khaung-ye to these spirits (nots) with two bamboo

tubes filled with liquor, one for Modo; spirit (nat) and another for the queen. They

have to fill the bamboo tubes with liquor from time to time, again and again. When

they fill these tubes with liquor, they take great care not to make any noise by pouring

because any noise by pouring is regarded as the sign of displeasure of these spirits

(nals).

The young buffalo that is going to'be used as sacrifice for Modoi spirit (nat)

and his queen is tied to a post at the centre of the festival ground. When they have to

choose it, it is the size of over which a man can easily jump. It is a custom for them to

jump over such a sacrifice before slaughtering.
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5.1.5.2 Propit iation Sun Spi rit (Gya ll ll at) , Moon Spirit (Shntar /Jat) and

Guardian Spiri t (Shadip 110/), •

To offering a sacrifice to the sun spirit (nat) called Gyan nat, they make a

sacrificial altar near the Manau pillars at the Centre of the Manau ground. Shatar

spirit (nat) who is the female spirit of the moon is also offered at the same time. The

spirit medium is the leader in offering a little pig as sacrifice to them. In killing the

little pig for Gyan spirit (nat). a daughter of the holder of the festival or his one of the

close relative must take charge of that duty by wearing jewelry such as gold, silver

and pearls best dresses.

The sacrificia l altar is made of four pillars and the height is to be the same

with those of the Manau pillars. The altar has two platform s, the lower one being for

Shatar spirit (nat) and the higher for Gyan spirit (nat). On these platforms, they place

offerto ries for each of them. There are also figures of sun and moon. figures of

flowers, sca le. violin. cross-bow and catapult. All of them are made of bamboo and

hung from that altar (see in figure-S).

Figure 9.
.

Alta r for Sun Spirit (G)'all lIat ) & Moon Spirit (S lratar lIat)
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In offering sacrifice to the guardian spirit, Shadip nat, a little pig young

enough not to know anything about worldly affairs must be washed with water to be

will clean before slaughtered. The place of the slaughtering of the little pig is at the

centre of the festival. The blood of the little pig is spread the field to clean and its

well-cleaned meat is wrapped up with leaves of the plant called Hpawgoi (water lily)

ITaung-zin and it is cooked and sacrificed to the spirit (nat).

After offering it to the spirit (nat). the spirit medium Jai wa and his assistant

bury it at the centre of the field. The meaning is that the guardian spirit was sacrificed.

In burying it, no one must be present there except the spirit med iwn and his assistant

because they are the leaders of Manau fest ival. Then the place where the meat was

buried is covered by them with a stone that has no blemish and flaw for purification.

This process is called Na wra-sha-did in their language.

5.1.5.3 Propitiation Saline-maraw Spir it (nat)

The altar for Saline-maraw spirit ,(nat) is made of a branch of the tree. Its

length is about 15 feet and it must be in the form of a bird-trap . The off-shoots from

the top portion of the branch are left intact. and it has to be set up in the ground. Then

a small altar made of bamboo is hung in the top portion of the branch. The top of the

branch is tied with creepers to one of the front pos ts of the house. This altar is called

Sinline-phun-gun (see in figure-Hi).

Figure 10. Altar of Sintine-ptum-gun
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When Manau fest ival are ho ld. except Madai spirit (nat). the Guardian spirit I

Shadip nat and the sun spirit I Gyan nat. and the rest spirits (nalS) are offered foods

with separa te altars outside the field of Manau. The sacrificia l posts where animals

are slaughtered to be offered as sacrifice are set up one at each place for each spirit

(nat).

5.1.5.4 Dancing in Man au Festival

The next day, in the morning. the holder of the festival has to invite spirit

medium and his assistant to his or her house with great respect when the time

approaches to begin the rites ofo ffering foods and paying homage to the spirits (nots).

Magun Lit (sling basket) is supply food for manau festival; steamed sticky rice, sticky

wine, steamed cocks boild eggs. spices that things are within sling basket (Magun

Lit), and add other presents. Ir religious manau festiva l, unleavened bread or steamed

sticky rice. tea or coffee. steamed cocks. boiled eggs, spices are within magun lit and

add other presents (see in figure- I I). It is signature of their extended welcoming and

all together drink and eats for fellowship; for convincible communion ; to agreement.

peace and grace; for development When Jaiwa master is at his proper place. another

important matter for the holder and his family is to invite the executive members of

the festiva l called Sut·gan-shawn-ine to the house.

Figure II. Offeri ng Foods and Paying Homage to the Spirits (nan)

After that Jaiwa master and his assistant Gwi-nin-ga-rang take their respective

places and they invite Madai spirit (nat) and his queen to the house and plead with

them to act as the holders of the Manau festival.
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Then the holder and his wife of the festival have to lead these respectable

people with gentle manners and steps into the Manu chamber. Once they are in the

chamber, they have 10 go round the shrine for Madai spirit (nat) four times,

clockw ise. before taking the ir respective seats that are prev iously fixed. The executive

members of the festival are Jaiwa (saga-teller: who was the high priests of anim ism)

master, Dumsa {priest} masters. Myihtoi (prophet), Ningwawt (diviner), Hkinjawng

(preparing for altar and spirit (na t) foods), Hpung/un means the man who takes charge

of preparing spirit (nat) foods and the leaders IKwandaw-wa of the Manau dancing

group IGwi-nin-ga-rang .

The Manau festival is led by the two leaders of dancing group, the holder of

the festival with his wife accompanied by others, walk out of the chamber to the field

of the festival called Nawra /aemif&m (Manau dancing ground). gently dancing.

Once they all are in the danc ing ground previously marked off with shakes. they

approach the manau posts, keeping their faces in the d irection of the posts. move

forward and backward dancing. from four to eight times. in the fonn of paying respect

to them (see in figure-12).

Figure 12. Mana u dancing pa tterns

After that, they move round the ground four to eight times, in the fonn of

fencing it This first item of dance denotes the declaration of the opening of the

festival and it is called Naw-baw-ine /~~ . As it has been opened, anyone who

likes to participate in the danc ing group is welcomed. Nowadays. there are some

changes in dresses; people wear creative designs in performing dances . It is possible

that, by these dresses, they are try ing to identify themselves as Kach in, a unique tribe

of Myanmar. This kind of change belongs to genera l consensus of the tribe . They are

making changes in symbols that they adore (see in figure-B). Regarding the case, a

60 year old Zaiwa (Azi) woman said;
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" Today costumes are more modernizing than in the oldern day "

Figure 13. Maiden 's Manau Dances

Trad itionally, the dances are performed on ly at day time and in the eveni ng; it

is never done until late hours because late hours is the time for spirits (oats) to dance

and not for men. In performing the Manau dance, the dancers have to move and shake

their bodies and legs in correct timing of the Manau drum, big goo, oboe and flute

Figure 14. Da ncing in Mana u festival
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The dancing group is led two men who are experts in this. These two leaders

wear cane hats ca lled Gwat-du-ru /gO'h 'i} stuck with feathers of peacock, hom bill

bird, king crow, tusks of wild boar on their heads and wear Manau dresses (long

robes) that have figures of mythical serpents or dragons (Nagas) due to the belief of

oral history (see in figure-I S).

Figure 15. Dressing sty le of Ma nao Leaders

Figure 16. Holding Manau Festival
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The dancing systems of movements for a particular type of dance of these two

leaders are based on the patterns round on the Manau posts set up in the ground (see

in figure- l6). By dancing patterns, the two leaders describe the rituals of the

propitiating ceremonies for the spirits (nols). If a group of them wants to make own

dancing forms, not following the steps of the two leaders, they can do so separately.

This separate dancin g is called Naw-par-par-ine /+lo1~~. Whether one is under

the leadership of the two leading masters or in separate group, one must make

movements in correct timing of the big drum s and gongs. One of the leading masters

of the dance holds a sword because they protect from enemies. The sword is an

important feature for the Manau dance and is held upright by the ancer. In their

culture the sword or knife is the most unique and ind ispensable tool of life (like in the

case of certain Israelite peoples). With this knife, land is cleared for cultivation, trees

felled for timber to build house as witness in betrothal ceremonies much as a Bible is

used in Christian ceremon ies. It was also with this sword that kachin nationalists

revolted against, colonial rule. So it is now wonder that the kachin sword features so

prominently in the most important of their Manau festival. The other one usually

holds a triangular shape wooden stick like a four edged dagge r of a Myanmar King,

but nowadays, this shape disappear. The followers of these two masters usually hold

fans and shawls as during the dances are meat to receive the blessings poured down

by the (spirits) nats (see in figure-I ?).

Figure 17. Dancing with Fa ns, Knife a nd Wooden Bow

Duration being traditionally four days, on the third day, some guests go back

home from faraway places. According to the tradition, on the third day, the relatives

of the lineage of parents-in-laws participate in the Manau dance called Madan-ga-rin
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which is a session in whi ch those relatives give a little banyan tree (ca lled die-lui-gat

gu) to the relati ves of son-in-law's lineage as present. This little banyan tree is planted

by the holder of the festival or the one who prepares food for spirits (nats) and the

elders of the village at one place near the entrance to the village after the festival. Th is

banyan tree is mean t for using as ladder (die-lun -phun) for propitiat ion Madine spirit

(nat) when they are invited to the human abode. Sometimes during the dance of

Madam-ga-rin they plant these bamboo and Hpawgoi ITaung-zin (water lily) leaves

called 'wasu' and 'phaw-su ' for later use in the ceremonies of propitiating Madai

spirit (nat).

On the last day of the festival, the decendants of the lineage of the son-in-law

perform Phaw-set Manau /GG?a)crl..~ dance to entertain them . During thi s dance ,

the participan ts hold water lily (Taung-zin) leaves in their hands that are to be cut by

kn ives into pieces to cover the whole ground (see in figure- IS). This is an act of

showing that the festival has come to an end the dancing ground ca lled Nawra is now

closed .

Figure 18. Manau Da nce with Water lily Leaves

After these two lineages. the brother lineage of the holder perform a closing

dance ca lled Wa-sid-naud /o1:=O; Gf? where each part icipant has to hold a bamboo

tube filled with wate r while dancing. they hit the ground with those bamboo tubes

again and again until all water go out to the ground. This acts as a symbolism that the

ground is now a cready washed and no one must make any dance any more.
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After washing the ground with water from bamboo tubes, as the festival has

come to an end, Jaiwa master cut off the creeper that is tied to the sacrificial altar for

Saline-maraw spirit (nat) (also called Sin-line-phu-gun) that was made in the fonn of

a bird trap, at the centre of the ground. The creeper is cut off the Manau Festival

which has to be done with months-long preparation has come to the end.

The spirit mediums called Jaiwa and his assistant have to send back Madat

spirit (nat) and his queen to their celestial abode by accompanying them. Apart from

these Madat spirit (nal), other spirits (nals ) are not needed to be invited and sent back;

just telling them where the ir abodes are and how to get there is enough.

The guests to the festiva l are relatives and friends of the holder of the festival.

They go to there from several places because the Manau festival is very important for

all the national races living in the whole region (see in figure- l9). It is a great

occasio n for them to have a wonderful time at such a fest ival most grand ly held, and

they dress themselves we ll with beautifu l clothes and jewellery.
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Figure 19. Participations in Manau Festival
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5.1.6 Symbolic Meaning Regard ing Ma na u Festival

5.1.6.1 Ma nau Post

Manau post is the inevitable item in a Manau festival. A Manau post must be

straight and clean without blemish or flaw. In olden days, choosing wood to be used

as the posts, they must first consult an astrologer. The species of wood used for this

purpose is usually cedar (LalsailrofMTaung-ta-marls~'XHn). The leaders of the

dancing groups at a Manau festival perfonn dancing patterns that are carved on the

Mana posts.

Figure 20. Ma nau Posts

The venue of the festival is also spec ially arranged and decorated. The number

of Manau posts set up in the ground for the festival is usually four to ten or twelve

(see in figure-20). The whole structures of Manau pillars appear in such away that

each particular of sigle pole and pillar has significant value and meaning as in the

followings. The two pillars in the middle of the set represent the idea of feminine

gender and called "Dung Yi 1~;03 .. female pillar and the other two pillars beside each

of the female pillars represent masculine gender and called «Dung La I~ ;C\) ,. male

pillar. The rest of the shorter pillars that stand around the feminine and the masculine

pillars are calle «Dung Nor hanging pillars. At the foundation of those Manau pillars

there is a long plank fixed across the pillars from side to side called «Dung Bye I

~;~~" or "Dung Tawn I~;~O':I":X!." Each post is in shape not at all unlike a sword.

with the tip squared, and not pointed. The posts are fixed in the ground with the "hilt"
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lowennost and the tip pointed skywards. One end of this plank is carved into the

shape of the head of the hom bill and the other end its tail. The top and bottom of the

poles are painted with pictures of the sun, moon and earth . The shape of horn bill has

become a significant emblem to mark the leadership of hom bill dur ing the first

celebration of Manau around the banyan ttee by the birds. In drawing designs on the

Manau posts severa l colors such as red, black, green, purple, white etc. are used and

so they are very distinct. The dancing systems around the posts are depicted by such

designs as triangle and rectangular shape figures . But there are also some figures that

have the designs of a co il, wavy lines like the letters "S" prolonged or the alphabet

do-yin-gawk (~) of Mya nmar language, with diamond shaped designs continued down

the length of each post (see in figure- 21).

Figure 21. Design fro m Mu nuu Post a nd Mana u Design Dep icting the Sun

The straight lines used in depicting figures represent the characteristics of

mother Ning-Gawn-Chyanun and curved lines are referred to her finger-p rints. These

designs partly reveal the arts of drawing and carvi ng wood of the Zaiwa (A:i)

nationa l. Though one might think that these figures carved and drawn are haphazardly
•

done, actually, there is a good workmanship.

Figure 22. Ma nau Designs Depicting the Anim als
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Apart from the carved figure of 110m bill /Ouk-chin on the horizon tal POst.

there are also such figures as gibbon, dragon, fowl and other animals bea utifu lly

drawn (see in figure-22).

"%

Figure 23. Manau Post Design in Olden Day and Reeent Manan Post Design

Manau pole is more colourfu l than before and the number of Manau pillars

becomes six. it represent of Kachin tribes [Jinghpaw. Morn (lawngwaw). Rawang.

Lis". Lash! {lachit}, Zaiwa (Azl)) (Ssee in figure 23) .

In setting-up of the Manau Posts. there are two methods applied by them. The

sub-ethnic groups of Inkhun/ ::oc!s, apply the method called Dung Yan I ~'W, while

the others use the method of Dung Ban I ~;""; . The Dung Ban method calls for

setting up of all the posts in line with the Manau house while Dung Ban has the

tradition of setting up of them face to face with the Manau house. Dung Ban was

firstly used by the great grandfather of the sub-ethnic groups of Marip called Marit

wakwan-gyo-ma-gun and Dung Yan was firstly introduced by the great grandfather of

Inkhun ethnic group called Masaw-wa-ain-khun. They used to replace o ld Mana u

poles with ones in ancient times, but nowadays when foreigners come to there they

tend to show Manau pole as symbol so that they modify and use it in spite of new.

5.1.6.2 Manau Drum

Manau drum is spec ially made for Manau festivals only (see in figure-24).

The length of this drum is about six feet to seven and half feet while the radius of its

circular surface is about one and hal f feet. In carvi ng this. the kind of wood to be used
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as well as the date to begin the work is chosen only by consult ing an astrologer On
ancient time). The person who is skillful in carv ing cut down the tree accordin g to the

astrologer ' s prediction. But in some regions, the person who carves in wood is not

given to one person only; several wood carvers have to contribute their labor with

good workmansh ip. according to tradition.

Figure 24. ManauDrum

The Manau drum plays an important pan by being a thing that can reveal the

woodcarving craftsmanship of the Zaiwa (Azi) national. The pillar that supports the

drum has many animal figures, like the board band added as exterior trim to conceal

floor edges and joists of a house. When carved. this drum has hooks to hang the fangs

ofa gibbon, toe nails of a tiger and bronze gongs. Pins and feathers are also put in the

drum. The reason for hanging the fangs of the a gibbon and the bronze gongs lies in

their belief that the sound of this animal and these gongs can rise up to the celestial

abode of the guardian spirit (nat) of the sun, passing through the domain of human

abode . They believe that, by putting these things in it, the Manau drum can also gain

the capac ity of making a great sound that can go right up to the celestial abode of the

guardian spirit (nat) of the sun, after covering the whole world with great sound.

Manau drum is placed in the Manau chamber yet nowadays it is in national museum

to observe public.
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Figure 25. Traditional Spirit (nat) House and Manau House in Sita pu

The Mana u drum is played while they are offering foods to propitiate Mada l

spirit (nat) in the Manau chamber or house (see in figure-25). and after that it is hung

side by side with the Manau posts to be played during the time of the Manau dance .

During the dancing session. to gain higher pitch of the music big gongs also join (see

in figure-26).

Figure 26. Big gongs at Manau Festival

Generally. three big gongs. the circumference of the surface ofeach having the

measurement of 15 feet, are played along with that Manau drum. Thus, the sound of

these musical instruments can go even to far-off places. vibrating all along the way.

As these two instruments are a lso accompan ied by oboes made of buffalo antler and

flutes the sounds produced by them are quite pleasant to the ear. At present, they are

using more big gons than before, and include more musical instruments such as

organs in Manau festival nowadays.
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5.1.6.3 Manau Dance

The Manau dance is led by two leaders called Naw-Shaung laemfa&Smif and

Kun-Daw- Wa /na; Q3To . in the ground marked offby stakes to be used as the s ite for

the festival called Nawra Manau dancing ground. The movements of the legs and

bodies of the performers have to be made in correct timing of the Manau drum and

gongs which are played slowly and quickly in tum.

Figure 27. Obeisance to Manau Posts and Manau House

Dancing patterns are just simple ones. The two leaders first pay respect and do

obeisance to Madai spirit (nat) by going round the Manau posts four times set up at

the centre of the ground. just as they begin dancing (see in figure-27). Then they go

round the whole dancing ground four times as an act of fencing it. The patterns of

movement for the dance are according to the ones carved on the Manau posts (see in

figure-28). The traditional duty of the two leaders is to lead the group round the

Manau posts as an act of doing obeisance to Madai spirit (nat), to dance round the

Manau ground as an act of fencing it. to make dancing patterns to enliven the Manau

drums and to bring several blessings for prosperity and all. Apart from the gro up

under the leadership of those two leaders, as there are also other groups making own

dancing patterns, each group has its own leader. But all the gro ups have to play only

in the festival ground marked off for them and all of their movements must be in

correct timing of the Manau drum and big gongs. Th is dancing of separate groups is

called Naw-pa-pa-ine.
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Figure 28.
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Dancing Patt ern in Manau Festival

Drums, gongs, and cymbals, and sometimes a reed clarionet make very noisy

and harsh music. While each dancer is behind the other in Indian file , the evolution is

someth ing like that of the letter S- a winding in and ou t. The dancers proceed in slow

step, first throwing the weight on one leg and then on the other and shuffling along as

they move forward. Suddendly the leader decides to change from Indian file to line.

The movement is then in the shape of a semi-circle, the end dancers marking

time and opening out, while those in the centre of the half circle advance into line.

The whole then recede into semi-circle. When advancing. the head is thrown

backward and the body forward, the women who all bold open fans in their right

hands throwing their ann s upwards and jerking the fans with their wrists. When

receding, the head is bowed. the body bent. and fans brought down with the arms

making a sweeping movement across the body. Men who have fans use them; others

the Lagoi (bulrush) leaf if the dance is the Lagoi dance. The fans and grass used by

the girls and men during the dance are meant to receive the blessings poured down by

the nats. There is no singing or talking but from time to time some one sets up a yell

in which all the others join . The dance goes on for hours and continues far into the

night. It is performed nightly and during the day also if there is sufficient energy for

the period set for the manau. Sometimes. there are only a small number of dancers

following the two leaders. and they usually hold fans and shawls. A stranger might

think that dancing patterns are so simple that he or she can learn it easily. but Manau

dance has to be performed by dragging the legs sideward or forwards very gently
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there are only a few who are experts in this . Thu s it is a kind of dance one can well

perform on ly with tra ining and experience. Anyone who takes interest in this Manau

dance can become a member in the dancing group irrespective of race or religion, and

there is also no limitation regarding the number ofpacticipants in the danci ng group; it

can be as many as the number the dancing ground can hold it.

According to traditiona l belief, the dancing of Manau dance were the

imitations of the movement patterns of birds, butterfl ies and fish when they made

severa l kinds of movement in de lights. Some movements ofa dancer with both hands

spread out resembles the flying of a bird while some movements going round and

round resemble the movements of fish. In the same way. some movements are just

like the ones made by butterfl ies moving here and there (see In figure-29).

".- -...' - .,..

Figure 29. Severa l Dancing Patterns in Manau Festival

Among the Manau dances Butterfly -Manau dance called Khin-Du-Tet /

9~ l: 0)<rl Manau is one of the famous dances , and it is an imitation ofa small butterfly

making delighted movements. Manau drum and big gongs are intermittently played

and so the movements in correct timing of them are also intermittent. But it is a kind
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of dance rarely to he seen nowadays because skilled dancers are very rare among

them.

5.1.7 Firing cf Gun-shots

Firing of gun-shots plays important role in mak ing the fest ival spectacular and

ever alive with a teem ing crowd, and in arousing the enthusiasm of the spectators . So

firing is made from the beginning to the closing day without break by groups, in

competition to one another. To be able to perform this firing of gunshots without

break they have to collect enough amount of gun powder beforehand (see in figure

30).

Figure 30. The Fire of Spa rking

5.2 Wedding Ceremony of Zaiwa (Azi) Nationa l

Almost all the Zaiwa (Azi) national said that they consider marriage as a basic

and important aspect in their soc ial life. Family life, for them, connects indiv idual life

with the entire society.

5.2.1 Parents's Perception on C hild re n

The majority Zaiwa (Azai) national perceive that marriage is the key factors in

different lineage gro ups which have strong attachment towards each other. It can also

make them unity and strength. Thus they are ever eager to marry their offspring once

puberty. According to their traditional belief, only sons can make offering to the

spirits of the ir ancestors. Therefo re. if their offspring do not marry or if they have no
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son to carry on this traditional duty. the Spirits of their great grandfathers and

grandfathers will become the forsaken ones with no one to offer them foods. In th is

situation. they will not be able to die peaceful death.

It is important for Zaiwa (Azai) national that the members of the family must

agree their marriage. If they do not have life parter, the ir parents and relatives should

choose suitable lifepartner for them. As family is the basic Conn for them and young

Zaiwa (Aza;) national have to follow the following customary rules in choosing life

partner. Concerning a female life partner a 67-year-old said:

"i-The spo use must he ofMayu-Dama lineage;

- The spouse must not be epileptic or a leper.

- The spouse must he goodat house-keeping.

- The spouse must be honest.

- The spouse must not be a witch ".

It is a prime duty for Zaiwa parents when the children puberty. Especially,

parents with sons have save money for many years to get enough amounts to find

suitable life partners. The son himself also has to try to be able to give the money for

bride price and wedding expense to get the one he is fond off. If he canno t afford to

give the help, the ones who can afford to do this such as uncles give the suppo rt.

Young Zaiwa (Azi) takes time to make proposals for their marriage. If a proposal is

accepted, the re will be marr iage which has to go through traditional practices . There

are times when a young boy proposes a girl.

Parents of daughters are also teaching their offspring to be qualified as good

housewives with good manners and behavior. There may be seve ral reasons for them

to find suitable life partners as soon as their offspring have atta ined puberty; but

amo ng these reasons, the reason from economic point of view may be the mos t

important one. As for parents of daughters, they have spent much money in raising

them to become well grown-up ones of puberty. Therefore, if someone proposes their

daughter by giving a good bride price, they will be much recieved. There will be no

more duty for her since her husband has taken the responsibility to take care of her

life.

As they practi se patrilineal kinship system, parents of the bridegroom regard the

bride. The bride can be a housewife and at the same time she can have a hand in

cultivation works. Her children will also be workers for them in cultivation and other

affa irs. For perpetuation of lineage group, they need children as many as possible,
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especially the male ones who will remain as the members of their lineage group.

Parents teach their childre n how they relate to the other people around. However. they

do not try to stop young love.

5.2.2 Rules Concerning Marriage

There are five main Kachin tribes who may not indiscriminately many

amongst each other because it is said. of their consanguinity. Zaiwa (Azi) national said

that the various famili es as follows over a generation ago: The Marips takes wives

from the Morons; the Morons take wives from the N 'Hkums; the N ' Hkums take wives

from the Lahpais; the Lahpais take wives from the Lhtaungs: the Lahtaungs take

wives from the Marips. Consequently. the Kachins have clearly defined families who

are sa id to be Dama /Ql w or husband giving and others who are said to be Mayu /wUl

or wife giving families. These are general rules for all the tribes of Kachin and it is

still practised until today.

5.2.3 Choosing Life Partner

A visit to a girl's home. for a Zaiwa (Azi) man, is a sub tle way of choosing his

spouse and it is the same for a woman. If they are from the same village, a man and a

woman can see each other when they work in the farm , cut wood, or fetch the water.

Even if they are from different village, they can still see each other at the Manau

festivals, house warmings , weddings, or funerals. If a man likes a woman, he can visit

her house and propose her . In ancient time, in most houses there will be found the

N 'ladap l3:Jl C\Y.) :~ cJ or maidens' apartment on the left-h and side of the N' pan or front

entrance of the house which is specially set apart by the parents for their daughters'

use. Infrequently a house contains no N' ladap and, in lieu, a granary or a hut. The

maidens of the house customari ly meet the young men of the village in this dap after

dark and both may remai n init all hight without fear of disgrace. It is the bed room of

the maidens who. on attaining the age of puberty, move from thei r parents' room to

the N 'ladap or maidens' apartment. According to their ideas it is a great disgrace to

have urunanied daughters maturing in age, so the maidens are virtually told to find

husbands for themselves as soon as possible. And parents are known to grumble and

scold their upgrowing daughters because of thei r want of skill, artifice, and

enchantment in winning husbands. If, as time goes on, no young man has come
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forward the parents become greatly concerned and alarmed, and to induce a union. a

gong and a dah and, if the parents can afford it. other presents are hung up in the

maidens' apartment, and it is announced that the presents are intended for the first

young man who otTers himself. An 86-year-old man said:

"The young boy who wished to go a counting 10 a yo ung girl must

take liquor, 'khaung-ye', with roasted dry meal 10 her at about 9

o 'clock in the evening. When he got to her house, he must firs t meet

her parents and give them the liquor and betel quid which was an acl

ofasking for the permission to meet her in her room. The acceptance

a/these presents by her parents meant that he was allowed to visit her.

But in the room. they were not alone: there were others of the same

age. The room is usually fu rnished with a fireplace. water. a bamboo

jar, and a betel box. They talk how they relate to one another. Their

conversations include making j okes. telling stories. discussing the

history, singing poems and songs. by showing their expressions oflove

indirectly".

Cons ultingthe Female Spirit (nat) of the Moon for Prediction

The youths also consult the female spirit (nat) of the moon for prediction . This

is a festival where Zaiwa national invites the moon-goddess and asks for their future.

They usually celebrate this festival in October or November. Especially single boys

and girls enjoy in this festival. On a day under the moonlight, everyone in the village,

both young and old or boys and girls, gather for this festival. Single boys and girls

from other villages around are also invited. People organized it in a fann in a distance

from their villages because dogs' barks and the sounds of the doors can disturb for

inviting. Everyone brings something to drink or eat. A professional elderly woman or

a spinster invite to the moon-goddess.

When everyone has arrived, they sing a song that invites the moon-goddess.

The meaning of the song is:

"Oh the moon-goddess ofthe sky, Us winter now, it's so beautiful here.

The sky is clear of clouds. The Ground is gelling dry and leaves are

f alling. The Paddies fields are ful/ ofripen crops. It's a ful/moon right.

Theref ore, as we have been given permission by the elders of the
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village, we'd like /0 invite you to be here with us since your company

will make us happy."

They make a bamboo box and two people hold it together. They put bronze and

silver coins in it. The mouth of the bamboo box is covered with a piece of cloth. The

other end of the cloth is twisted and tied up as if it was the pony tail of a person's

head. The beautiful melody of the song occupies the mind of everyone. When the

song is ended, the moon-goddess arrives. When the professional woman gives a sign

of the goddess's arrival, people ask what they want to know. Most questions are about

love and marriage. For instance. someone asks who he would marry one day, and the

professional woman answers looking the movement of the bamboo box. A man may

ask a question which would let the woman he loves know about his love for her.

Therefore, this festival is very popular among young single boy and girl. They put

Kaung-Ye in a cup that everyone drinks in tum. Friendship is built up and enjoyment

is brought about in this festival.

There are rules to follow during this festival. The two people who hold the

bamboo box must be careful not to drop the box since the box shakes up and down. If

they drop the box, dangers will fall upon the tribe and it is very difficult to send the

moon-goddess back to the moon. The elders of the villages must also be informed.

No-light is lit during the festival. No-one should leave the place, especially if they are

life partner. Any mistakes can cause dangers for the village such as fire breaking,

diseases, and death. Therefore, everyone follows the rules.

The moon-goddess is sent back to the moon before dawn. The professional

woman sings a song which means:

"Oh moon-goddess, yo u have been here with us for a long time. The

mountains are now covered with snow and the water starts to freeze.

Birds are also singing. You should not be here any longer. It's time for

you to leave us."

They say goodbye to the moon-goddess with this song and end the festival.

This festival used to be very popular and organized every year, but the tradition has

slowly faded away.

Moreover, the youth also gather at a place called Gan-Utawg-Wap

(o;~~) that is in the centre of the village. They usually gather every evening.

Every village has a head of bachelor and head of unmarried woman who are elected
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by the villagers by general consent. Generally the leader is the oldes t one among the

bachelors or maidens and he or she has duties. Among the duties of the leader. raising

a fund for social, economic and religious movements of the whole village is also

included. They also help necessary need s for a bride and bridegroom. There control to

follow young people traditional rules which must be strictly abided by. In case of

breaking a rule, the offender has to admit his offence publicly and he has to give a

treat to the people with Khaung-ye.

5.2.4 Engagement

Ifbridegroom finds a suitable life partner. he has to go to a spiri t mediwn that

make a prediction as to who should be chosen. If bridegroom finds a life partner from

other groups, he has to get the approval from the lelatives of parent-in-law. First ofall

he has to give Ja-Hpaga/qpunl / presents (Ja-Hpaga means ritual wealth object:

materials used for giving brid e-price, present, and indemnity. Ja -Hpaga is a kind of

device for manipulating social status and they are used in a game which proceeds

according to set rules ... In the theoretical system the value of any particularjahpaga is

ritualistic and symbo lic; in real life the actual jahpaga are on ly substitutes for the

traditional objects) to the one from the relatives of parent-in-law, and get the

permission from them . But if he marries a daughter of the parents-in -law, the Ja

Hpaga is not necessary . The one from the relatives of parents-in-law also gives a

gong as a sign of approval. Then he must show this to his relati ves of parent-in-law

and carry on what he has to so.

Trad itionally, for making engagement ceremony the bridegroom has to send

two go-betweens called La-Gyaw from the side of bridegroom in their language with

Ja-Hpaga to the br ides' famil y as mentioned below:

• A gong the circumference ofwhich is aboul six fee t;

• One double length nether garment worn by men;

• A pair ofsilver ear-plug;

• A pair ofgold earring with a screw on back piece;

• A long silver pipe (smoking article) ;

• A beautiful bamboo basket with sling, in which there are such Ihings as

50 eggs, two tins ofcondensed milk, four tins ofcondensed milk, two

cooked/owls, sugar, coffee, liquor ere, all in pairs.
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The meaning of giving the presents as called Ja-Hpaga is to support to the

couple in establishing new hosehold. A 79-year-old Zaiwa woman said:

"ln forme r days. the silver ear-plugs worn by Zaiwa women were so

big that even the slaked lime and tobacco leaves for making betel quid

could be carried in the hollows. The number ofeach item must be even.

The amount of present depends on richness and f ame of the family

name".

Those go-betweens must not go to the bride family directly; they must first

find someone who has familiar with that family. That person must act as a go

between (Jang Htong) for the side of the bride. That Jang-Htong must first go alone

to the parents of the bride. If the parents agree, the two go-betweens La-Gyaws and

the Jang Htong have to send the presents to them to make an offer ofmaniage for the

bride.

During the time of visit, the bride's family has to invite the members of

brothers-in-law and the elders of the village. The marriage is not led by the parents

alone. Usually, the bride' s uncles from her mother side lead the meeting on behalf of

her parents. First, the La-gyaw from the bridegroom' s side proposes the marriage. He

must be careful with his use of words.

A person from the bride' s side asks the questions about the bridegroom' s

family and their relation with other groups. The go-between La-gyaw answers the

questions and he has to prove that both sides are related as parent-in-law (Mayu) and

son-in-law (Dama) . If the bride' s family thinks the proposal should be accepted, they

accept the Ja-Hpaga. However, this is not the final step for the engagement. They

have the right to return the Ja-Hpaga to the man's family if they think the engagement

should be cancelled. They set a date for the confinn ation from the bride' s side. After

that, they all enjoy the food and alcoholic drinks served by the bride's family. The

bride's family gives a sword and a spear to the La-gyaw as a token of the acceptance

of the proposal. They also tell how much dowry must be present from the man's

family. This is the first step in an engagement.

The two La-gyaws from the bridegroom' s family take the sword (ritual knife)

and the spear (ritual spear) back to the bridegroom's family. They inform them who

much bride price is necessary for the marriage. The bridegroom' s parents call for a

meeting with the members of their brother-in-law and son-in-law. On the appointed
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day, the two La-gyaws, with the company of the Jang Htung from the bride's side. pay

a second visit to the bride's family and give them presents as following:

- A gong the circumference ofwhich is about seven feet;

- 144 kyat and fifty pya silver coin called "khan-zar-kywe to;

- One nether garment worn by men;

• One shirt called bine-chay-yaung;

- A bamboo basket with sling with glutinous rice and all as in the first time.

The latter can either accept these presents or deny them. If they deny them.

they also have to return the presents they accepted on the first visit. This means that

they cancel the engagement. Ifeverything is going well, the bride 's family accepts the

presents and gives back a sword and spear as a sign of approval and they carry on to

negotiate for the date of the wedding. They also tell them the bride price they have

fixed on that day. There could be a bargain for the bride price, and the go-between

must be very patient. They have to pay a number of visits to the bride' s family until

the final decision is made. In many cases, this is a difficu lt part for the engagement

and the go-between has to try to settle the agreement.

The bride price is usually sent to the bride's family before the wedding. In

fixing that, the total value of the things depends upon the financial situation of

bridegroom ' s family. It was found that the Zaiwa (Azi) national have the custom of

giving bride price and wedding presents.

There must be the third visit to the bride's family . This time also the visit is

paid with some Ja-Hpaga. On this visit, the bride's fam ily returns liquors and the

yeast (Ta-say) to be used in makin g rice-beer (Kaung-ye). Th is means that the bride's

family wants the bridegroom's fami ly to prepare for the wedding. And then choose of

wedding date in a meeting of all the elders . The date usually falls on a day after the

harvest. With this, the engagement is finally and success fully done.

5.2.5 Sending the Bride

When the wedding is closer, the bridegroom's family has to organize a

ceremony to welcome the bride or the bringing of the bride to the bridegroom's

house. It is usually called the ceremony of sending the bride (Xlo'l.Xl ~;~&t~:g). On

this day. the bride's family officially gives their daughter to the groom. One day

before the ceremony. the two La-Gyaws from the groom's side pay a visit to the
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bride's family and present the remaining bride price they have promised, and bamboo

basket with s ling, in which there are such things as g lutinous rice, SO eggs, two tins of

condensed milk, four tins of condensed milk, two cooked fowls, sugar, coffee, liquor

etc. (see in figure-31).

Figure 31. Bamboo Basket with Materials from Bride Groom's

A coral necklace must be presented to the bride's mother on that day. On their

arrival at the bride's house, in the evening. a buffalo must be offered to the spirit that

would take care of the bride on the journey to the groom's house. This is usually a

grand function because all the relatives and friends of the bride give presents to the

bride (see in figure-32). The bride's family serves the guests with food and liquors

(khaung-ye) (see in figrure-33) .

Figure 32. Givi ng Presents to the Bride

from Relatives of the Bride

Figure 33. Serving the Guests with

Food a nd Liquors
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The bride' s uncles and other relatives bring their wedding presents on that

day; these presents and the names ofgivers must be kept well recorded acco rding to

their customs (see in figure-Sa). Thi s record is used when the groom family returns

the presents to the relatives of the bride. lfit is a bull and turban from the bride side's

family, lite bridegroom side must give a silk nethe r garment, and so on. The presents

that the groom family retu rns must be at least of the equal value. The presents usually

include big stoves. big pots, gongs. blankets, garments, swords, and spears. etc.

"

•
Figure 34. Recording of Wedding Presents with Giver Na mes

Nowadays, since people va lue gold. the presents include gold necklaces and

gold rings. etc. Presents also include seeds that the couple can grow for their living.

The bride's parents give their daughter a basket wi th a bamboo tray, a bamboo jar, a

woman dress, a s ilk belt, a blouse with small silver gongs on it, a blouse without small

silver gongs on it, a silk turban, a scarf, a silver bracelet, a pair of silver earrings, and

a coral bracelet, etc. (see in figure-35) .

~I

i

Figure 35. Wedding Presents from Bride' s Parents
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They also g ive the bride a sword and a spear in order to cut the Hpung Gamp

(aAcoooi~:o~) that exists in front of the bridegroom's house before she enter it. There

is a story of the Hpung Gamp, Ning-Gawn-Wa-Ma-Gam, the father of all human

being. married Baran-Num-Rawng-Mar-Ja-Kai (::n'l~!~I;~Q?qrj(~c3), the dragon. The

dragon smell was erased with the liquid from Hpung Gamp. With the belief in the

story. the bride has to cut the Hpung Gump when she enters into the groom's house.

The two messengers also received valuable presents as the token of thanks for their

effort to make the wedding possible.

On next day. the peop le who brought the bride come back with the presents

from the bride's relatives. The relatives of the bride have taken with them bamboo

baskets (shingnOl) with slings in which are the wedding presents given by them (see

in figure-36). Now the bride is with them and so they must put up at one house

without going directly to the bridegroom' s house. Then the relatives and friends who

are going to take the bride ceremoniously to the bridegroom's house arrive to greet

and treat the bride and her group with cold drinks and foods.

•
Figure 36. Receiving Wedding Presents a nd Taking Ba mboo Baskets with

Slings in which a re the Wedding Presents

5.2.6 Wedding Rece pt ion

The wedding reception is usually held at the groom's house. If the groom's

family can afford , they give a grand party at night. Even if they are poor, they at least

invite everyone in the village and serve meal at their house.

According to the tradition, on the wedding day, the anima ls to be sacrificed for

the spirit (nat) must be prepared at that house. There are two buffalos for the spirit

(nat) of parents-in-law IMont l'tt., and three buffalos for the mountain spirit il an-
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Htong nat 1'lI CX?;"~' The kinds of animals, for aunts, uncles, and the bride, and for the

wedding, must be according to the predictions made by the spirit medium. Then the

bride and her group must be invited to come to the bridegroom's house or the

wedding place. Before taking her to the wedding place. the host of the house where

she is staying now and her relatives accompanied with her must be given presents

which are usually gong and a nether garment worn by men.

When she goes to the place in front of the bridegroom' s house, she must stay

there. Then the spirit medium begins killing animals to be offered as sacrifice and

offer them to the spirits (na/s). During the time offering is made to the spirits (nals),

the bride, with the help of one woman from the brideg room 's house, must walk up to

the bridegroom' s house, passing along a specially made path with a long bamboo pole

with Hpung-Gamp (plants) on each side. The legend regardin g the bride' s passing

along a path plants from the fann on each side goes tha t in ancient days, men (the

product of celestial beings and human beings) got married with female dragons, and at

that time the bride (the female dragon) had to pass through the plants in the farm, to

use the leaves in rubbing her body to get rid of bad smell, before she got to the

bridegroom ' s place. Thi s belief has become their tradit ion since the time of their

ancient time to this day.

She must be followed by her bridesmaid and the ones who are carrying some

baskets on their back walk . The baskets ar~ special for the wedding and called Ma-pa

laings ItJ l'~~ 1 (made for female with bamboo basket sling) and Kya-pa-Iaing

1CY.lP 1 1'~~ : (made for male with bamboo basket sling) which are also called "nwe-y j"

(oAoS~) and nwe-lar (oAoScoo). In the Ma-pa-Icing called "new-yi" there are two pots, a

sword, a spare, two plates, two spoons, two cups, two blankets, two turbans, two

pieces of cloth, two pieces of lower garment, two pillows, two bed-sheets, and various

kinds of seeds. In the Kya-pa-laing, called "nwe-lar" only one of each item is carried,

and they do not include seeds (see in figure-3?).
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Figure 37. Carrying Two Baskets on Bridesma ids Back

When the bride reached into the house, women who have the most number of

children must make wishes for the couple. And then the bride and groom together

walking meet the groom's mother. She gives the bride a coral necklace or a go ld

necklace as she announces that she considers the bride as her daughter-in-law and

gives the duty of the household (see in figure-38).

Figure 38. Groom's Motber Gives tb e Bride A Coral Neckla ce and Jahpaga

Silver bags and swords with silver scabbards are given by the bride to the

bridegroom with the meaning that he must take care of her life by using this sword in

finding money and in clearing the dangers for them. The meaning of giving the silver

bag is that he must keep her at his side just like this bag. The bridegroom must also

give the bride a gold ring (see in figure-39).
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Figure 39. Silver Bags and Swords are Given by tbe Bride to Bridegroom

and the Bridegroom also Give the Bride a Gold Ring

Gold is incomparably better than any other things. The value of it cannot be

lessened and the co lour will not change even if it is placed in the mud or put it in the

fire. Therefore. the gold ring is a symbol of unchangeable love of the husband for the

wife and it is a sign of the promise that hewill devote his life to the wife and adore her

for the rest of his life .

The silver bag and the sword with silver scabbard must be from the side of the

bridegroom's parents-in-law and so the bridegroom must a lso give them a buffalo and

a basket. Then after leaving the bride in the room specially arranged for her, the

guests must be treated with foods. They lead the bride to her room and then the

wedding feast begins.

In the evening, the bride comes out of the room and makes fire at the stove in

the living room. Then she and her husband fetch the water. They make some boiled

rice together. The bride has to bring some food such as rice or dry fish from her

house. They offer the boiled rice to relatives and guests who wish them good luck in

their life. Outside the house, the guests also enjoy meat and alcoholic drinks. The

meat is from the sacrificial animal they offered to the spirit (see in figure-40).

Figure 40. Hostiog with Traditiooal Meals
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5.2.6 Admooisbiog the Couple and Propitiation for tbe Spirits (nats)

In the eveningor the next day, the elders admonish the newly wedded couple

and pray to the traditional spirits (nats) if they are the commoner clan. If they are

Duwa clan, they must offer to the Madai spirit (nat) because they believe that the

chief only has the opportunity to propitiate it.

If the bride and groom arethe relatives ofa Duwa family, they seat beforethe

sbrioe for Madai spirit (nat); if they were of ordinary clan, they sit before the shrine

of guardian spirit (nat) of the house. In so doing, the things brought by the bride side

are placed in front of the shrine. Then the spirit medium introduces the couple to the

spirit (nat) because the bride is member of the bridegroom's family . In informing the

spirit (nat), he begins how human beings had begun this practice of marrying for

perpetuation of human beings. Nowadays, the priest makes the duty of of spirit

medium (see in figure-4I).

Figure 41. Introducing the Couple to the God

Either the father or the elder brother from the bride side usually admonishes

the couple. The elders sit on the chairs and the couple sits on their knees on the floor.

In front of the couple, a banana leafwith two boiled eggs and liquor or plain tea on it

is placed. The elders sit on the chairs holdinga sword and a spear in their hands. They

give the admonition, bless the couple and eat some parts of eggs and drink some

portion of liquor or plain tea. They leave some eggs and drinks for the couple. After

that the elders give the sword and spear to the couple and again give some good

advices. This program is called by them Wap-Daw-Nang in Zaiwa (Azij language (see

in figure-42).
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Figure 42. Admonisbing tbe Couple from tbe Elders

After this, another program called Htan-Taing-Pyap is continued. This is the

session of paying gift to relatives of parents-in-law with respect to be continued by the

couple. The offerings usually consist of one held of the thigh of a pig (sometimes the

whole pig), woolen bed sheet, a double length nether garment worn by men and

traditional foods.

In the olden days, when they all were worsh ippers of spirit (nat), the bride and

the bridegroom never stayed together as the same room because they believe it was a

shameful act to stay together with husband beginning from the wedd ing day. She slept

with her bridesmaids and friends after three days they sleep together. Nowaday, this

habit has almost disappeared.

After breakfast time, the wedding ceremony comes to the end the next day. As

the relatives and the bridesmaids of the bride have to return home on that day they all

are treated with breakfast. During the meal. the couple must feed each other in the

manner like that of spoon-feeding. The leader of the group who bring the bride to the

groom's house gives good advices to the bride. He usually says that the bride must be

faithful to her husband, follow in the instruction of her husband and be a helpful wife.

Then they say goodbye.

After breakfast. the groom's parents thank the Jang-Htung, the go between,

who has helped them from the beginning till the end. They present the Jang-Htung a

gong with nine hand spans, and silk. lower garments, etc. The bride side also returned

presents. Some food including steamed stick rice, a piece of cooked buffalo's back

leg. and eggs is put in a basket and give it to the guests who are going back to the ir

village . One of the guests who are about to leave must give the host a sword as

present. keeping one of his feet on the fire place. Th is is the meaning that they have
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already made a last farewell to the bride they all had brought here. The host must give

this person a silk nether garment as present. Then the wedding is over.

From that day onwards, the bride must do household duties as a member of the

family. Once the guests have left them. they must cook glutinous rice by means of

stearn to prepare kaung-ye; It usually takes four days to get fermented. The woman.
must stay inside until the drink is ready. When Kaung-ye is ready, the father-in-laws

give her all the possessions they have and the household duties.

Six months or a year after the wedding, the couple visits the wife's parents.

They take some presents. The presents include kaung-ye, alcoholic drinks, eggs,

steamed and pounded glutinous rice dressed with roasted sesame seeds (/chaw-pout),

and the bride price includes the double-length lower garment, and gongs. The wife's

parents give their daughter a blouse with small silver gongs on it, a silver bracelet,

and some necklaces and they also give the son-in-law a silver sword and things he

likes. The presents for the son-in-law represent to encourage their son-in-law's

fighting to the enemies bravely.

When they get a child also, they go to them to parents the gifts with respect;

the gifts are usually glutinous rice, eggs, liquor, khaung-ye, pickled tea leaves, the

meat of a fowl cooked by boiling, a double length nether garment worn by men.

These things are carried by them in a basket with tumpline. If the child is a male one,

the gifts from his grandparents is usually a silver scabbard and a bag with small silver

gongs while for a female one the gifts are necklace, a pair of earring with a screw-on

back piece, bracelet and a nether garment, They make wishes for the child.

Nowadays, most Zaiwa (Azi) nationals are converted into Christianity. The

tradition of communicating with the traditionally believed spirits is not practised

anymore except live in hill side and along the Yunnan border from China. The

wedding is organized in front of the groom's house or at the church (see in figure-43)..
The ministers of the church wed the couple.
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Figure 43. Wedding at the Church

During the wedding, the father of the bride walks his daughter to the groom

(see in figure-44). The minister of the church prays to God for the couple (see in

figure-45).The couple takes an oath before the minister. Someone also gives them

good advice, and the people sing prayer songs together (see in figure-46) . This is how

the Zaiwa (Azi} national is wedded before God taking anoath.
J'

. r

Figure 44. Father and Bride Entering

to the Church

Figure 45. Talking about Marriage
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Figure 46. Praying for the couple

5.2.7 Kinsbip Systems

The extended family or household (Htinggaw). and the clan or major lineage

Mayu-Dama are the most importance in determining one' s relationships. The term

"Mayu-Dama " means the descendants of mother-in-law and the descendants of son

in-law. refers to anyone of the exogamous marriage among the Zaiwa (Azi), and it

traces its descent from one ofthe five main sons of Wa-kyet-Wa . In each clan, descent

is consistently traced by it and it has been sub-divided into two or more sub-clans.

This represents further divisions or segregation within a clan, for which the terms

lineage and sub-lineage were used. In the Zaiwa (Azi) national, there are five major

clans such as the Marip. Maran, Lahtaw, Nhkum and Lahpai, yet there are also other

clans that trace in our ancestry to the sons of Wah-kyet -Wa, rather than to the first

five. It must also be painted out that each clan includes both chie f (Duwa-Laphi) and

commoners (Dum Hpau, Hpukawn, Mahkaw, Myi Shi, Zunwa). In ancient time. a

chief of one clan may have commoner of all clans living in the villages under his

control.

A certain clan belongs to the greatest importance in understanding

relationships and it involves in definite responsibilities and privileges and it is very

powerful factor in Zaiwa (Azi) social relationships. In addition to the clan. the tribe is

another unit of Zaiwa (Azi) social structure. The tenn tribe is used with the simple

connotation of a people who usually occupy the same general territory. commonly

speak the same language, and follow the same way of life.

When two Zaiwa (Azi) national strangers meet together, they first introduce

themselves by asking one's ruling name whether he or she is Laphi, Lahtaw, Maran,

Marip or Nlchum. This is an important social contact with the Zaiwa (Azi) national.

However. in terms of the relation within the tribes, there are only three groups. that
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are based on family system: the first one the lineage of brothers is called in Zaiwa

(Azi) language "Guman" Its members are the descendants of the same ancestor

among the great grandfathers. In other words. if two persons are the descendants of

the same father. no matter that one is the male and the other is the female. they are

silbings by clan (They cannot marry each other and related in brother-in-law"

descent). Secondly the lineage of father-in-law is called in Zaiwa (Azi) language

"Mont." The Zaiwa (Azi) national regard aU the relatives. male or female, of their

mothers, grandmothers and the mother of their grandfather as the members of the

lineage group of mother-in-law. Thirdly the lineage of son-in-law is called in Zaiwa

(Azi) language "Zawmowl.'· All the relatives of a husband who has married the one of

their lineage group of brothers are called the lineage group of son-in-law. The ones

who have married the sister of father or the sister of grandfather are also included in

this lineage group.

Regarding the relationship between the two or three lineage groups, one

peculiar thing is it is not a kind of relation between two families but it is a kind of

relation between the two lineage groups. Thus, there are many customary rules to be

followed by both sides . Most of them pay regard to these rules for the sake of the

unity among the whole society. The person who neglects it is rarely.

Any male Zaiwa (Azi) cannot marry the one from the lineage group of son-in

law. Likewise, a female one must not marry the one from the lineage group of

parents-in-law. Any Zaiwa (Azi) man or woman cannot marry the one among the

lineage group "brother-in-law." It was found that the two lineage groups of son-in-law

and mother-in-law have very close relationship; but the lineage group of son-in-law

have to pay due respect to the lineage group of mother-in-law. It was found that only

a male of "son-in-law" lineage could many to a female of "mother-in-law" lineage. It

is prohib ited a marriage of a male of "mother-in-law" group to a female of "son-in

law" group. Almost all the Zaiwa (Azi) national must know how their family relates to

another family, and who they can marry to. Therefore, it can be said that the system of

marriage of Zaiwa (Azi) national is exogamious family system.

Throughout the history of human race, in every society, there have been

traditional customary rules for their own. forms of family that are to be followed

strictly by all the members. These rules are meant for safeguarding their forms of

families and the kinship system they all have traditionally practiced . Family is a basic
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social institution comprising husband, wife and their children including the ones

adopted,

In Zaiwa (Azi) family, husband is the leader of the family and the most

influential one. As he had given bride price to his parents-in-law for his wife, she now

becomes his one of the "belonging". Thus, in cultivat ion works or breeding business,

husband is a leader and a decision maker. Whil e his wife and children have to pay the

supporting roles. Though a husband takes the advice from a wife for doing something,

he final decision power is in his hand only. But it is also learnt that a husband usual ly

takes an advice more seriously from his brothers. When a leader of a family wants to.
marry off one of his offspring to the one suitable. he first takes advice from his uncles

and them informs his wife the matter. She cannot cancel the advice given by the

uncles of her husband.

In the Zaiwa (Azi) national, we can find that they have very strong family

spirit and linage group spirit. The word Htin-gaw in their language represents the

parents, their offspring and all of their descendants whether they live together with

them or not. A very strong kind of attachment exists among them. Therefore, the word

Htin-gaw plays important role in organizing the whole kinship group to become

united one become it does not refer only to the members of a certain family. Again,

this word Htln-gaw has wider meaning. It may refer to only one family or aUfamilies

in the village or all the villages in the whole region. All the ones who are paying

worship to one common traditional spirit (nal) of paternal side are in fact the

descendants of one father in the days of yore. All these descendants might be called

one kinship group. Therefore, the basic social institution is family and when these

families are combined it becomes one household and again, when these households

are combined they become a kinship group.

They practise the patrilineal kinship system and the main duty of safeguarding

the whole kinship group or the whole ethnic group goes to every male member of the

society. This has been due to the fact that daughters in a family have become the

members of the kinship groups of their husbands when they got married; only the sons

remained to the members of their kinship group. Thus, a son has the duty to maintain
•

the traditions of his father whether he is living in the same residence or not. As son is

the prime factor of maintaining one's lineage, if a man has no son from his first

marriage, he has to marry another one to adopt other person's son. In this way, the

Zaiwa (Azi) national have maintained their lineage through many generations, and so
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if a man is asked to which lineage be belongs to he will reply without hesitation with

details for three to four generations back.

Thei r marriage system is so seriously that they favor more their tradition than

love. They believe that the tradition must continue to exist so that the unity among the

family groups is stronger and then only they will be invincible.

5.3 Fu nera l Ceremony of Zaiwa (Azi) National

Almo st all the Zaiwa (Azi) national said before the Zaiwa (Az;) national

become the Christian. they believe the spirit that has departed from the dead person

has to go and so it must be sent to the place where the spirits of their ancestors are

living. They regard this as their prime duty. If they fail to do so. they believe that the

spirit may come and give them troubles.

When a person dies, to make it known to the neighbors, they fire gun-shots for

three consecutive times. Then they have to beat a big gong in a specia l way that is

customarily accepted to inform them there is a funera l case. On hearing the news, the

relatives in far away areas come to the place bringing buffalo, bull, chicken, pig and

other provi sions with them.

5.3.1 Offer ing to the Gua rdian Spirit (lIat)

When a person dies, they must ask the spirits (nat) to leave the house for a

while. The reason for doing this is not to let these spirits (nat) see the dead body.

Some said this practice has come from the belief that spirits (nat) might be flushed

with embarrassment because they could not save his life. They wrap up all the things

kept for the spirits (nat) at the shr ine with 'leaves. It put in a bamboo basket and it is

hung in a tree outside the house. Before the funeral ceremony has come to an end, if

there are occurs some matte r, they must offer to the spirits (nat) , they do it only there,

outside of the house.

5.3.2 Washing the Body

Almost all the Zaiwa (Azi) national said funeral ceremony is connected with

not only social matter but also a religious one. With sympathy in their bereavement,

friends and relatives wash the body of the deceased; make decoration and necessary

preparation for the funera l ceremony, They have the custom of fetching new to be

used for washing the dead body and for the spirit medium. In fetching the water, the
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spirit medium must lead the group, the players of gong, cymbals and drums. On

arrival at the stream, he must say;

"May water f rom the river known as the Mung Shaung and Mung

Nawngflow up-stream here."

The ones who are going to fetch water from the stream must hold two bamboo

tubes in one hand each and walk up to the stream and retreat for three times. Only at

the fourth time of thei r approaching, they must take the water with bamboo tubes but

with left hand followi ng the current and right hand moving against the current. The

reason is that in washing the dead body, the left hand of the deceased must be used in

washing its face. The reason assigned is that in life the deceased used his right hand in

eating his food; some acts are perfo rmed for the dead in a manner exactly the opposite

to that followed in life, for reasons which appear to have been lost in the mists of the

past.

After the spirit medium has told the dead one that he or she has already dead

and so on, the corpse is transferred to the room where there is the shrine for spirits

(nats). When it is there, by the support of the helpers, the dead bodyis kepton a piece

of cloth in sitting position. Then the face is washed with the water from the bamboo

tube or from the gong.

5.3.3 Prcparating Dead Body

After that the deceased' s hands and legs are washed and its hairs are combed.

Then , wearing him with good dresses, his or her personal belongings are kept on the

body and in the hands. If the dead person is a male one and a grown-up, when sword,

lance, bag, bow, gun etc. are kept on his body, these things must be upside down,

unlike the things of a living one. Besides, betel box, pin, cotton string, comb etc. are

kept in the bamboo basket which he had carried during the time he was alive. But this

basket must be kept beside him . If the dead one is a child, there must be toys beside

the corpse. Then, a coin, usually a twenty-five-pya coin or fifty-pya coin, is kept into

the mouth, as a fee for passing into the new world.

The dead person is shown to his great grandfathers and grandfathers in this

position . The position of the corpse is changed so that the guests can see the face weIl

(see in figure-47). The toes and thumbs of the corpse are tied with cotton strings. If

the dead person is the head of the family, the corpse is kept right under the ridge of

the roof; his personal belongings are kept hanging with a rope nearhim. Theybelieve
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that his spirit becomes the guardian spirit (na/) of the house until it is taken to the

spiritual world of his great grandfathers. During this time, the spirit of the dead one is

given foods made with salt and pepper.

.-...

--
I
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Figure 47. Preparation of the Corpse

5.3.4 Plead with Great Grandfathers' Spirit

After the spirits (nals) have been informed to leave the house. the spirit

medium must plead with the spirit of the grandparents for giving protection to his

spirit . In informing the spirit of the great grandfather, the spirit medium must beat the

gong with his left hand and tell him:

..You have already passed /0 the spiritual world and now your great

grandchild is also fo llowing you; please you come yourself to bring

him /0 the sp iritual world ofyours."

At the end of these words, he must beat the gong with a new striker and repeat

it for several times. In dealing with the dead one, when they have to use the hand in

beating the gong or something. they use only left hand. But, depending on the sex and

the age of the dead one. procedures vary. If the dead person is a woman. the shaman

does not inform her death to her great grandfather but only her husband (if he is

already dead) and his great grandfather. Gong is used for age-old people only and it is

never used for young persons. After informing the great grandfather in this way. he

must inform the grandfather and then the father of the dead one, one by one. In

forming the spirit of the dead one their wish. the spirit medium must continue like

this:

" To save your life, we all have tried with every effort, including making

offering to the sp irits (nats) on behalfofyou; yet all were in vain, and
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you have died just like your great grandfather, grandfather and your

father; so you must now go to them."

In telling the dead one these words, the shaman does not use his fonner name

but only the word "spirit" to refer him. This shows that they believe the dead person

has nowbecome a spirit and he or she is no longer a member of the living society.

5.3.5 Preparation for Disposal

At that time, friends and relatives of the deceased engaged in making a coffin.

A bamboo grove is set up bamboo poles with all the leaves in the holes situated in

front of the house. Before building a bamboo grove. they inform to their grate grand

fathers' spirit for the dead person as traditional spirit (nat) and they has to be

sacrificed with buffalo or bull killed. It looks like an original bamboo grove with its

narrow base and spread out top portion , the shape of a wedge. The clothes of the dead

one are kept hanging from the bamboo poles of this "bamboo grove" . These bamboo

poles are used in buildi ng a tent after burying the dead person .

The coffin is roughly fashioned out of the bole of a tree. If it is for a Duwa the

tree is the cedar ILatsai (C\)'~); otherwise the cotton or other availab le tree is used. To

cut down the tree, they usually sacrifice the guardian spirit (nat) of the tree with a

fowl killed at the foot of the tree for permission. To make a coffin out it, it is carved

and for the lid it is cut into a layer about six inches. To beaut ify a coffin. redcolour is

usually used with enamel paint or red ochre. The coffin is kept near the bamboo grove

until the corpse is kept inside it.

In choosing a place for burying, one of them puts an egg on his palm and ask

for the guardian spirit (naIl's will where it is placed; he threw it away at random. If

the egg broke at the place where it fell. they took it as the burial ground for the corpse.

If the egg remained intact, they continued the finding unti l they got the proper place.

in the same manner.

In digging the ground to bury the corpse, the Mayu kinship group of the dead

person (the relatives of his wife) must begin the work. Before the digging started, a

fowl was killed to offer to the guardian spirit due to permission . After that the diggers

cooked it and had it. For ordinary people or class. the hole must have just three feet

depth while for Duwa and his relatives, the depth was usually about four to five feet,

and there were timber planks below it.
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5.3.6 Offering to the Spirit of Great Gra ndfather of the Dead Perso n

In the evening of two days later, the family members sacrificed the spirits of

the great grandfather and grandfather of the dead person with an animal to take away

the spirit of the dead one with them. A fowl is usually used in this case by dividing it

into four parts. One part which is consists only the head is offered to the spirit of the

dead person while the rest three are given to the grea t grandfather, grandfather and

father of the dead person. But these three parts of the dead fowl are not alone to be

offered; they are given togeth er with liquor and khaung-ye.

5.3.7 Funeral Dan ce

On the day of offering of this sacrifice, in the evening, they perform a small

dancing ceremony. The spirit medium has to inform the spirit of the dead person that

they are go ing to do that. After that, they begin to play the gong and the drum with

long neck hung from the bamboo poles of the "bamboo grove" . The dancing session

is begunby the two dancing leaders, each holding a lance.

One of these two men represents the family and the other is for the dead

person. There is a difference between the appearances of these two lances: the one

held by the dancing leader that represents the family is decorated with strands of pink

wool and tassels while the other one is not neat ly made and it is held upside down .

Men and children must follow the two leaders from the fire-place to the place where

the coffin is kept. They all have to move there dancing, and slowly. But when they get

near it, they return to the fire-place in the same manner, dancing. In this way, they

make this going and coming back for three times. Only after that, they go outside and

dance around the "bamboo grove".

The group performs several dancing design s depicted every activity they have

made from the time of death up to the present. The final pattern is to depict the picture

of how they have set up bamboo poles with original leaves to create an imitated

"bamboo grove" . Th is dancing is just the introducti on for the dead ceremony and it is

ca lled "Indaung-khran" /~eG31am3 ; .

5.3.8 Burial

The grave is a circular plot of land which is completely cleared of vegetation .

The dead person is buried in the center of this spot, and at the fina l ceremony a ditch

is dug around the grave. It is in the digging of this ditch tha t the dead of the relatives
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must be used . The depth of the ditch is determined by the influence or importance of

the deceased: the more important the deeper. Over the spot where the body is buried;

earth is raised into a mound about one foot high. exactly as in the Conn of a Christian

grave.

In the case of lay men. there is upraised over the grave a huge structure with a

frame of bamboos and it is covered with thatch made (it procurable) of the leaves of

the Sumbwi (fJ;''O~) cane to protect weather condition and resembling a bee-hive . In

the case of a chief (Duwa), the form of structure is that of a building with a tiered roof

(pja-tha I@=~).

There are two kinds of the graveyard; one is for ordinary death and another for

violent death. In the olden day. some of them bury the corpse while the others cremate

it. Generally, they bury a corpse if he or she had good health and many children

before the death. But if it is the corpse of a person who died a violent death, or who is

pregnant or who is a bachelor or a spinster, they cremate it at a place where no fire

wood or leaves collector goes. But one peculiar thing is they bury the coffin of a

person who was seized with epilepsy in vertical position. in a deep hole. Then it is

also covered with a broken pieceof a glazed earthenjar.

The funeral ceremony usually takes place on the fourth or sixth or eighth day.

A violent death is taken out of the house and the main front door of the house is never

used; it is taken out through the hole made in the wall of bamboo matting (see in

figure-48). Along the way of the funeral procession, two men must walk just beside

the coffin and hold one sword each. the edge of which has been sharpened well. These

two men must wave their swords in the air just like cutting it from time to time. The

reason for such as acting is to protect the spirits of the living persons from following

or from being forced to follow. Thus. they have to make gun-shots and play gong for

threatening away of spirits. To threaten away spirits, the opposite sex of the dead

personis usually assigned to do that duty.
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Figure 48. Taking Out of the Door of Dead Person

Before the coffin is put into the hole, the family members of the dead person

have the fina l chance of looking at the corpse. Then it is put into the ground and all

the people fill the hole with lumps of earth to bury it. A stone pillar is set up near the

mound, in the direction of the head of the dead body.

When all are abou t to return home from the graveyard, everyone takes the

branches or leaves from nearly plants and bushes to strike oneself with an intention 10

threaten away some spirits that might cl ing 10 one . While striking, everyone must say

aga in and again:

"Let me not come here next time" .

This is just the end of the first part of their funera l ceremony. Now, when the

corpse has been buried, the dancing program continued . All people dance in correct

liming of the three gongs making the traditi onal patterns of movemenl that are

specially made for the purpose. Every dancing pattern has its own meaning and there

are altogether aboul 37 kinds. They depici the pictures of how Zaiwa (Azi} national

have struggled for thei r life, where they live and what they eat etc. In describing their

dai ly life in derail, there is a particular dancing pattern for every aspect of their life

such as slashing and burning wood to make a cultivation plot, planting and reaping

crops, spinning and dressing cotton, weaving etc. The dancing performed from the

burial day of the corpse to the final day of the funeral ceremony is called Gabon-don /

o~~ .

The movements in these dances are so genlle thai it is said the funeral dance

are the most attractive and beautiful among all the Zaiwa (Azi) dances. Though

genera lly these dances are meanl for young ones, everyone, young or old, male or

female never hes itate 10 lake part in the group. As there are two leaders who are
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experts in this, others have to follow his changing from time to time. The duration of

this dancing program is usually from four to five days and so the ground is ever filled

with villagers far and near. Dancing program begins in the evening and ends the next

day when the sun appears. All the guests are treated with khaung-ye the whole night.

Then the head of the family members must give the personal things of the deceased to

the guests and relat ives to keep them in remembrance of the dead one .

5.3.9 Cutting the Relation of the Spirit and the Corpse

The second part of the Zaiwa (Azi) national funeral ceremony is devoted to

cutting the relation between the dead one and the living group. hiding the corpse

(Man-ma-khoi) and sending the spirit of the dead person back to the spiritual world.

Though the corpse is now already buried, the spirit is still being paid homage

in the house. The reason is that they traditionally believe that spirit is still lingering

near the corpse and it is necessary to cut the relation of the spirit and the corpse. It is

their duty to send this spirit back to the spiritual world of his or her great grandfathers.

These two duties are regarded by them as the most important ones for them. Only

after these activities, Zaiwa (Azi) funeral ceremony can be conclu ded.

The second part of the funeral ceremony begins in the morning after funeral

ceremony. A pig is killed to be sacrificed to the guardian spirit for permission. Then

the dancing is perfonned in the house. During that time, some go to the "bamboo

grove" in front of the house to dismantle it and carry the bamboo poles to the burial

mound. And they build a tent with them over the burial mound. This building of a tent

over the mound is meant to live the dead person in there, to protect to the deceased's

spirit from rain and to give him happy. This is called by them Guat-pa-dmmd /

Q~oQ31~ .

When the tent is completed, they keep several household goods and the

pictures of animals along with the models of the sun and the moon, hanging from its

posts (see in figure-49). The reason for keeping these models of the sun and the moon

is said to be their wish for the spirit of the dead one to have sun light at daytime and

moon light at night time.

To cut off the relation between the spirit of the deceased person and the living,

the spirit medium has his own tactics; he keeps a seed of the grain called Shin-myan
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Figure 49. Tbe Pictures of Animal Along with the Models of

SUD and Moon on Graveyard

I \\lEj, in the bamboo clappers, and bum it with fire until half of it breaks away to fall

to the ground; he then picks up the bumt half of the seed and gives it to the spirit to

plant; he teUs him:

"Ifhe can gro w a plant with that seed. he can come back to the living

world. 1/he cannot do it. he must stay in the spiritual world f orever.

This in faci is /0 terminate the relation between the spirit and the

family members.

5.3.10 Hiding the Corpse

Then trenches are dug around the tent because the spirit of the dead person

differs from the world and it is not needed for him or her to come hear them. As soon

as the digging of the trenches is complete, six dancers without upper garments whose

bodies are smeared with soot make dancing movements by threatening the spirit

away. This is meant to prevent the spirit from coming and giving troubles to them.

and it is called Kyin-kyaing-kyaing I CT.ij~:o:\lL~:o:\ll~:'" Then the door of the tent over

the burial mound is closed four times and the funeral ceremony is conc luded then and

there . This is the end of the program of hiding the corpse.

Just like the first time, the men and women who built a tent have to strike

themselves with branches and leaves to threaten away the spirits that might have

clung to their bodies. On their way back home, they have to pass through the plants

grown on the land. When they get home. they have to be spread with water by

someone wait ing at home to threaten away the spirits.
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Then a bull is killed somewhere in the west of the village and it is cooked to

be offered to the vill age spirit (nat) to permit dancing. During that time, the two

villagers dressed like comedians perform humorous and amusing to entertain the

family members as well as the villagers, in front of the house of the family members..
The reason is that they comfort to the family members afthe deceased.

At sun-set, the final session of dancing programs is begun in front of that

house. The number of members in this dancing group is eight. including the two

dancing leaders. But there leaders are now not holding lances in their hands like the

first time. During that time, other people are filling the holes in the ground with earth

where forme rly the bamboo posts of the "bamboo grove" were set up.

5.3.11 Sending of the Dead Person's Spirit to the Spiritual World

First, the spirit medium destroys the temporary shrine for the spirit of the

deceased person made in the house. The wood and bamboo used in building the shrine

are taken by a group of people to the graveyard to be disowned there. The next day,

villagers go to the tent built over the burial mound to take the household goods

formerly hung there. Then a man must throw a nether gannent of the deceased person

onto the mound whole. and another person must take it back and hand it over to

another person. Th is giving and taking back process of the nether garment goes four

time s before finally they return home. But on their way back home, all along it, they

must spread the rice powder. This is meant to show the way clearly to the spirits who

are fond of the recently dead one. Only after these, the spirit medium begins his final

work of sending the spirit to the spiritual world. Then, the spirit medium verbally

issues an order for the deceased one in announcing the term ination of the relation

between the spirit and the living members of the family as well as the whole village.

He also tells him:

" You precede thejourney to the spiritual world ofhis great grandfather".

This process of sending the spiri t to the spiritual world takes the whole night

time and hence it comes to an end only the next day when the sun-light appears. It is

said that there are altogether ten ways that lead to the spiritual world.

l . The way to be used for the deceased person who was killed by

something that had a pointed end;

2. The way used for the dead person who died because of falling to the

ground;
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3. The way to be used for the dead one who was killed by a weapon such

as gun, sword etc.;

4 . The way used for the one who was drowned to death;

5. The way used for the one who was pressed to death under a tree or

something of the sort;

6. The way used for the one who died ofabortion;

7. The way used for the woman who died during the confinement period;

8. The way used for the one who wasburnt to death;.
9. The way used for the one who was murdered ;

10. The way used for the one who died because of old age;

As the case of death mentioned above differ from one ano ther, the worlds they

are entitled to live in also differ from one another. For example, in sending the spirit

of a Zaiwa (Azj) national who died in china, the spirit medium has to say:

" YO Ii have no more luck to slay in this world; you have carried out all

your duty in your previous life and so cut offyour attachment to your

parents and relatives; I will showyou the way and the place where you

must stay,' keep your eyes open and strain your ears, I will send you to

a paradisefull ofbliss where you grandparents are living; take heed of

my words."

But this is only his introduction; he carries on to say the way he must take to

get there, in detail.

"Big son, if you leave Yunan in China and pass Tarhaw Stream and

cross over Yinswe Mountain you will get to the mountain pass called

Lon-chaln-chet that is the meeting point of Monlibwum in Myanmar

and China-Myanmar border area. From there you will get to Bumwa,

and then Mon-jan-chet which is the junction point off our ways, and

then Sadon, Wuzechetthat is in the south."

And, spirit medium said him how to go to grandfather 's said:

Now, your legs might be stiff an~ so, to get to your grandfather 's

place, to be able to continue yourjourney from Wuzechet, make leaves

your wings and make branches oftrees your walking slicks and then

ride clouds. When you get to Gyi-bwe and then Gyi-hi, you must cross

the Maykha River to meet your grandmother weeding in the farm land

at the place which is in the upper reached of thejunction point of nine
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branch lines of the roads. You wil~ find your grandfather fi shing at a

place where there are nine dams. When you gel to them. they will be

glad and hug yo u on their backs /0 go to the place which is a paradise

and it is ever blissful. ..

To thi s day, spirit medium are directing the spirits to get to the paradises us ing

these kinds of phraseology. They believe if a spirit is neglected and not directed in

this way to get to his paradise, it will wander all over the region after becoming a

ghost. Thi s directing of a spirit takes the whole night-time and so it is concluded only

in the next morning.

It shows they have tradi tional belief that the spirit as well as the dead body of

a decea sed person must be removed from the living world. But even afte r directing by

spirit medium. a spirit sometimes comes back because he or she has died a violent

death. In such a situation, that spirit is given a shrine at home as the guardian spirit

(nat) of the house. In this way, the number of traditional spirits (nats) is ever

increasing.

5.3.12 Plead Guardian Spirit (nat) for Coming Back

After clearing off the spirit as well as the corpse, the house is washed with

perfume and the family members and guests are also spread with it. In the house, fate

spirit (Kyamar nat) was sacrificed with a fowl because sometimes someone whose

spirit follow to the spirit of the deceased person so that the spirit medium must call it

back in the same way, using the same text and phraseology. In directing such a sprit to
•

come back, the journey is the reverse course of the spirit of the dead one. After all

these, all the relatives and friends pray for good dreams regarding the deceased

person. After that the traditional spirit (nat) formerly living in the shrine of the house

pleads for coming back. It is also offered a fowl. There is a small ritua l to offer foods

to the spirit (nat) to sing the praises of them.

But a funeral ceremony depends upon the weather as well as the economic

situation of the family; if it occurs during the cultivation season. it is postponed until

rain is gone. In the same way, if the family has no enough money to celebrate funeral

it only takes two-day. It is done to be complete with a small number of relatives. The

spirit of the deceased is not transferred to the grandparents; the corpse is washed and

taken into the coffin afte r offering a fowl or a pig. Then the spirit medium takes it to

the cemetery and builds a tent over the burial mound. These spirits have been never
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invited when their grandchildren die. The spirit of the deceased person is regarded as

one of the family members. His or her personal belongings are kept hanging in the

room where he or she died. Foods are also given daily to the spirit. But when the

food s are d isowned, ch ildren must abstain from eating it because they wony the spirit

d isturbs to the children. On ly adults can have it.

If a member ofa poor family dies at a place outs ide the village compound, and

if it is not far away from the village, it is carried back to his house. If the place of

death is at a far-off spot. the corpse is buried there. But in such a case. the personal

belongings of the deceased person such as sword, bag etc. must be brought back

home. Ifhe has no sword or bag, one thing must be brought back instead of that. At

home. the thing must be kept along with a sword as his personal belon ging. Then the

spirit medium is invited to the house to carry on the duti es.

5.3.13 FuneralofCbristians

Among the Zaiwa (Azi) national Christians, in a case of funeral ceremony. it is

found that there is a mix of the ir former traditional practices and the new Christian

ones. According to Christian belief, when a person dies. the spirit goes up to the

heaven. When it is informed to the church that a Christian has died. the priest or some

leader of it comes to the house of the family and he prays for the deceased to be

accepted by God and to be given a place in the heaven for him or her (see in figure

50).

Figure SO. Praying (or tbe Deceased in tbe House

Other rituals are done under the sponsorship of the church leaders. Washing

the dead body, wearing it with clean clothes, preparing the place for the corpse are

carried out by the young members of the church and the relatives from paternal side.
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Guests are served with food and they make contributions in return for the expe nse.

The priest a lso makes a contribution on beha lfof the church.

Before they go to the ceme tery they go to the church for prayer. The reason for

taking the corpse first to the church is to create an occasion on wh ich others can have

remorse. After that sing ing by choir, sermon by the priest, narration of the biography

of the deceased, thanking etc were done. Then they proceed to the cemetery where

before the corpse is buried. the priest prays for the deceased to be accepted by God

(see in figure-51).

Figure 51. Praying for the Deceased in Cemet ery

Once again, when they are back at home. prayers are done for three days

continuously in the evening, for the spirit to be ab le to be in peace at the heaven.

From the beginning to the end, all these rituals of the funeral ceremony are done

under the guidance of the priest. The grave digger has to be given a certain amount of

money fixed by him also. There are sometimes memorial services on the exact date of

afte r one month or one year. Generally. after making prayers for three consecutive

nights at home. forma l rituals of a funeral ceremony are regarded complete. The

guests are served with rice and curries that are prepared with buffalo, bull, pig,

chicken etc.

5.4 House Wanning Ceremony

Housewarming ceremonies are also important soc ial functi ons for Zaiwa (Azi)

nat ional. Some peo ple give the house warming party as soon as they have built a new

house and some postpone the party for a year or so. Usually, the ceremonies are given

in March or April.

In ancient times, house warming ceremonies are usually given on the date

chosen by spirit-medium. The spirit-medium also suggests which one among fire,

pots, stove, and bunks must be taken into the house. First, the elders of the village
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enter into the house and take the seats prepared for them. Then, the husband of the

household, fully dressed and carrying the sword and bags, and the wife carrying the

pots, rice. salt, and other necessary items on her back, enter into the house. The

lighted torches they used at the old house must also be moved to their new house.

Their children carry other items. When they arrive at the doo r, they stop to answer the

questions asked by the elders in the house. The questions and answers are:

..Why are you here?"

"I'm here to live in my new house ."

..What are the things with you?"

..Jhave come with lots ofgold. silver. and many other things."

"All right , then. Come in ."

When they are given the permission by the elders, the wife goes to the kitchen

and, with the lighted torch they have brought. make fire at the new place. Then she

starts cooking the first meal at the new house.

The guests also bring food and pr~sents for the family. The members of the

lineage of son-in-law of the man bring valuable presents. The wife 's parents also give

the family what they have been keeping for them since she got married.

Trad itionally. Zaiwa (Azi) national do not live in a new house without giving a

housewanning party. They at least give a small party before they live at the new

house. The people of ordinary famil y make offerings to their ancestors, (but e.g the

Duwa makes offe rings to the sky spirit (nat). The spirit-medium talk about the house

warmin g ceremony. give good advices and make good wishes for the family.

Anyone, young or old , man or woman, can attend the party. All the guests are

served as the family can afford. Rich families celebrate house warm ing Manau

festival where only men dance to commemorate happy life. Ten to twenty men dance

holdi ng sticks in their right hands. They touch the floor with the end of the stick when

~~d~t~~t.~~ro~~rou~~ li~ngroom.Thefi~~~lds

a stick has small hook s where the guests can place their presents. The sticks are about

three cubits and one hand span long. They sing the songs dep icting the life of their

ancestors, who lived in forests. lived on garden ing or hunting, and how they fetched

the wood and bamboos from the forest. how they brought them to the place where

they built their houses and how they built their houses. They dance sometimes in a

circle and sometimes in a line. The meaning for performing these styles of danc ing is

to depict thei r life. The dance is so amusing and so encouraging.
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Although Zaiwa (Azi) national are conve rted into Christianity, the tradi tional

house warming ceremonies are still alive. However. the role of spirit medium is

replaced with the ministers of the churches to bless the family. A house wanning

party is also an occasion for the elders to discuss about their relatives, the ir children's

marriages, and the people exchange the presents.

At the party. they can sort out remaining Japhaga issues. The Japhaga that the

lineage of son-in-law has to give or the Japhaga that the family owes to the lineage of

parents-in-law are also given on that day . If there is a single woman in the family, a

man from the lineage of son-in-law can propose the marriage or the engagement with

the Japhaga. Exchanging Japhaga at the house warming cremony can strengthen the

relati onship among the relatives. The guests prese nt the household items such as food,

kitchenware, furniture, clothes, etc. in order to suppo rt the fam ily at their new house.

5.5 Christmas Festival

Most Zaiwa (Azi) national said that they believe spirit-worship but they was

converted into Christian ity around 1882, and celebrates Christmas day on 25

December every year. Concerning the Christmas festival, an older Christian said :

"According to the Bible, God created light and darkness, water, earth, air, living

creatures and non-living things. When he had completed the creation ofthe universe,

he created a man and a woman that were the last creation ofHim ''.

God's creation of the man and the woman was to rule the universe with

eve rything in it, and to produce generation of human beings. God also laid down the

Ten Commandments for people to abide by. As the populat ion of human being

increased, people started to behave against the commandments. God caused the flood

on earth in order to purify the human, and on ly those who were obedient to him

survived. However, God knew that there was no-one who was abso lutely flawless.

Out of compassion and love, he sent his son; Jesus will be forgiven by God . The

message also said that anyone who follows the Bible, the teaching of Jesus, will feel

safe for the time afte r death and are guaranteed to go to heaven.

Jesus Christ was born to Mother Mary in Berlin. He delivered the message of

salvation, and his words were recorded in the Bible. God (Jesus Chr ist) was the Lord

of Peace and for the joyous occasion of the day he was born , peop le celebrate

Christmas day in order to welcome his coming to the human world.
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Figure 52. Celebra ting C hris tmas Festival and Reading the Bible from Priests

Every Christian celebrates Christmas day on 25 December (see in figure-52).

Christians decorate to the church and their houses with beautiful pictures, Christmas

wishes. and Christmas trees. They invite friends. neighbors and relatives to their

house where they host the guests. People exchange presents on the occas ion.

Christmas celebrations are also organ ized in churches. The ministers and priests read

the Bible and make good wishes for people. People sing religious songs, greet one

another cheerfully. and read the Bible together (see in figure-53). They also make

some contributions to the church and exchange presents. People enjoy the food

together.

Figure 53. Reading the Bible

On the Christmas night, they have ceremonies where they perform traditional

dance and music. This is a kind of gathering of friends and an event where people

make new friends. It is related to soc ial affairs. Regan:1ing th is case, a 50-year-old

mother said:

"/ expect my daughter to find life-partner on Christmas festival",

Moreover, it is also considered as a soc ial event where people in the same or

different nationalities build up and strengthen unity. Christmas celebrations are
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enjoyed by people of other religions. December is the month when people spend their

evening donation. singing religious songs about the birth of Jesus and his salvation

(see in figure-54). Youths send out Christmas cards to their friends ' houses where

they visit and bring the blessing of God through songs and good wishes. People

happily contribute some money to the groups, and also offer food to them (see in

figure-55).

Figure 54. Donation and Singing Religious Songs in Cbristmas Festival

Figure 55. Entertaining with a Meal at the Christmas Festiva l

5.6 New Year Festival (Zan Hto; POI)

The majority Zaiwa (Azi) national hold New Year festival in February. Olden

days. before the date comes. the spirit medium has to offer the traditional spirit (nat)

with foods . They have to prepare liquor and Ichaung-ye in advance for the festival day.

For spirit (nat) and elderly men of the village, liquor has to be kept in pots and bury

them underground for six months or one year.

The fish or the meat to be offered to the spirit (nat) must have no blemish or

flaw. When the New Year festival day is approach ing. every house prepares a kind of
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snack called khaw-poke, noodle and chicken. pig. duck for that day. Some yo ung men

and women catch fish in stream s and rivers. and collect several kinds of flower for

decoration. On the festival day, after offering to the traditional spirits (nats) the

villagers happily eat the foods they have collected for that day.

On New Year day. they have to ask for pardon from those whom they had

insulted and again they have to forgive guilt. Another lovely custom is they rid of

deb ts with kindness on this day. Those who are Christian and worship spirits (nars) is

an occasion to ask blessing from spirits (no/s) and God for better and happy future on

this day (see in figure-56).

Figure 56. Praying Bible in the New Yea r Eve

5.7 Traditional Ceremony of Eating the First Crop (Gu Si/( Zaw Poi)

One of the ceremonies that Zaiwa (AzI) national still enjoy is eating the first

crop (Gu Sit YAw POI). The feasts usually fall in October and November every year.

All the Zaiwa (Azi) nationals in the village organize the feast . The majority believes

that the food they have now is given by the sun spirit (na/) called Mahtum-Mahra /

QcqQCXY.t. and therefore. they show the ir thanks to the sun spirit (na/) by making
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offerings at the feast before they eat the food. An older Zaiwa (Azl) national said their

trad itional oral history:

"When human beings began on earth. the rice eaten was god It was

only grown in the celestial realm called Mahtum-Mahta. The rice

available on earth at that time was not really eatable. Theref ore,

people askedfor Mahtum-Mahra god The god gave them rice (husked

paddy) fo r people, but it cannot be grown. The people of that lime

often suffer starvation. Finally, the god gave them the paddy that the

people can grow. The sun god gave the people the paddy with the grain

in the shape of the tail of a horse and the plant of its leg. But a

chameleon's curse transformed the grain in the size oj its sole and the

plant of its tail. However, since then. people have been making yearly

offerings to their Mahtum-Mahta god when they when they harvest.

Later, they also celebrate the harvestfeast ".

All the people clean the entire village before the feast . The streets in the

village and the roads connecting with other villages or with the farms must be

cleaned. The reason is that they propitiate traditional also spirits especially village,

rivers, streams, forests and mountains on that day. Some rice grain for the feast is kept

at the chiefs house. People gather meat , fish, liquors and khaung-ye. They also gather

leaves, wood , bamboos, and buil d a pavilion.

On the day of the harvest feast, eve ry fami ly brings their farm products such

as rice, cucumbers, corns, and other kind s of vegetables and fruit (see in figure-57 ).

The spirit-medium leads the offering to the tradit ionally worshipped spirits (nals): the

guardian spirit (nat) of the village, rivers, streams, forests and mountains . People are

happy to get their harvest, and they are thankful to the spirit (nat) who protect them

from dangers and who help them grow the paddy. As a token of thei r thanks to the

spirit (nat) they make this offering.
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Figure 57. Bringing Fann Products to the Church

Afte r sacrificial offerings to the Mahtum -Mahta, they cook the food and eat

together. The elders, while eating, discuss about the fann ing they had in previous year

and the one that they will have coming year. They make plans for the fann ing. They

discuss where they make a new farm, who will work on a part icular farm, and when

they will start fanning.

Therefore , the harvest feast is not only organized for spiritual purpose, but it is

also a kind ofmeeting where the leaders plan for the future of the ir tribes.

Nowaday, most Zaiwa (Azi) nationals have become Christians and they

propitiate Mahlum -Mahto spirit (not) at the church. One day before the feast,

everyone brings their products - rice, corns, cucumbers, taro-roots, bananas,

grapefruits, gourds, aubergines (eggplants), pumpkins. etc. - to the church. They also

clean and decorate the church in and out. They prepare the food for the guests.

On the day of the feast, they offer all kinds of their products to God because

they are Christians . They believe that food is given to man by God. Therefore, they

promise that they would always have faith in God and pray for luck and protection.

Then the sermon is given and they sing the prayer songs (see in figure-58). After the

prayer, the feast began . Harvest feast is in fact traditional which has a long history . It

can bring about friendship among the members. It is also unity among Zaiwa (Azl)

national. Therefore, trad itional ceremony of eat ing the first crop (Gu Sit Zaw Poi)

considered as a soc ial event where people in the same or different national ities build

up and strengthen unity, enjoyed by people ofother religions (see in figure-59).
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Figure 58. The Ministers Read the Bible and Make Good Wishes for People

in Eating the First Crops Ceremony

Figure 59. Celebration in Eating the First Crops
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CHAPTER(6)

DISCUSSION

In this chapter. findings, relating to objectives of the study and research

theories were presented.

6.1 Anthropological Perspectives on Differences between Ritual and Ceremony

As Beals and Hoijer said in Literature (1965), Zaiwa (Azi) national have

public celebrations and individual celebrations. Manau festival is a ceremony that is

publicly celebrated, and they are fanned with religious acts such as praying, singing

sacred songs, dancing to the gods, and making sacrifices. There are also rituals

belonging to the Manau festival ceremony such as choosing a place for the ceremony.

making offe rings to the guardian spirit of the earth when they look for a tree to make

Manau pole and Manau drum . There are also other rituals such as offerings to the

family spirit (nat), invit ing Modo; spirit (nat) to bless at the Manau festival, offering

pork, alcohol drinks and Khoung-ye to Madel spirit (nat) and his wife, making

offerings to the sun- spirit (nat) and the moon- spirit (nat), dancing at the beginning of

the ceremony where the dance is led by the host family and two leaders, and dance

performances of the relatives of the host family. In Manau ceremonies, people

sometimes listen to the history of Zajwa (Azi) national and watch the plays with the

songs as their historical background. It seems that Zaiwa (Azi) national want to know

people of other tribes and their younger generations about their history. At Christmas,

they have some religious function s such as singing prayer songs and listening to the

talks on the Bible. These scholars state that rituals are only in connection with

religious acts, but the ceremonies of Zaiwa (Azi) national in Waingmaw and

Warshaung Village are not only related to religious acts, but also to economic, social

and political situations.

It was mentioned that in the marriages and funerals that are the individual life

crises, rite of passage of Zaiwa (Azi) national belongs to the entire community, and

the harvest ceremony is the celebrations where people make offerings to Mahta

mahtar spirit (nat) and other farm-related spirit (nat) that bless the people with good

harvest. Present study does not reveal the combination of rites of intensification and

rite of passage.
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6.2 Anthropological Perspectives on Rit uals

Bawn (1990) Islam et al. (2006) and Haviland et al. (2011), in Literature,

stated that Manau festivals, harvest festivals, and Christmas celebrations can

strengthen the unity of all Kachin tribes. including Zaiwa (Azi) national, since people

meet and work together at these festivals. The festivals are not only meant for ritual

and ceremonial purposes. but also to meet and to make friends. These festivals are, in

a way. meetings of the members of the tribe. They discuss different matters when they

meet. From the above, it is found that ritual is a vital factor for unity between the

members of its society.

6.3 Types of Rilual

R L. Stein and P L. Stein (2011) said that public ritual involves the

manipulation of religious symbols such as prayers, offerings, and readings of sacred

literature. The scholars explain rituals concerning with seasonal festivals and

ceremonies that are celebrated for a particular need of an individual or a community.

The former sort of festivals is called prescriptive rituals and the other one is called

rituals.

Another ways of describing rituals is to identify them as being performed on a

regular basis as part of a religious calendar or being performed when a particular need

crises. such as a marriage or a death. The former are called periodic rituals or

calendrical rituals; the latter are called occasional rituals. An example of a periodic

ritual is Diwali, the Festival of Lights, one of the most important festivals in India. It

was originally a Hindu festival, but its observance has spread, and it is celebrate as a

public holiday throughout India. Diwali is celebrated on the darkest night (the new

moon). During the festival, oil lamps are lit. and firecrackers are set off. The ritual is

assoc iated with several important mythical events. The lights that are associated with

this festival are said to symbolize the removal of spiritual darkness (ibid) . The latter

includes rituals to control an infestation of insect pests or to bring rain, performed

when crops are threatened or when rain does not come. These are also associated with

important events in the life of an individual. These include rituals marking birth,

marriage, and death (ibid).

In the same way, Miller (2011) also, agreeing with those scholars, said that

there are two kinds of rituals - period rituals and non-period rituals. Many periodic

rituals are performed annually to mark a seasonal milestone such as planting or
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harvesting or to commemorate an important event. Non-periodic ritua ls, in contrast,

occur irregularly. at unpredictable times, in response to and scheduled events, such as.
a drought or flood. or to mark events in a person' s life, such as illness, infertility,

birth. marriage, or death.

Similarly, period ritual or prescriptive or calendarical and non-period ritual or

occasional or situational rituals are organized in Warshaung Village in Waingmaw

Township where Zaiwa (Azi) national live. Calendarical rituals include Manau

fest ivals, harvest ce remonies, New Year celebrations, and Chri stmas celebrations, and

situational rituals include weddings and funerals. Manau pole and the dances at a

Manau festival depict the history of their tribe. Khaung-ye is considered to be like

mother' s milk and people are offered Khaung-ye in order to remind them of their

mothers ' gratitude. Manau means "group singing and dancing" in their language.

Manau festivals are not only for dances, but also for meeting of the members of the

tribe to discuss about politics, economy and social matters. In the same way, harvest

festivals are seemed as the occasions to show their gratitude towards gods, but they

are, in fact, the meetings of the people. People make shelves on which they put their

farm products, but it is not really a decoration. These farm products are offered to

gods. When they come to the harvest ceremonies, people carry farm products in

bamboo baskets called Shingnoi or basket (Pa-laingly~~:), and it is to remind

themselves of using this kind of baskets when they go to work at their hill-side farms.

Christmas is a celebration when people welcome God on earth. The decorations

depict the birth place of God. People decora te the ir houses, yards, and churches

during Christmas and these decorations arededicated to God.

Here, discussions will be made on Literature review of Miller (20 11)

concerning with festivals and these discussions will highl ight the facts acquired in this

study. Zaiwa (Azi) national of Waingmaw and Warshaung Village have celebrations

which are basically of two kinds - sacred rituals and secular rituals. Manau festivals,

harvest cerem onies, New Year celebrations, and Chri stmas celebrations are sacred

rituals, and there are legendary stories concerning with these celebrations. Dances,

songs and talks at these celebrations depict the history behind them. As a matter of

fact, they can be considered as the combination of sacred rituals and secular rituals . It

is because, these festivals are not only meant to celebrate for religious purpose, but

also for secular purposes. They are in a way meeting of the members of the tribe to
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discuss the economic, political, and social matters. Miller (2011) said that secular

rituals have nothing to do with supernatural realm. However, this study shows that

weddings and funeral functions of Zaiwa (Azi) national are secular rituals that are

linked with supernatural matters such as making offerings to spirits.

6.4 Anthro pological Perspectives on Rite of Passage

In the book of Haviland et al. (20ll) and R L. Stein and P L. Stein (20ll),

they have classified different types of ritual. There are three stages: separation,

transition, and incorporation in rite of passage. R L. Stein and P L. Stein (2011)

focused on a rite of passage of the wedding in the United States. According to their

findings. in the separat ion phase, an engagement party. and the bride walks down the

aisle and bids farewell to her parents are included.

Similarly, three are also three stages in Zaiwa (Azi) wedding ceremony:

separation, transition, and incorporation. In the wedding of the United States in the

separation stage, engagements do not require go-betweens, but in the customs of

Zatwa (Azi) national, go-betweens play an important role when a man proposes a

woman for engagement. The ability of Go-betweens may be able to reduce the cost of

present items for the woman. They need to go at least three-time-visits to the woman's

family and propose on behalf of the man. He has to give presents to the bride's family.

On the second time, if the bride's family accepts the present from the groom's family,

they know that this is a sign of agreement on the engagement. After that, two families

discuss on how much the man's family has to present to the woman. It can be seen

that, an engagement in the United States are not a really difficult process, but for

Zaiwa (Azi) national it is very difficult to get agreemen t from the woman's family.

Here, the role of go-betweens becomes more important. People select wedding

dresses in the United States. Zaiwa (Azi) national also selects wedding dresses. Some

prefer traditional wedding dresses while. others prefer western wedding dresses.

However, there are more stylish fashions in wedding dresses nowadays. In the United

States, people mail the invitations, but Zaiwa (Azi) national send invitations by the

bride and the groom in person. This probably shows respect for those who are invited

to the wedding. Compari ng the two traditions, it can be seen that people in the eastern

countries show more respect on other people than those in the western countries. In

the United States, people sign up with a gift registry, but Zaiwa (Azi) national have a

systematic record for gifts. This is necessary because when they return with presents,
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they have to give more valuable things. This also shows respect and appreciation for

the gifts they receive. In the United States. people organize wedding rehearsals and

rehearsal dinner parties. Zaiwa (Az;) national do not have wedding rehearsals. Instead,

they make offerings to traditional spirit in order to bless the bride who is moving to

the groom's house. This custom shows that Zaiwa (Azi) national show their care on

the women in their families. They make the woman protected by the spirits when they

send her to the groom's house. Parents show lots of care for their children. The

differences between weddings in the United States and those of Zaiwa {Azi} national

are due to different cultures which mold different value and areas ofcares.

In the American wedding, the status is changed in the second step of transition

phase. This phase is the actual ceremony, lasts from only a few minutes to over an

hour. Likewise, Zaiwa (Azi) national , during the phase of transition, priests bless and

admonish the couple, and the guests sing prayer songs. These fonn actual ceremonies.

These similarities are due to the fact that they have the same faith in Christianity.

Although Zaiwa (Azi) national have adopted Christianity as their belief since (about

1882), they continue to keep some of their traditional practices until now. There is a

mixture of Christian belief and the practice of spirit-worship.

In the incorporation phase, the newly married couple is introduced with "Mr.

and Mrs". This stage includes the reception or pray celebrating the marriage and a

display of gifts and the writing of thank-you notes. In Zaiwa (Azi) national weddings,
,

guests present gifts to the couple who return them with gifts as the token of their

gratitude towards them . After the wedding, since the bride has become a member of

the groom's family, she has to begin doing the housework at the in-laws' house. The

differences between the custom of Americans and Zaiwa (Azi) national are due to the

different criteria they use to define their customs.

Similarly, in Engle' S study (1982), he reported the traditional Chinese

marriages. In their marriage, the wife was carried by sedan chair from her father' s

household to the household of her husband' s family. In this ritual, the bride was not

only relocating to live with her husband, psychologically and socially; she was also

giving up her status and rights as a daughter in her father' s family and becoming a

new person, a daughter-in-law in the family of her husband.

Regarding funera l ritual. Kurihara (1997) examined In urbanization and

changing funerals in Japan. In a Japan funeral, there are ' rites of passage' with three

stages - separation, trans ition, and reintegration. In the first stage, separation stage, at
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the traditional funeral functions of Japanese people, as mentioned in Literature, they

wet the lips of the dead body, clean the entire body, put it in a coffin, recite sutras

near the dead body, and watch the funeral hall day and night. According to the present.
study, Zaiwa (Az;) national inform the relatives about the death of a family member

inunediately after the death. and when the relatives come, they clean the body.

Previously, they used to make a coffin only after someone has died, and used to find a

suitable tree for the coffin. They also used to inform the late ancestor-spirit (nat), and

the house-guardian (nat) is requested to stay at a temporary place outside the house.

The relatives and friends stay near the dead body. Nowadays, being Christians, Zaiwa

(Azi) national invite priests to give talks on the Bible and pray to God. Therefore, it

can be considered that they believe in life after death. A peculiar custom of Zaiwa

(Azi) national is that, when an elderly person dies, they have dances performed at the

funeral in order to console the late one and the family members. However, it is

possible that Zaiwa (Azi) national are fond of dancing, and they even dance at

funerals.

Studies show, as mentioned above, at the first stage of a funeral function, both

Japanese and Zaiwa (Azi) national clean the body of the dead person and people stay

near the dead body during the funeral. In Japan, they have funera l services to take

care of the functions, but for Zaiwa (Azi) national, relatives help the family members

of the late one. It can be seen, therefore, that social network is of much importance in

festivals. There are some similarities among different cultures of different regions. It

is probably because they have the same way of thinking. It can be said that Zaiwa

(A zi) national rely on their relatives a lot, and they usually work together. Japanese are

Buddhists and they invite monks to recite sutras at the funeral functions. On the other
•

hand, Zaiwa (Azi) national used to make offerings to spirits before they adopted

Christian faith. Nowadays , Christian Zaiwa (Azi) national invite priests to lead

prayers. Therefore, it can be said that funeral functions are related to religious

practices.

In the second stage, cremation and burial are carried out. These are rituals for

sending the deceased to the afterwo rld. In the final service, an altar made of plain

wood is set in the front of the room with white chrysanthemums surrounding it.

Besides a picture of the deceased, a mortuary tablet on which a posthumous Buddhist

name written down by a priest is also placed on the altar. Monks recite sutras, while

people in dark mourning attire burn incense. As for the disposal of a corpse,
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cremation is performed, a process introduced to Japan in the 7th century, after the

advent of Buddhism in the 6th century. After the cremation. the bereaved family picks

up the bones using chopsticks according to the traditional way. The bones are put into

an urn and buried in a graveyard. A tombstone is constructed there.

According to present study, Zaiwa (Azi) national do not cremate the body;

instead they bury it in a tomb. Some people decorate the tomb with traditional

drawings and some erect a cross with the name of the dead person on it. It can be seen
•

in the above mentioned statements that funeral functions are related to the belief and

value criteria.

The third stage continues up to 33 years after one's death. During this stage,

the bereaved family holds. Buddhist mass services for the dead on the seventh day

after the death, on the forty-ninth day after death, on the first anniversary of the death,

on the second anniversary of the death, and on the thirty-second anniversary of the

death. On memorial days, they visit the grave and set a wooden symbol of a Buddhist

stupa behind the tombstone of the deceased. It is considered that during this long

period, the individuality of the deceased gradually fades away. The deceased is then

reintegrated into the afterworld as an 'ancestor', These services are usually held under

the watch of priests and temples. The famity must donate a large sum of money to the

temples. Zaiwa (Azi) national make charities in the name of the late person. They do it

seven days after the death, a month after and a year after. Japanese people continue

these charitable acts in the name of the late person for many years after death. Zaiwa

(Azi) national believe that the late one has united with the late souls of the ancestors

and he or she is now safe and sound, and there is no reason to worry about. Now also,

they believe, being Christians, that the late soul is in Heaven with God and there is

nothing to worry about. It can be noted here that people tend to believe future lives

after death.

As Gennep (1966) stated in Literature, funeral functions of Zaiwa (Azi)

national, like weddings that are individual rituals, can be seen in three separate stages

- separation, transition, and incorporation. At the stage of separation, in a funeral

function of a Zaiwa (Azi) family, people clean the body, decorate it, inform the late

ancestors about the death, find a suitable tree and make a coffin, find a burial ground,

and plant a bunch of bamboos. The stage of transition includes burying the body,

building a temporary shelter above the tomb, hanging pictures on the poles of the

shelter, dancing to console the family members and the late soul, and separating the
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late soul with the family members. At the third stage. incorporation, the spirit-medium

send the late soul to the ancestors. This kind of function which has these stages is

called by Gennep as rite of passage. Likewise, funeral functions of Zaiwa (Az;)

national have three stages and therefore they can be considered as funeral rite of

passage of Zaiwa (Azi) nationals.

Regarding Cohen's perspective on death ritual (1993), the celebrations

including funeral functions are organized by relatives and neighbors. As Cohen

mentioned, present study observes that funeral functions are organized by relatives

and neighbors of the late one's family. This cooperative work of family, relatives and

neighbors make funeral functions more alive. As soon as a person dies, the relatives.

in order to prevent the late soul from getting lost, send spiritual information to the

souls of the late elders of the family. Just after the body is buried, the relatives do

spiritual things to unite the late one with the souls of the late elders of the family.

Although they bury the body, they treat the late ones as if he or she were still alive.

They provide the late one everything that he or she might need. This is the fact that

proves that Zaiwa (Azi) national value their families and relatives. The family also

makes the coffin and other people organi ze funera l dances in order to lessen the

sadness of the family . This way. they show their love and cares for the late ones.

Zaiwa (Azi) national keep a bunch of bamboos in fron t of their house as a sign that

they have funeral function at their houses. This is also a warning for people to avoid

inappropriate acts against the funerals. Therefore, it can be said that funeral functions

are related to soc ial relationships.

6.5 Rclaionship between Ritu als, Myths, Beliefs and Symbols

Pratt and Rafaeli ( 1997) said that symbo ls as objects wh ich represent

organizations. Islam et al. (2006) said that ritua ls as a form of symbolic expression

that takes places in organ izations. This symbolic character plays an important role in

maintaini ng and reinforcing social structures and incorporating individuals into a

larger social entity (Trice, Belasco, & Alutto, 1969). Actions may also be considered

to have symbolic functions; behaviours sets of behav iours, and occasions for behavior

can act as symbols when they occur in the proper social contexts (Radcliffe-Brown,

1952 & Baodura, 1997). Crapo (2002 ) said that rituals provide definitions to symbols

and they are year ly events. Haviland et al, (20 11) also said that ritual involves

religious activity. As Durkheim (1964) and (1961) mentioned in Literature, present
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studies observe that festivals of Zaiwa (Azi) national become more and more

colourful. Especially, Manau pole, the symbol of Manau festival is more colourful

than before. Moreover, there are some changes in dresses. People now wear designers'

dresses in dances. It is possible that, with these dresses, they are trying to identify

themselves as Kachin, a unique tribe of Myanmar. This kind of change belongs to

general consensus of the tribe. They are making changes in symbols that they adore .

Symbols can be defined, in other words, symbo ls of a tribe represent the tribe itself.

Every tribe has their unique symbol. This is seen in accordance with Durkheim's

statement

Present studies have found out that festivals of Zatwa (Az;) national, espec ially

Manau festivals, have dances and songs that depict the history of all Kachin tribes.

People meet at the festival s and discuss about social, economic. and political matters.

Working together help the problems solved well and strengthens the unity among all

the Kachin tribes. Zaiwa (Azi) national make offerings to Madai spirit (na/) at the

Manau festival that takes place every year since this is the spirit (na/) that grants them

prosperit ies and happine ss. These findings agree with what Crapo (2009) said in

Literature. It can be seen that festivals of every tribes and races include religious

symbols. Crapo also said that there are definitions to symbols in rituals and these

festivals are yearly events. Haviland et at. (20 11) also said that religious activity can

be seen in rituals.

Wallace (1966) also defines that r i~ual is behavior and it is religion in action.

These scholars, however, do not explain about symbols related to rituals. Wallace said

ever ritual has sacred or secular symbols.

Likewise, in this study, Zaiwa (Azi) nat ional annu ally celebrate Manau

festival, marri age ceremony. funeral ceremony. New Year ceremony. House warming

ceremony. Eating the first crop ceremony. and Christmas festival. Each of them will

be discussed.

In the opening ceremony of Manau festival. all the Zaiwa (Azi) nationals

sacrificed to the traditional spirit (nal), Gwan-gun-gun-phine as grandfather spirit

(nal), with chicken, pig etc. It is probably because they believe that everything

belongs to spirit (nal). When they choose ground for Manau festival, a pig and a fowl

are sacrificed to the guardian spiri t (nal) and paid homage. The y also ofTer liquor and

khaung-ye to them. When Manau festival is hold. except Madai spirit (nal). other

spirit (nals) are offered foods with separate altars outside the field of Manau. Before
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the open ing ceremony. sun spirit called Gyan nat was sacrificed with a little pig but

not Sharar spirit (nat) who is the female spirit of the moon. The figures of sun and

moon, figures of flowers, scale, violin, cross-bow and catapult which are made of

bamboo are offered to each of them. They make offerings to the sun spirit (nat) and

the moon spirit (nat) probably because they believe that these spirits (nats) prov ide

light to their life. Therefore, Modo; was not the on ly spirit (nat) to whom the offerings

are made at Manau festival . but there are also other spirits (nuts) who they consider as

their gua rdian spirit (nat). These offerings highligh t the fact that Zaiwa (Azi} national

believe that these spirits (nots) can cause damages in their soc ial and economic life if

they do not make such offerings.

In killing the linle pig for Gyan spirit (nat). a daughter of the holder of the

festival or his one of the close rela tive must take charge of that duty by wearing

jewelry such as go ld, silver and pearls best dresses. On the third day, the lineage of

parents-in- Iaws participates in the Manau dan ce. On the last day of the festival, the

lineage of the son-in-law perform Phew-set Manau / ~U?;ooSw~f' dance to entertain

them. After these two lineages. the brother lineage of the holder perform a closing

dance called Wa-sid-naud /ol :;o ~~'t? As it can be seen. Manau festivals are

celebrated by the host family and joined by relat ives . It is the custom of Zaiwa (Azi)

national that the members of a famil y and relatives take care of one ano ther, and co

operation among the relatives can be seen. Therefore . relatives play an important role

in organizing Manau fest ivals .

Moreover, they pointed out the audience part icipate an active role in religious

ritual. However. in this study. not only the audie nce but also the spirit medium, the

Duwa, and the relatives participate in the fest ival. The leader or household head

performing the Manau festival choose good wood without blemis h or flaw to make

pillars and to curve a big drum called Manau Drum.

Here. the high val ue they place on the Madai spirit (nat) and superstitious

practices in making offerings to this spirit (nat) can be seen. He slaughtered a big pig

and offer to the Modal spirit (nat) and his wife. Before the dancing in Manau festival,

the ho lders of the festival invite spirit medium. his assistant, executive members of

the fest ival to his or her house with great ,respect. The household head and his wife

lead these respectable people with gentle dancing style into the Manu Chamber. Once

they are in the chamber, the y go round the shri ne for Madai spirit (nat) four times.
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clockwise. before taking their respective seats that are previously fixed. The Manau

festival is led by the two leaders of dancing group, the holder of the festival with his

wife accompanied by others, walk out of the chamber to the field of the festival called

Nawra / ~'P Manau dancing ground, gently dancing style. It is found that Duwa,

thechief of thevillage hasto take an important role in Manau festivals.

The guests also participate in the dancing of Manau festival. In choosing the

land plot. the dancers perform in holding pointed sticks in their hands while dancing.

On the third day, the little banyan tree is planted by the holder of the festival or the

one who prepares food for spirits (na/s) and the elders of the village atone place near

the entrance to the village after the festivaL In carving Manau drum. the person who

is skillful in carving cut down the tree according to the astrologer's prediction. All

Kachin tribes from different areas meet at Manau festivals where they meet one

another. They can find their relatives at the festivals and re-unite. One can find one's

life-partner and parents cansee if someone is suitable for their child. They also have a

chance to discuss about their businesses and help one another. Relatives get chances

to meet every yearatthe festivals and the unity can be builtup. This canmake Zaiwa

(Azi) national more united and stronger.

All the procedure was led by the spirit medium, Jaiwa because they are the

leaders of Manau festival. He predicts in choosing the ground and mark with grain

powder on the two halves of the dead body of pig to sacrifice Madai spirit (nat) and

his wife. He sacrifices a little pig for Gyan spirit (nat). In offering sacrifice to the

earth spirit, Shadip spirit nat, he chose a young pig and kills it; the blood of the little

pig is spread the field to clean; its well-cleaned meat is wrapped up with leaves of the

plant called Hpawgoi (water lilyITaung-zin). It is cooked and sacrificed to the earth

spirit (Shadip nal) . After offering it to the spirit (nal), he and his ass istant bury it at

the Centre of the field. To close the festival, he cut off the creeper that is tied to the

sacrificial altar for Saline-maraw spirit (nat) at the Centre of the ground. He and his

assistant have to send backMadai spirit (nat) and his queen to theircelestial abode by

accompanying them. At a Manau festival, a spirit-medium called Jaiwa and his

assistant lead all the activities. They play important roles at the festivals. Animal.
sacrifices are made in the name of Madai spirit (nat). It is because their ancestors

were fanners orhunters.
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The spirit-medium, at a Manau festival, read the story of the tribe while

Manau dance is being performed. The dances depict the history of the tribe, the

history of the Manau festivals , their traditional works on the bill-side farms, and their

daily duties. Therefore. it can be said that'Manau festivals serve as a means to hand

down the culture to new generations. The dances depicting the life of Zaiwa (Azi)

national may probably show that these people have high value on their tribe.

Studies on Manau festivals show that they are important events for Zaiwa

(Azi) national's socio-economic life, socio-cultural life and socio-political life.

Therefore. it can be said that Manau festivals, despite of being a religious functions,

are important for the people's socio-economic life. socio-cultural life and socio

political life.

Duwa, the chief of a region, have a chance to meet all Zaiwa (Azi) national at

one place. This is probably one of the reasons for celebrating Manau festivals. Modo;

spirit (nat) is believed to have influence on their economic and social matters, and

Manau festivals are basically to make offerings to this spirit (nat). Obviously, they

worry that failing to make offerings to this spirit (nat) may cause damages in their

economic, social and administrative matters.

As it can be seen above, the members of this society celebrate Manau festivals

which contain prayers, offerings and readings. Everyone at the festival takes parts to

fonn the whole process, but especially, spirit-mediums, the village-chiefs, the host

families, and their relatives play important roles.

Regarding wedding ceremony, Zaiwa (Azl) national have peculiar traditions.

Single men and women consult with the moon-spirit (nat) about their life-partner.

They sing songs to send the moon-spirits (nats) home before dawn. They make

offerings to the spirits (nats) related to weddings. On the wedding day, the spirit (nat)

ofparents- in-law and the mountain spirit IJan-Htong nat IC'lJ CX?; ' oS are sacrificed with

buffalos.

The spirit-medium fixes an auspicious date for the wedding, leads the

offerings to family-spirit (nat) or ancestral spirit (nat), sings wedding songs to pay

respect to the spirit (nat). In the evening on the wedding day, the spirit-medium

introduces the couple to the Modal spirit (nat) or traditional spirits. In the evening or

the next day of wedding ceremony, he introduces the couple to the spirit (nat) because

the bride is member of the bridegroom 's family.
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Zaiwa (Azi) nat ional practises patrilineal kinship system and weddings are led

by uncles. After engagement, the relatives share their duties to help the couple. One

day before the wedd ing, the go-between for the groom and the relatives of the groom

pay a visit to the bridegroom's fami ly and take the bride back to the groom's home.

Part of the wedding ceremony is to give the bride and it is organized just befo re the

wedding. For this, the bride's family, relatives and friends give presents to the groom's

fam ily and then they begin the wedding. On the wedding evening, the bride makes

rice soup mixed with fish and serves the relatives from both side and the guests. She

has to bring the rice and fish from her home. The elders from both sides admonish the

couple and pray to the traditional spirits (nats). On next day morning, one of the

bride's relatives admonishes the bride. After that, the bride, as the sign of becoming a

member of the groom's family, starts doing the house works. A few days later, the

couple visits the wife's parents' home to prove that their daughter is getting care and

love from the husband's family. They take presents for the wife's parents who also

return them some presents. Zaiwa (Azi) national have their faith in Christianity now

and there are some changes in their customs. On the wedding day, the groom presents

a gold ring to the bride as the sign of his care and love for her, and the bride presents

the groom a silver sword and a bag decorated with small silver gongs as the sign of

the reliance on her husband.

On the wedding day, when the bride enters into the groom's house, the groom's

mother gives her a gold necklace as the sign that she accepts her as her daughter-in

law. After the wedding the groom family gives presents to the matchmaker, the

relatives and guests from the bride's side as a token of their gratitude to them for the

successful wedding.

A professional elderly woman or a spinster invites the moon-spirit (nat) and

ask questions concerning with the wedding ceremony. Chaperones and the leader of

the single men also help at the wedding. The go-betweens from the groom's side and

the bride's side are the ones who are responsib le for the entire process of a successful

wedding.

The bridesmaids, when they enter the groom's house, carry two baskets (cane

or bamboo basket with sling or tumpline) - one for the groom and one for the bride.

The basket for the groom is called Nwe-ree and the one for the bride is called Nwe

lar. In the evening of the wedding day, there is a feast where the guests make good

wishes for the couple.
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.
Since Zaiwa (Azi) national are Cluistians now, weddings are led by ministers

of the churches. They bless the couple on behalf of God, make them took oath, and

admonish. It can be seen that Zaiwa (Azi) national make offerings to spirits. They

probably believe that spirits control their lives. However, weddings are led by

relatives rather than spirit-mediums. This shows that relatives play important roles in

Zaiwa (Azi) national's life. Equally, go-betweens from both sides play important roles

in wedding.

The wedding processes of Zaiwa (Azi) national are unique. Many visits must

be paid in order to get the couple engaged. They have a function where the bride is

submitted to the groom's family. And the presents they give to therelatives must be as

valuable as the ones they receive.

Regarding funeral ritual, in building bamboo grove for the deceased, they

inform to theirgrate grand fathers' spirit for the dead person as traditional spirit (nat)

and they sacrificed with buffalo or bull killed. When they make coffin, before cutting

down the tree, they usually sacrifice the guardian spirit (nal) of the tree with a fowl

killed at the foot of the tree for permission. Before the digging started, a fowl was

killed to offer to the guardian spirit (nat) due to permission. In funeral ceremony. the

evening of two days later, the family members sacrificed the spirits of the great

grandfather and grandfather of the dead person withan animal to take away the spirit

of the dead one with them. To cut the relation of the spirit and the corpse, a pig is

killed to be sacrificed to the guardian spirit for permission. And they build a tent with.
them over the burial mound. Then a bull is killed somewhere in the west of the village

and it is cooked to be offered to the village spirit (nal) to permit dancing. After

clearing off the spirit as well as the corpse. fate spirit (Kyamar nat) was sacrificed

with a fowl and the traditional spirit (nal) pleads for coming back with a fowl. There

is a small ritual to offer foods to thespirit (nat) to sign the praises of them.

When a Zaiwa (Azi) dies. the spirit-medium cleans the body with water. He

makes a place for thehouse-guardian spirit outside the house and requests thespirit to

stay there during the funeral. People make offerings to the late soul, and that evening,

the spirit-medium inform the dead person's soul to perform the funeral dance. The

spirit-medium also chooses a place to bury the body. A bamboo shelter is built above

the tomb. When thebamboos are taken for -this purpose, the spirit-medium sacrifices a

pig to the earth-spirit (nat). After the funeral dance, the spirit-medium sends the dead

person's soul to the ancestors so that it will not come back to the living family. Then,
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the spirit-medium sacrifices a chicken to Krama -spirit (nat) (the god that controls

their fate) and also makes offerings to the house-guard ian spirit (nat) . Spirit worship

is a practice important in fune ral. and so is the role of the spirit-medium.

The spirit-medium informs the death of a family member to the dead.
ancestors, and introduces the former to the latter. With this act, here-unites the late

person with the late ancestors. He also has to clean the body and makes sure that the

family puts the late person's belongings with the body. Th ey believe that, if they do

thi s, late person, in his or her future life, can be physically pure and prosperous.

The relatives plant a bunch of bamboos for the late pe rson. The belongings of

the late person are hung on the bamboos. They also have to look for a suitable tree to

make a coffin. It can be seen that all the relatives join any functions or activities of

their family members.

Studies on funeral functions show that Zaiwa (Azi) national believe in the life

after death, and that the role of relationship between the late one and the living family

members is important. In other words, the relationship among Zaiwa (Azi) national is

based on the value they place on one another, and care they show to one another.

The guests also dance funeral dances that are meant to make the dead one

happy. The leader hold s a spear called Ma-hto (.~:~) when they dance. The next

day after the body is buried, six men dance with their upper bodies painted with soot.

This is to prevent the dead person's soul from disturbing the living ones. They do not

want the dead person' s soul having attached to the previous life and trying to hang

around the family. The dance is to drive the late soul away. After that the two

villagers dressed like comedians perform humorous and amusing to entertain the

family members as well as the villagers, in front of the house of the family members.

People say that this dance is to console .the family members who have lost their

beloved one. However, it is possible that these people are fond of dancing and they

always have reasons to dance. In fact, if a preacher preaches some lessons, instead of

performing dances, it can be more beneficial for the living family members.

After that, at sunset time, eight people including two leaders dance the last

funeral dance. At that night, while the spirit-medium is sending the dead person' s soul

to the ancestors, some people go to the burial ground and remove the roof above the

tomb. They also throw the things that were hanging on the bamboos away. They

believe that the dead person's soul has gone to a good place to meet the ancestors and
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he or she should not come back to this world. However, it is possible that people

worry that the dead person's soul might attach to those things and is unable to leave.

Funeral ceremonies are organized by the relatives and their friends join them.

This shows that social network is of importance for Zaiwa (Azi) national. According

to Christian belief, when a Zaiwa (Azi) national Christian dies, it is informed to the

church. The priest or some leader comes to the house of the family and prays for the

deceased. After that the priest preaches sermon, and reads the biography of the

deceased. This is a better way for people than to perform dances at funerals. Before

the audience go to the cemetery, they go to the church for prayer. After that singing

by choir was done. They proceed to the cemetery where the corpse is buried. Once

again, when they are back at home, prayers are done for three days continuously in

the evening, for the spirit to be able to be in peace at the heaven. It can be seen that

relatives and friends not only give helping hands at Manau festivals, but also at

funeral functions.

When Zaiwa (Azi) national choose a piece of land for building their houses,

they consult with the elders and the spirit-mediums. These people see signs and

interpret the dreams. The spirit-medium chooses an auspicious day for building the

house and for the house warming ceremony. He also chooses a person to enter into the

new house first. He leads the offerings tothe house-guardian spirit (nat) and makes

good wishes for the family. It is one of the peculiar that spirit-mediums are necessary

in all the functions of Zaiwa (Azi) national.

The people in the same village help to look for the things for the new house.

Men who come to the house warming ceremony perform dances. Since every

functions and festivals of Manau people are organized and participated by friends and

relatives. it can be said that these people are very united. On the day of house

warming ceremony. the village chief. although he is not supposed to ask if the owner

of the house has the right to live in that new house, asks some questions anyway and

let them enter the house. It is to be understood that village chief treats the villagers as

if they were his own relatives. The relatives of the family of the new house also

present things to the family. The elders discuss about their relatives, their children's

marriages. and the people exchange the presents in the house warming ceremony.

Each and every functions and festivals has various meaning behind them. Since they

live on cultivation on hill-side farms, they do not usually each other while they are

working. They only meet at the ceremonies and festivals. This may be the reason that
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hardly anyone fail to attend the ceremonies of their friends. The couple of the new

house cooks and offers the food to all the guests,They are very generous.

Nowadays, they are Christians, but they still follow some spiritual customs.

However, instead of worshiping the spirits, they pray to God and the role of Christian

priests become more important than that of the spiri t-medium. Therefore, it can be

seen that Zaiwa (Azi) national always look for spiritual protection for possible

misfortune.

The spirit-medium choose the day for harvest ceremony. On the day of

harvest ceremony. Mathon-matha spirit (nat) who is the sun- spirit (nat) and the

guardian spirit (nat) of the forests, mountains, rivers, streams, and lakes are given

offerings. It can be seen that offerings to spirit (nat) are not only a means to seek for

the protection from those spirit (nat), but it also means that they show their gratitude

towards the spirit (nat) who give them good harvests.

The people clean the village; collect the Khaung-ye and food before the

ceremony. On the day of the ceremony, people bring some food produced in their

farms to offer the spirit (nat). After making offerings to spirit (nat) with the food, they

cook and eat while talking about their works and children's marriages. This shows that

they like working together. Therefore, it can be said that festivals and ceremonies

such as Monou festival, harvest festivals, house warming ceremonies, and New year

celebrations are not only to make offerings to spirit (nat), but they also serve as the

meetings where they discuss about their economic, social and political matters. Since

they have become Christians, they say that they are praying to God, but there is not.
much difference between Christian God and traditionally believed spirits (nat) since

these people look for someone above them to look after them.

Likewise this study is similar to the statement of Barfield (1997) in literature.

Pedroza (2002) slated in Literature review that Zaiwa (Azi) national of Waingmaw

and Warshaung Village organize festivals and these festivals are where the members

of the tribes meet to discuss about their cultivation works, old friends reunite, make

new friends, long-lost relatives meet again. The discussions at the meeting also

include economic situations, health, safety, regional peace, marriages, and they are

basically meant to create the unity among the members of the tribe. According to him,

all these rituals have the same purpose.

In contrast, Turner argued that rituals of modern society, unlike the rituals in

tribal societies, have more different functions. He focused on comparing two different
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societies, but this present study tries to focus on the differences seen in the rituals of

Zatwa (Azi) national in Waingmaw and Warshoung Village and draw the attention to

the fact that the differences are due to the time when they are organized. Since Zaiwa

(Azi) national have become Christians, they replace Modo; spirit (nat) with God when

they have Manau festivals. They used to make a new Manau pole every year, but now

they use the old one with some renovations on it. They also have more Manau drums

than before, and they have added new kind of musical instruments such as organs. In

cases of wedding also, they do not make offerings to spirits as they used to do before;

instead, the weddings are led by the priests who ask for blessing from God on behalf

of people and who give talks on the Bible. They do not make sacrifices any more.

Harvest festivals are also organized at churches where they pray to God. As the time

changes, according to the present study, the custom of these people also change. And

time probably has changed the belief and values.

Agreeing with Rothenbuhler, this study has found out the fact that Zaiwa (Azi)

national celebrates their special occasions through expression of social relations,

philosophies, historical symbols, beautiful and artistic dances, and customary

behavior. Their festivals are important for them since these festivals are places where

the elders hand down their economic, social, and cultural practices to the new

generations.

Miner (1956) defined rituals as customary activities or practices of members

of a social organization, and said that these customs are consisted of their belief and

where they place their value.

This study also shows that the customs of Zaiwa (Azi) national of Waingmaw

and Warshaung Village are formed with Manau festivals, weddings, funeral

functions, harvest ceremonies, and Christmas celebrations, and these special

occasions are consisted of their belief, value and criteria for their judgments.

Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn from the above mentioned facts that rituals are

organized with belief, value-standard and criteria for things.

6.6 The influence of Ritual on Solidarity within the Society

As Gluckman (1 966) stated in Literature, the present study finds that the

festivals of Zaiwa (Azi) national, including Manau festivals, weddings, funeral

functions, New Year celebrations, and Christmas celebrations, express social
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characteristics and the role of supernatural beings. This present study has only

included necessary facts concerning with the features ofeach festivals.

Friends and relatives who are departed throughout the year meet at Manau

festivals, harvest ceremonies. and Christmas celebrations. They talk about economic,

social and administrative matters. Manau dance is a kind of dance that requires unity

of the dancer . Th is kind of dance creates 'Unity among the people. Even shy people

can make friend s. People get to know one another through the practice of dances and

some may even become life-partner. During Christmas, young people sing songs in

groups, and make food and eat together. Everyone becomes closer to other people .

Beside Chri stmas celebration, all other celebrations and festivals need spirit-mediums

who ask for help and protection from spirits on beh alf of people. Spirits, in return for

the offerings made in their names, help Zaiwa (Azi) national prosperous and provide

good things in life.

At weddings and funeral functions, relatives have chances to meet. Friends

join them and the members of the society become closer. This unity helps their

society become strong and long-lasting. Matchm akers are people who are good at
•

persuading people. A successful wedding requires the skill of the go-between. It can

be seen that friendship among people plays essenti al role in their society.
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CHAPTER (7)

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

7.1 Conclusion

One of the functions of Manou festivals of Zaiwa (Azi) national in Warshaung

Village is to make offerings to Madat, the sky-god, They also have harvest

ceremonies where they make offerings to Mahton-mahtar, the sun-god who has

blessed them with good crops. Zaiwa (Azi) national allow their children to marry

someone in the same tribe. The weddings are made possible by matchmakers and
•

relatives. When a member of a family dies, they infonn the late ancestors about the

death so that the late soul will not get lost, but re-unite with the souls of the ancestors.

Since Zaiwa (Azi} national have become Christians, they celebrate Christmas every

year. Besides, priests have taken the place of spirit-mediums at functions. The

celebrations and festivals of Zaiwa (Azi) national can be seen as rituals where they

make offerings to gods. These rituals are not organized by individual family, but by

the entire members of the tribe.

The rituals of Zaiwa (Azi) national are of two kinds - public rituals and

individual rituals. The former one includes Manau festivals, harvest ceremonies, and

New Year celebrations. Individual rituals include weddings and funeral functions. The

peculiar feature of each festival and ceremony has been presented. Zaiwa (Azi)

national used to have family Manau festivals, but now all the members of the tribe

join in yearly Manau festivals. Manau, in Zaiwa (Azi) language, is group dance, and

as it means thus, there are group dance performances a! the Manau festival. They

believe that Madai god make them prosperous and give good things in life, and

therefore they make offerings to this god at the Manau festivals. However, there are

also other gods being offered at Manau festivals. A peculiar feature of this festival is

that they sacrifice animals at a marked place and offer the blood of the animals to the

ground-god.. That place is used for the Manau festivals. Another notable feature is that

a spirit-medium who can speak the language of gods lead the sacrifice. Many people

from different places join the Manau danc~. Manau festivals are to hand the tradition

over the next generation. People wear traditional dresses and dance individually or in

groups. Manau pole is decorated with symbols depicting the history of the tribe.

Dance performances are by each tribe as well as everyone together.
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A notable fact about the harvest ceremonies is that on the day of ceremony.

cult ivators bring their crops in bamboo baskets and offer them to Mahton-mahtar god.

After the offering. they cook and eat together. They discuss the matters concerning

with their society, po litics and economy. During Christmas. Zaiwa (Azi) nat ional sing

prayer songs composed about the birth of God. They praise God how they are saved

by God. Therefore, Manau fest ivals, harvest ceremonies. and New Year celebrat ions

are means to hand down the tradition to the new generations.

There are some peculiar features of weddings which are individual ritual of

Zaiwa (Azi) national. One of them is the role of matchmakers who make the wedding

possible. and who serve as the mediators. In Zaiwa (Azi) national tradition, a

matchmaker has to pay at least three time visits to the woman's family. This is unique

in Zaiwa (Azi) national tradition. Another peculiar feature of Zaiwa (Azi) national

tradition is that all relatives participate in weddings. For instance, if a family cannot

afford for the wedding, the relatives have to give helps. Before the wedding, the bride

is taken to the groom's house. The relatives of the grooms and a matchmaker have to

bring the bride to the groom's house. Zaiwa (Azi) national weddings are very different

from those of other tribes. The bride and her relatives go to the groom's house, but

they do not go there straight. The groom's family arranges a place for them to stay. On

the wedding day, the presents from the bride's parents and relatives are carried in

bamboo baskets. During the wedding process, the bride gives a bag decorated with

silver gong and a sword to the groom as the symbol of her reliance on him. Therefore,

it can be seen that there are many stages for Zaiwa (Azi) national to go thorough

before a successful wedding. It is probably because, as the forming of a wedding is

difficult, separation of the couple is supposed to be difficult.

When a member of a Zaiwa (Azi) family in Waingmaw and Washaung Village

dies, the soul leaves for the realm of late souls of the ancestors. With this belief, they

inform the death of their family member to the ancestors. This is rarely seen in the

traditions of other tribes. It is interesting to see how they plant a bunch of bamboos as

a sign of having a funeral function, perform funeral dances in order to console the

family members, send the late soul to the ancestors. Therefore, it can be said that

Zaiwa (Azi) national love their family members so much that they even take care of

the dead ones.

These festivals are in a way meetings of relatives and friends from different

places. Unity can be seen in these festivals. They have discussions on their economic,
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social and political matters. They solve the problems together, and help one another.

Besides, Zatwa (Azi) national believe that marriage within the permitted tribe can

enhance unity of the tribe and consequently that they can enjoy econo mic and social

success.

7.2 Recommendat ions

After analyzing the findings of this study, the following recommendations

emerged concerning rituals and ceremon ies of Zaiwa (Az;) national.

(1) Spirit-worship practice remains in the past while Christianity has taken its

place. This makes some changes in Zaiwa (Azi) national's culture, customs,

belief, value standard, and ethnicity. It is strong point to maintain continually

some traditional practices which could unit the whole community.

(2) Unity among the Kachin tribes should be built up so that all Kachin nationals

can join Manau festivals.

(3) Need to maintai n their traditional costume entirely disappear from the view of

cultural landscape.

(4) Later researches should be done focusing on each festival of Zaiwa (Azi)

national as well as other national' s traditional of rituals and ceremonies.
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This study explores "Role and Functions of Rituals and Ceremonies of Zaiwa

(Azi) national, Waingmaw Township in Kachi n State". The candidate demonstrates

although most Zaiwa (Azi) changed their religion from spirit (nat) worship to

Christian, they still practise some of their tradition, custom and belief as their cultu re.

She highlighted their cu lture. custom and tradition found in their rituals and

ceremonies to maintain, preserve and transmit from generation to generation. Aim and

objectives of the research can be accomplished clearly. She applied qualitative

research method to collect the concreted data. Rituals and ceremonies are very

important factors for unity of the respect ive tribe or people . She discussed the strong

and weak points of theories by showing her finding s. I heartly recomm ended that this

thesis is suitable to award the deg ree of Philosophy.
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This study exp lored the role and functions of traditional ceremonies of Zaiwa

(Azi) national. The candidate was able to' find out each ritual is collectively celebrated

by all the Kachin tribes in which Zaiwa (Azi) nation al is included. She described there

are symbols, beliefs, norms included in the rituals and they display their ethnic

identity. She highlighted Zaiwa (Azi) national' s traditional rituals tend to the unity

and strength of all the Kachin tribes in which Zaiwa (Azi) national is included and

relate to their socio -economic factors.

The study focused on the role and functions of relative are very ·important

factor in the rituals and ceremonies participate by Zaiwa (Az i) national. Nowadays,

they have been celebrati ng their trad itional rituals and ceremonies although they

believe Christian. This is because they believe that all the rituals they celebrate are

very crucial to maintain the unity of the~. The study pointed out they create colourful

designs "in their traditional dress because of moderni zation and need to maintain their

traditional culture.

It is strongly recommended that the candidate is entitled to hold Doctorate

Degree with this thesis.
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